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Preface

The Freeport Public School System in mid-coast Maine

experienced a series of events in 1969/1970 which led to

pronounced changes. The tide of: change swept over the primary

schools, partly inundated the middle school and lapped at

the edges of the High School. The wave of change receded,

affecting the Middle School very little, the High School

even less. But it left in its wake an elementary system which

from being one of the worst in the state has come to be regarded

as one of the best.

Starting already in the late sixties, there was planning

afoot for a new, innovative primary school in Brunswick, a

neighboring town. These plans deepened, and expectations

were high when at last the building was completed and a new

elementary school (K-5) "without walls" opened in the fall of

1972. Yet the impact on the rest of the system has been

modest if not minimal and the new school itself, far from realizing

the intent of the original rhetoric, has largely adapted itself,
and

or been adapted, to the administrative/pedagogical norms of

the prevailing system.

The Upward Bound Program at Bowdoin College in Brunswick,

from its inception in 1966, has had the triple goal of (a) helping

a selected number of poor teenage kids from Maine's poorest

counties to overcome their disadvantages and learn to "make it'

in a middle class world; (b) helping these teenagers develop

a greater sense of self and of values consistent with the

ideals of equality and a just social order; and (c) affecting
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tor tne better wnerever posuLu4c .. ---

environment from which these teenagers came. The first goal

has consistently been accomplished, the second much less so,

and third almost not at all.

Collins Brook School, near Freeport, opened in 1969 as

a new, free school both for day kids in the neighboring communities

and for boarding kids from out of state. Begun with much

idealism about the possibilities of freedom-to-learn and

freedom-in-learning, the school faced and barely managed to

weather successive crises: personal, financial, and ideological.

:t evolved a structure which was both consistent and not con-

sistent with the original intent. One of the few free schools

in Maine (of which there were many) to survive for this long,

Collins Brook School, as of the spring of 1976, faces tough

choices and difficult realities. If it can survive, it

offers a structure and way of life which can be a genuine

alternative to prevailing patterns of education.

How and why do these "internal" changes in the evolution

of a program take place? That is the guiding question of this

inquiry. Part One establishes the scientific basis for the

inquiry. Part Two identifies and develops basic factors that

interact in the process of change; and carries forward the

history of the four educational reform programs under review.

Part Three contains the conclusions of the inquiry, both the

specific hypotheses which fwas concerned to verify at

the outset of the research, and the more general findings

which evolved out of the process of the inquiry itself.

In the remainder of the preface I describe several dimen-

sions of this inquiry which interact to form a 'philosophic



core" of my approach to social reality. I did not have this

approach when I began the study, thOugh many pieces of it

were there; instead it grew out of the process of doing the

study. The sevaral dimensions are the concepts of action and

growth; the dialectics of rebellion; and the concept of

structure.

First, this is a stud,: of action. I examine how peOple

strive consciously to intervene in the flow of activity, both

within and without established Institutions, in order to

accomplish a change in direction.

The area chosen to examine action is education. As I

indicate in the first chapter this is partly the result of

my experience in educational development both in Africa and

in this country. I sense however a deeper, theoretical con-

nection. Education, of all human activities, seems most to

aim at growth--and I attribute to action the manifestation

of a general human passion, and need, to grow. By crowth I

understand not only the expansion of knowledge about things,

but equally an expansion of the human power to know, to learn,

to gain new opportunities, and to experience a greater reali-

zation of the self--however minimally or "materially" that

self-realization is expressed. The attempted expansion in

that kind of human power is a major element in movements for

educational change, though it may well be near the core of

movements for change in general.

Action contains a strong element that is closely linked

to the passion for growth. Action is the deed, however minute

or grand; however short or protracted in its complexity and

duration; however particular or universal in its scope. Our
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language confuses us however if we only understand by the deed

a thing that happened, or a "dead" event, or a piece of be-

havior having external dimensions and consequences only. A'

deed is not like an atom--or what an atom was once thought

to be before it was "split.' Like the atom, so too the deed

needs to be split. The deed, the many cennected deeds com-

prising an event, and the severality of events that define

a direction and evolve an enduring structure: these all must

be examined in their character as lived states of social

being and social interaction. Their character as deeds must

be preserved, yet the how of human exchange and inter-change

must become the focus of attention. Or say that we need to

examine the what of that which is striven for as it becomes

translated in and through the ho,w. We need to shine the search-

light of our investigations in such a way that we illumine

how the what alters its scope and charar:ter in the process

of translation.

Though action manifests the struggle for expansion and

growth, it is and remains problematic. It is life as lived

through conscious beings encountering the "material" of

existence and through the encounter seeking to surpass it-

self. Falling back and "failure' is part of the risks of

the encounter.

lf, as has been said, a study of action finds ready

naterial in the world of education because of the latter's

)asic concern for growth; similarly, a study of action is

:lore likely to find ready material in movements or programs

!or change. In situations of change there is overt inter-

Pention. The surface of things is churned up, as in a storm.

-iv-
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In such situations, the dynamics of human interaction, which

usually transpire beneath the surface in the normal ongoing

flow of activity, tend to be more exposed to view. Action in

situations of change therefore is easier to study, easier to

get at.

A study of this kind has both a practical and a theoretical

intention. By focusing on the how of change, it hopes to

clarify the factors in-real-life that need to be understood

by the practitioner. But by focusing on change as the problem

of action it draws attention to action as itself a category

of human experience yielding knowledge of the human condition.

Contrary to what might be expected, studies of action

are not plentiful. Studies arc copious on the motivation of

leaders (and followers); on ideology; on communications; on

images of a new society and on intentional comnunities; on

people's responses to issues churned up in situations of

change; on the results of change; and (though to a lessez degree)

on the historical stages of development of a movement for

change, whether evolutionary or revolutionary.

But neither social science hitherto, nor an earlier

political economy, nor yet political philosophy in its long

history of explorations, has paid much serious scientific

attention to the dynamics of human actiori. This may in good

part be ascribed to two contrary responses to life (and thus

to nature and to conscious activity in history) which have

deeply affected the structure of human culture and the kind

Of scienCe that is carried on. These two responses are, first,

the tendency to stand in awe and fear of nature and history,

-v-
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and thus to depreciate the validity of conscious human inter-

vention; and second, a tendency to rebel against this posture

and to affirm man's need, an3 right, to dominate nature and

to create himself through history in accordance with his own

purposes. The first finds typical expression in certain kinds

of religious withdrawal--the myth of "heaven's my destination--

I will by faith pass through thiS veil of tears." The second,

partly a secular reaction to this, may be called the Baconian

myth--it seeks to organize and even force the material of the

world into fully planned, pre-calculated patterns and structures.

The first tends to retreat from action. Or, responding to it

romantically, it worships action in the form of heroic biography,

as for example, in the "lives of great men," a type of literature

that, though interestin g, is a naloed caricature of the nature

of human deeds. The second effaces action altogether. Action

is replaced by the aspiration for harmonious, controlled behavior.

The formulas that are applied often try to use, as it were

against themselves--after the fashion of Hobbesthe perceived

antinomies of the human condition in order to effectuate perfect

harmony. The paradigm of the capitalist market is a leading

case in point.

One is offered by these two orientations, or myths, the

unhappy choice of transworldly ethics together with.irrational

gut heroics; or interuie, one-dimensional rationalism.

Meanwhile, however, life 'goes on and,though beleaguered

mnd eroded by both of these myths, it continues unabated to

reveal the complexities, vitalities, richness and contradictions

)f human beings in.action in the world as it is.

-vi-
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Hegel may have been the first thinker with theoretical

and speculative power to have posed, or exposed, the need

to account for the phenomena of ction. He startled and

vexed both the agnostic rationalists and Christians of his

day by challenging them, not only to explain why evil exists,

but to explain why it was so that evil intentions and activity

often result in good, and why good intentions and activity

so often result in bad. He did not pose this in the 'ironical"

style, but as a philosopher seriously engaged in the effort

to account for the baffling dimensions of action. His attempt

to show the gradual immanentization of the spirit (or the

self-realization of matter) through the processes of world

history in which men act out "what is in them" seems to me

too mystical, even mystifying. Yet it does open up for sober

scrutiny depths of social reality that preserve intact the

relations of inner and outer, while permitting careful inspection

of how these relations shift and swerve in the historical flow

of events. In this sense Hegel encouraged us to approach

action as a process to be monitored carefully. He laid the

basis for a dynamic social science--one willing to encounter

action as pertaining to objects who are also subjects and to

do it with that rare combination of wonder and curiosity that

is the touchstone of real science. Marx continued in that

spirit--and de-mystified much of Hegelseeking a way to

understand and comprehend the world in its structure as

actually lived. 'Unfortunately, the political outcry against

his teachings aused this fundamental element in his philosophy

to be lost to view, both by his friends and his foes. They

tcaded to dogmatize his conclusions and largely ignored his

method.
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Only in the last few decades has there been a renaissance

in the study and application of Marx--both in the sense of a

lecovery of his method and in the increasing emphasis on what

is termed praxis, or the self-aware re-application to one's

practice of what was learned (reflected upon) in earlier

practice. This strongly suggests the feedback factor in action

which runs as a major theme through the present study. In

this sense, ideas are treated as having material force--or

.actually it is tho category of consciousness that is seen as

mediating the contradictions in practice and through struggle

resolving or overcoming them. The teachings of Mao-tse-tung

are very much along this line. From a different vantage point

the Catholic priest Paulo Freiro develops a similar approach.

His concept of conscience-ization emphasizes the element of

growth through action seen as the activation of one's reflection

upon one's experience--especially the experience of lived

alienation.

From a still different perspective, and some decades

earlier, John Dewey, in his much misunderstood concept of

'learning to' doing," was articulating an understanding of

practice not unlike that argued for in the present study and

showing marked kinship to those noted above. The work he

did in concert with Arthur Bentley on the eristemolOgical

foundations of 'learning by doing," and his political wotks

emphasizing the intimate connection between democracy and

planning (where continuous planning is strongly counterposed

to a Baconian type of emphasis on plans)--these wt.rks were read

and re-read avidly by me in the early stages of my project.
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In the later stages, I came upon the works of Merleau

Ponty who gave me further reason to believe I was on the

right track. His formulation of what it means to know,strongly

emphasizes the integrity of the object studied as also a

subject--i.e., a being understood in its existence as an acting

substance. Furthermore, his conception of human action occurring

in and through networks of lived relationships, identified as

structures, confirmed what I was discovering from my own research.

So that I sense the scholarship and research on action

to be on the upswing. We are coming cut from under the hegemony

of long standing myths. The irrational retreat from action,

the correlative romanticizing of action, and the rationalistic

effacement of action arc on their way to being transcended.

Secrind, this is a study of rebellion. As I was doing

the field research it became clear to me that the roots of

the striving for change, and for growth, were to be found in

a doublcedged rebellion against existing structures and

authority models, or symbols of mastery. This rebellion I

found could lead the rebel from defiance of the system or

of the master to an emulation of the patterns of the system

and the ways of the master. Or--and this is the other edge

of rebellion--it could lead the rebel from defiance to the

affirmation of a new value (transcending the old patterns)

and including action that steadily and progressively embodied

that new value in lived social relations. Here was a dialectics

at work, a dialectics of rebellion.

There was need to explicate the factors affecting the

movement towards emulation or towards transcendance: the

degree of polarization of forces in the situation, the nature

ix



Of beliefs held by the protagOnists, the manner in which they

held them, the strategy employed, the kind of compromises

being struck, the form of organization, the style of leader-

ship, and the degree of consciousness, especially in the

leaders. This is elaborated in Part Two of the present study.

In this the self-revealing nuances and feedback of action

began to stand out--one road carrying the actors on to deeds

that tended to contain or constrict the original impetus for

growth; the other road carrying the actors to deeds that

tended to enhance the possibilities of growth.

Third this is a study of structure. It became clear

to me that life expresses itse;f in structure--that every

act or deed elaborates a structural exchange, a response to

a relationship or set of relationships, or simply a positing

of a relational meaning to which a response is expected.

Structure is thus a set of actually lived relationships having

form, having pulsation (a process of continuing feedback) and

having meaning or (usually) multiple meanings.

Therefore, rebellion, however modest, is inevitably a

powerful eruption. It jars a structure throughout. One is

not dealing with a collection of more or less self-contained

atoms or monads, each of which "enters into" relations with

everyone else, thus making up a network for which the word

organization or institution might suffice. On .ntrary,

one is dealing with a highly C!',arged and intimatt nter-

connected set of relationships and multiple ongoing feedback

responses and reverberations. Set a motion going, an inter-

ventionist type of motion, in a given direction, and the

-a-
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responses are legion. They soon reverberate back again on the

intervenor.

Structurcs self-protect themselves instinctively and

either expel or contain the new element. That is one proposition.

The other is that unless tne change one seeks to accomplish

changes the structure there is no, or very little change--no

matter how much external drama there may be and no matter how

many players change position. Rebellion is swallowed up in

individual performances, leaving only a ripple behind--this

happens, that is, unless the deeds that are done translate

the inspiration and belief into actual lived relationships,

including their form, their informal processes, and their meaning

to the people involved.

The consciousness that this is what is at stake and the

further consciousness that change is effectuated through action

(and not either through perfect plans or gut heroics)--such

consciousness may be a major factor tilting the movement

for change in the direction of growth. Yet it may also be

said that consciousness is only born through action.

We encounter here a contradiction: without action, no

consciousness; without consciousness, no action. We need a

middle term. Perhaps that middle term is rebellion. Life itself

provides the rebel--and in the rebel there is the dawn of

consciousness. The rebel experiences the need to act. Greater

knowledge of the nature of action may serve to bring that

dawning consciousness to a clearer and fuller expression, which

when 'added in" to the experience of action, may create a

more persistent movement towards growth and a more civilized

-xi-
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transformation of structures than has hitherto characterized

the behavior of the species.
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The relation of my wife Carla to the project was unique.

During the field research and since, she has been teaching

the fifth grade at the Morse Street Elementary School in

Freeport. Since the Freeport school system was one of the

four programs I studied, this put her in a singular position

vis-a-vis my research. On the one hand we seldom, during

the field research, talked specifics, or talked about persons,

and if we did it was in general terms. On the other hand, we

talked long, often, and deeply about education and teaching,

the position of the teacher and the relation of teacher and

child. I visited her classroom several times. During the

latter part of my project, Carla was writing her thesis on

"The Effects of Sex Differences in Children in their School

Experience." This proved an eye opener for me and further

confirmed my growing belief that school is not only for

children, but must be seen as a structure of relations in

which learning either goes on among all affected, including

especially the adults, or, failing that, learning is to that

degree eroded for everyone, including especially the children.

The exhaustive and mind-leaping exchanges we had about this

and many other questions, helped me enormously. On the other

hand, my judgments are necessarily my own, and do not necessarily

reflect those of Carles or those of anyone else who was related

to the project.
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Part I

THE BASIS OF THE STJDY
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Chapter One

Tho Oririnpl ?len or the Study

The impulse with which I began in 1971 wes e general

desire to understand more clearly the problems of social

chenge, not so much the what of it, but the how of it.

I hod heon active during tho previous ton years in

chnngo progrpme end movements. In the early sixties

(1962-66) I was pn oducotional adviser for the United States

Agency for International Development to the govern-:ents of

Konya and Tonzenin. Thereafter, PS a teacher pt Sowdoin and

ps a citizen, I became engnged in college innovational pro-

grams; in student movements; in black studies programs; in

community action pro:rams; end in political activity thst

included taxation, education, end ocologicol issues, and

action ngsinst the Vietnam war.

This experience led me to went to do research that

would focus on tho sren that lios between tho aims of tho

practitioners of change and the results of their efforts.

I described this area in my funding proposal to the Office

of Education in November, 1971, as "the process of effecting

change."

I decided to pursue the inquiry in the field of edu-

cational reform. This seemed a naturel for me--pertly

because much of m7 previous experience ea en actor in the

21



2

process of change hod beon in this field; pyrtly becauso

the Brunswic%-rreeport area of mid-copst Maino wos sprout-

ing o surprising number and vpriety of oducptional chnngo

programs, both in the public pnd privyte sphere; pnrtly

becruse several of these progrrme were eccomponiod by sub-

stentinl end at times explosivo community involvemont;

pertly because I was generally familiar with tho scone, and

regorded such fnmilinrity es on invsluablo, perhaps necos-

rary pro-condition for succossfully corrying out of this

kind of research; end portly bocpuso I sensed pt tho time

something that hes since beon borne out by my experionce in

doing tho rescprch, npmoly, that oducptionpl roform pro-

grems, especially in o microcosm, offer a uniquo end rich

opportunity to oxnmine tho politics of chenc,o.

I asked myself nt that timo, with respect to this

letter point, nro there lensone to be learned--end whnt

kind of lessonsfrom on pnnlysis of educntionol chongo

programs that would beer on tho humpn quost for an affec-

tive mode of "getting thero from hero?" And I meant by

that not just en instrumentylist concern of finding the

right menns, the cleverest, swiftest, most direct, most

efficacious, most economical, methods and techniquos for

successfully nccomplishing a given changothough that la

vory much involved. But I moult by that as well tho dis-

covery of atylos and strategies for effectuating change

that would enable e social scientist and/or a practitioner

to enticipste that these and these modes of operation and

2.2



3

behavior will bring forth the kind of change which it was

the intention to work for.

This lAtter is a more substrntive concern which over

ley!) the more instrumentalist one. Of course, the sub

atance in question is "relative"--i.e., it depends on whet

this or that chnnge pgent(s) in p given case hnd in mind.

But, grpnted that one might be sble to discover what they

hed in mind, Pnd what their intention wes, pnd grented that

one could examine the operstionalization, then, I reasoned,

it might be possible to focus on the styles end stretecies

that tended to maximizeor minimize--the bringing forth

of change.

How often, I said to myself, do I not see people (and

hpve I not been one of them myself) who feel genuinely con

cerned that chnnge shrll toke pine'sfor a great veriety of

reasons; who identify thinns they went to see changed; who

postulate certpin goala; who lsunch into potion with more

or loss cprefully wrought plens, programs end desicns for

chenge. But...Is thore fulfillment? Or is something else

fulfilled? rid or did not the chsnge or changes stick?

Did they go deeply enough? Was the character or "style" of

the ections involved in implementing the desired chenge in

e state of approximate verisimilitude with the perceived

aims of the progrom? Or was it a case of do as I say, not

as I do? roes the program recall the old French proverb

that the more things change the more they stay the some?

Or, did putting something into practice reveal t!..at the

2 3



4

chenge agents had eomething othor in mind than what they

thoueht, or !Fold they thought, they had in mind et the be-

ginning?

I felt some light could be cpst upon thoso questions

by doing research on the procoss of "getting thero from

here"--to delineate tho significant fectora that interact

in the process of chengo.

I begnn with P model for nnalysis which comprised a

figuro-ground concopt 1 and e group of nino elements in

state Of internction within the model. (I then used the

word tranlaction, following John Dowoyl lend).2 In my grant

application I used the following image to convey the

anatomy of this approach.

"I imagino PE in a moving picture n swimming conch, a

swimmer taking instruction from the conch (to loam some-

thing new), and e boach filled with other swimmors, sun-

bathers, kids, dogs, bplloons, lifo gunrda, perk ettondants

and officials. In this picturo, nnd it must be emphasized

that it is moving through timo, PS Won PS locatod spa-

1. This conceptual modol is analogous to certain kinds
of systems nnalyzis which have begun to develop in so-
sinl nnd political science in the pest decode. For a
general trentmont and critiquo of systemn analysis see
the lest section of Introduction to Zvntemntic Politionl
Scienco by Eavid H. tverson and Joann ?. ?cane, Dorsey
Press, 1973.

2. He develops thia concept in a work he did in collabora.
tion with Arthur F. Bentley, Knowing and the Known,
Boston, 1949,

2 4
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tially, the coach end awimmer together constitute the

figure; ond the beach with its occuprnts rnd pnrrp'lernplia,

constitute the ground.

"Applied to my research project, the ficuro corresponds

to the oducotional chenge project. The ground corresponds

to the immediate environment within which tho change project

is being corried on. The figure-in-motion (not the ground)

is the object/subject of my research. I identify nine ele-

ments in a stste of trsnsaction. They pre: the kind of

change sought (i.o., govls or sims); the identity or the

bringer(s) of change (the conch in the above image); tho

identity of the trrget or client population (the swimmer

above); the structure of the relationship between the above

two; tho style of communication between thom; the prce or

tempo in getting the chnnges introduced; the way in which

problems emanating from the environment, the cround, ero

handled; chnnges in the bringer(s) of change; and changes

in the trrget populetion."

My research included four chsnge programs in educstion

in the Brunswick-Freeport area of mid-coest Maine: 1) an

upheaval in the Freeport Public School System and the in-

troduction of significant changes in the elementrry schools,

1969-74; 2) less overtly dramatic but also significant

struggle in tho Brunswick Public Schools, sccompanied by

the introduction of a lsrge, new, open-structured elementary

echool, 1970-7ZI; 3) the founding end inplementetion of s

private free achool in ft.eeport, 1969-74; and the establish-

2 5
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ment and implementation of en Upward sound project ot

Bzwdcin College, 1966-73. The end-dates given ore not

terminal with respect to the projects; they indicete rather

the time-renge of the research project--the point at uhich

I felt there was enough data to indicate the trend the pro-.

gram was taking.

Applying this conceptual model, I sought to test sever-

al propositions that I tentatively formulated.

First Problems in the firt:re (change agent end client

population) thot emanate from the ground ore deolt with

differently by the chongo agent than 'problems encountered

within the figure as such. I postulated that there is a

class of actions which ere defensive in nature (winning and

preserving and perhaps even expanding "space" for tho pro-

gram vis=a-via the ground); end that there is a closs of

actions thnt are creative or positive in nature (winning

and sustoining fulfillment ef aims within the program).

Second The general understanding of aims by people

in the program, ond thoir understanding of the problems to

be resolved in carrying out the aims, is modified over time

as the aims ere operstionolized. I postulated that this

modification is a function of multiple forces "let loose"

in and because of the chonge process. The modifications

ere "out of proportion" to the original aims and cannot be

accounted for by linear models of change (cf. tho discussion

immediately below on my search of the related research).

Third The need to compromise and modify aims experi-

2 6



enced by people ln the change process. stens fron two dif

ferent sources: first, fron the 1..ern1ng experience of put

. tins something new into practice; and second, from the

pressurer to routinize impinging on the figure from the

ground. These latter pressures tend to intrude themselves

into tho change process mostly through the defensive re

sponses of the leaders to the need to survive.

Fourth The leaders of the change program ere engaged

in a duality of roles: Role I is defending the program (the

figure) fron whet seem to be danaging interventions fron

external forcer (the ground); Role II is being an initiating

end susteining force in carrying forwerd the learning expe

rience of a 7r.Jup of people, including themselves PS lead

ers, engaged in operetionalizing tho aims of the program.

It was assumed by me that success in carrying forward the

program requires that the leaders play both roles effective

ly, even though these roles seen to be In a state of ectuta

or potential contraaction.

2 7



Chapter Two

Search of the Related Research

Before going on to en explenetion of how my way of

conceptualizing changed and how my questions were modified

in the process of doing and writing the research, I ahould

write briefly about my seorch of the related research in

educational change which I conducted both before ond early

on In the project.

Research, both empirical end analytic, has been heavy

in the pest ten years on innovotion end chonge in education.

Willinn McClelland, in a presidentiel address to tho Division

of Military Psychology, American Psychological Association

in 1968,underscored this by noting:3

.thet nnny disciplines, nnny professions nnd many
public phi private' nrencles Fre vitally concerned with
this topic. Aspects of chrnrc hnvo been studlod by ru-
ral sociolegists, culturnl onthropolorists, psychia-
trists, connunications specialists, mrinciaencint and In-
dustrial engineers, educators, and oll manner of psy-
chologists. . . The word 'innovation' enjoys as great
popularity today as the word 'systems, ten yenrs agoi"

Re lamented, however, that there is not very much re-

search of a kind "that will melte a difference relatively

soon in how we go about aolving problems in educotion.
. . .

How deea one really move," he asked, "from reaearch to

3. Wm. A. McClelland, The Process of Effecting Change,
George Washington University. /lumen Resources ResearchOffice, 1968.

2 8
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development to application and use? . . . The process of

change as Tncticed in still pretty much of an art form."4

He called for an approach that emphasizes "directed contact

change," which ho defined as "e deliberate and collaborative

process involving an agent of chenge rnd a client system."5

I felt an immediate kinship with this, that we were

both trying to get et a similar, end widely neglected, set

of phenonona, what I called abovo "the in-between" factors

(in-between aim and result). However, he does not provide

in his model for e wey of dealing with problems involving

the relationship of change agent end client that ste= from

the environment in which thet relationship ia moving.

FUrthermore, ho re.-rds chengo agent and client es tao

inter-acting systems, where I see them as pert of e whole

transactional process. Finally, his conception of change

veers too closely to linear notions for me to be wholly

comfortable with it without more empirical invostiration,

as in this passage on what.ideally is supposed to happen to

the client:
6

"It trkes time for the client to travel the mejestic
routo fro= awareness of the innovation, to the eroussl
of interest, to an evaluation of the ides, throuzh
an actual trial to arrive finally at adoption or re-
jection."

McClellendla lament about the paucity of work which

4. Ibid., p. 1 and p. 3.

5. Ibid.

6. Ibid., p. 6.
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gets et the sctuel process of effecting change finds oupnti-

tptive confirmation in e study In 1970 by Louis M. Maguire.

He reports that of four cstegorIes into which bibliographies

on chenge nay be divided (namely, Or:-pnization pnd Innova-

tion; Process.s of Chnn7e; Diffusion of Innovations; end

Knowledr,e rtilization rnd Dirseninrtion) that Processes of

Chanre hps 170 entries, whereas the others respectively end

In order heve 650, 1400, end /1,000 entries.7

Maguire plso notes other gaps in the lltereture that

relate to my reseprch. For exsNple, the insistence of the

literpture on the need to identify the real problem end

fornulste clear goals before you move phead with e change

proprnm. This is lsudable, he notes, but in reel life there

mey be p politicel need not to be thpt clenr about gople.

FUrthernore, there is little pgreement about what the reel

problem is. Who defines s problem as the problem? Are you

dea1in7, only with synptons when you thought you were deal-

ing with problems? He avers that "an elnborete scheme for

consultation end conflict resolution is needed. 1,8

Nsguire points to a chrracteristic of the literature,

which I also noted in my seerch, "that most of it is ad-
:

dressed to how school districts cen tpke on discrete

changes such es teem teaching, progrnmmed instruction, non-

7. Louis M. Megulre, Cbservptions pnd Anplysis of the
Literature of Chan7e, Researcn ror setter Schools, Inc.,
Pni1adcapni, 1970, p. S.

8. ibid., p. 2.
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gradedness, and modular scheduling."9 Research aimed at

bettor und,>rstanding of the processes or chance invol7ed

in introducing such discrete changes may be good so far as

it goes. But one must plso "consider efforts to enhance

chphre csnability as a pre-requisite for teking on discrete

changes.
10

Or to put the point in n way that sees it from

the other end, the introduction of-rny discrete chencs hos

to be seen as an intervention into r system which may pro-

duce multiple sets of consequences reverberating beck end

forth upon one mother in 0 manner that goes well beyond

the mere incorporation of 0 discrete chenze in that, system.

Finelly. ',!aguire assesses various models of the chanse

process. He mentions the Clerk-Guba model, which I comment

on in a monent; tho Rogers model, which ::cclelland draws

on suhstantielly; rhd the Lippett-Watson-Westley model. He

says of these end of the many others that have been formu-

lated, that

"ooch of these formulations of the change process has
strehzths and weaknesses, 5u1.7 a gen,,ral weakness
that applies to most of them is that they seem to view,
or at least report, change as e formal, rational pro-
cess."

If he means by rational that it is 0 fairly linear and me-

chanical conception of cause end effect in change projects,

then I agree that his criticism is well token. Of course,

these models mpy nevertheless be helpful and must be kept in

9. Ibid.,p. 3.

10. 3.
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mind while doing research.

One such model, thet I find impressive, end especially

the thinking brhind it, is that of Clerk-Gubs. Tney write:
11

"How -nny articles nave been published in education
bemoenin,- the research renorts which have been Tether-
ing oust on library shelves instrod of influencing
school prectioe? It see*.s to us thnt such oisuse is
probebly rcsrorrinte since most reserrcn, even that
wnich cen be urfended fom r scientific point of view,
hrs little to sey to nrrotitioners. Pnd why shouldIt? Research is cond.icted to advence knowledge endnot directly to influence practice . . . "iut re-
seerchers ere beinr_ castieated for not tacklina 'reol
problems,' while orrctitioners builo un guilt feelings
beceuse they are not using research to melte decisions."

They feel that the "dilemma Is rooted in oversimplifi-

option of, end en ignorence of, the renge of processes end

functions which effect chrnge in e social process field."12

The statement is alniler to how I saw the problem of

research, too, end to how I tried to formulete a viable

model using a transactional approach.

They present e scheme which hos four pheses end all

together 8 steps rs follows:13

I. Research (to advance knowledge)

II. Development
Invention (to innovate)
Design (to engineer)

11. David L. Clark end Egon G. 3uba, An 7xemination of
.Potential Chnnao Poles in Fducation, Wasnington,D. C., Center for the Study of.Instruotion, 1965.

12. Ibid., p. 3.

13. ibid.. p. 8.
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III. Diffusion
Dissemination (to inform)
Demonctration (to build conviction)

IV. Adoption
Trial (to test)
Installation (to overptionnlize)
Institutionalization (to establish)

This classification of steps in the change process is

well worked out. Even so, I felt uncomfortable with it be-

ceuse it imposes such a neat, one-way, mechanically ordered

design on reality. They are self-critical of their model.

"Tne eeemingly seauential flow can easily be over-emphe-

sized," they write. 14
Also, "the schene represents a uni-

dimensional rnalysis of change roles, but of course such

roles are influenced and determined by a multi-dimensional

range of variables not entirely accommodated by the struc-

ture."
15

Furthermore, the schema"has been constructed on

logical grounds largely unsuocorted by empirical research;"

end they note the relative paucity of such research.

To me such comments represented pn opportunity end e

challenge to do the kind of empirical research that mi2ht

get at "the multi-dimensional range of variables" and

internal feed-back effects, and to do this without throwing

.-out tho strengths of deliberateness, analytical differentia-

tion, and seauential flow that characterize the work of

Clerk and Guba.

I found several works that seemed helpful with respect

14. Ibid., p. 9.

15.. Ibid., p. h.
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to different aspects of my inquiry. Arthur H. Niehoff

deals in a creative way with patterns of interchenges

between chenge agents and clients. 16 R. Chin hos developed

a meaningful classification of levels of change sought

and/or achieved by chenge projects.17 A look through'

recent literoture on the interactional process yielded pn

interestinE article by McCroskey end Wright on "Intermedi-

ate Interpction Behavior" in small group communication.

They monitored the dialogs of five students on a topic of

current concern end confirmed their suspicion "that

gnternediste internction behaviorg are multidimensional

in nature."18

It is clear from this occount that my excursions into

the literature on educational chenge confirmed my impression

that there was p paucity of work done on the natural history

of the change process end that insofar as efforts were being

made to understand, or theorize about, this process, that

the conceptualizstions tended to be overly bipsed towards

a linear model. The Clork-Cubp model, described above,

16. Arthur H. Vichoff, The Process of Crosr Cultural Inno-vation. Professional Paper 3o-3Y. George .::asnington
University, 1967.

. 17. R. Chin, "Basic StrateFies and Procedures in Effecting
Change" in Desirninr Edu:ation for the Future No. 3:
Planning. rnn ".frcctinr! C,12nr:c in Eaucatioh.-E.
L. Morpnct ono C. 0. Ryon, iics., i,ew York, 1967.

18. G. C. McCroskey end David W. Wright, "The Development
of Instrument for Measuring Intermadiete Interaction
Behavior in Small Group Communication." Illinois
State University, Communicotion Research Center, 1971.
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was, I felt, e good cese in point. It is an astonishingly

clear model because it provides a sophisticated, linear,
seouentiel break-down of the process into eight steps, each
with its own identifiable motivation. For example, the

motivation for the Invention step is to innovate, the

motivation for the remonstration step is to build convic-
tion, for the Installation step to operationalize. Quite
possibly, in a very rough end general sense the process of
"getting there from here" does follow this pattern from

Research (step one) to Development (Invention end resign,
steps 2 end 3) to Diffusion

(Dissemination end Demonstra-
tion, steps 4 and 5) to Adoption (Trial, Installation, and

Instit.Ationalization, steps 6, 7, end 8). Or, quite possi-
bly, this is the way change should take plece, according to
scholars and reformers. But whother it estuelly does or

could teke place in this voy is doubtful.

Clark and Guba's criticism of their model is basic in
this regard and refreshing,

and helps give it clerity.

They observe that it's easy to over-emphasize the secuentiel
flow. I would edd that there seems no necessary movement

from one step to another; each atep seems self-contained.
Their further criticism that change roles are not so uni-

dimensional, as the schema seems to assume, relates to the
same point. That is, after the fact one can go in snd say
yes here was a movement from A to Z via any number of inter-
vening steps (I'd prefer to say events, situations, struc-
tural shake-ups, etc.) but what factors were present in the

3 5
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overpll flow remain relatively opaoue, if not indeed ob-

:soured by the seeminaly "rational" design.

FUrther oucstions:

(a) It is true that research tends not to be read

or reed very well by practitioners, nor even by inno-

vators. This is a problem of practice, but elso

problem of theory. Thot is, the research may simply

not be very good--and therefore isn't the weakness of

theory more then merely food for academic hand wring-

ing . . . aboUt the lack of good reading habits by

prectitioncrs?

(b) Initial goals often tend to be expressed in

vague, generalized ways, or PS slogans. This is a

phenomenon that is pertly political no doubt, as sug-

gested by Maguire above. But might it not elso be

partly a function of the practical problem of the

divorce, or gep between theory end practice? Theory

seems not to touch practice et that vital point.

(e) The how of what ie institutionalized would

seem to be as important as the what. Wouldn't the

linear model tend to ignore that, or depreciate the

sense in which the how may tend, however imperceptibly,

end legitimately, to alter the what?

(d) In the implementation phases, pressures to

eater, dilute, modify or expend on the original elms

gather greet force. Might one suppose that only in

these phases do the aims "come out" for what they

'reallearei

3
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le) To say that something hps been esteblished

(lost. phpse in Clork/Guba) may beg the question. Vh.t

hos been institutionplized? Wps it the chenge as

originelly sought? For example, in r Fiven school

system there mpy be p new progrpn estoblished called

the new math. But has pnything really chpnged in

the school system, or in the teachinr end leprning

of math? Is there greeter flexibility, for exemple?

greater, more supple use of mind in netters of number?

greeter facility in thinking throuah rlternotive nodes

of doing problems end P Frepter sense of personel effi-

cpcy in those doing it? These may well heve been some

of the things the founders end innovptors of the new

math wanted, or had in their mind.

If there is P gpp between whet they wpnted end what

actuelly was established (even though in the literpl

sense p "new meth progrpn" was esteblished)--how end why?

What factors need to be"edded in?" Was the new math only

e discrete chpnge introduced into school systems, pccom-

penied or not by the other discrete chenges such ps modu-

ler scheduling, teem teaching, end the like? Might it be

thpt though it woe "introduced" and "adopted," thet it mede

no basic improvement in thpt system's overall chew-7e cepa-

bility, nor in the bpsio ppttern of reletionships in the

school, nor in besic pssumptions pbout learning? Might

it be thpt the letter of the new meth was pdopted but the

spirit, the "message," was not. In that epee, the steps of the
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Clerk/Gube model npy hove been fpithfully mirrored in

the introduction, implementation, end establishment

of new math, but nothing esrentielly changed. 19

Or, teke p contrary expmple. Over here, in this

school system (Freeport, Maine) a new reading program

of the oequentipl, orderly, step-by-etep variety hes

beon introduced. It was adopted end estebliEhed end

several yeprs later not only has reading improved

markedly, both as learned End as teught, but there

heve been positive spill-over effects throughout the

elementary systen--so much eo that both learning and

teachiner in all subjects is much more of 0 comfortable

and creative experience. Again, how end why? What

factors would ncod to be "added in" for the linear

nodel P le Clark/Guba to make more sense?

My conclusion, confirmed by these investigations end

ouestione, Wes to ebendan the notion of "adding in" and

insteed to experiment with a non-linear approach that would

eneble me to "see" sets of Sectors that needed to be juxta-

posed end needed to be treated for what they were, as modes

of human behavior in a state of dynamic.interection. I

19. Seymour B. Sarason di.scurses the fete of progrems such
es the new math in a mern!naful way, identifying the
prolqem in the context of a cultural-systemic enelysis
in The Culture of the School end the Problem of Change.
Allyn end Bacon, Inc., Boston, 1971.
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didn't want to cast out the sense provided by linear notions

' of e movement from here to there, end that "in the world"

one thing does tend to follow upon pnother. But I needed a

way of looking thnt would help ne see the whole in the parts

and the parts in the whole, end to see the interpction of

parts end the whole in units of timeor, es I came later to

describe it to myself, borrowine from Aristotle e little, ss

ends and means united in end through the ectivitv of the

thing in motion.

I thought I had found a good model elong the lines of

what I described in Chapter One above.

3 9
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Chapter Three

Concept Development rnd Modification

I was graduplly led to edopt my originpl conceptual

model, not in the sense of ebondoning it, but of modifying

it suhstentielly. This cpme pbout ns p result of doing

the reseprch, monitoring the ppplicnbility of the model,

enalyzing the dpta, and doiny the preliminary writing up.

I altered my approech end design in four ways.

First, I moved from o ystems-model in the gestalt mode to

p more pvowedly etructurel model. Secondly, I moved over

from P "change" orientption es such to en pvowedly "growth"

orientption which includes chance. Thirdly, I moved pway

from seeing the political problem as primarily e function

of e figure/ground dichotomy to seeing the politicel.prob-

lem es o function of the distinction between distributive

behpvior end growth behpvior both in figure end ground.

And, finplly, I clarified my own idees concerning which

belief-style in educption, or concept of growth, WPB most in

pccord with my own convictions.

The reesona why I altered my appropch end design became

compelling as I did the study. I can errange the arguments

pround three difficulties that I encountered.

Firet, I was overdoing the figure-ground dichotomy. I

was seeing it too much es a dichotomy end therefore I lost



eight of the unity-in-life of
the fieure end the ground.

I was too mulh pre-suppostn,:
tension end contre:Uction be-

tween the change progrem end its environment. Though this

exists, end I found nuch evidence for it, nevertheless it

led me ta over-emphasize this fector et the expense of

more realistic assessment of the constraints elso taking

place within the figure itself (between and among change

agent end client population).

I found myself too often, for example, thinking of the

figure-ground dichotomy as a general eouivalent of e

tinction between educational end political. In my mind's

eye I "saw" pressures impinging from the ground solely as

political pressures deeply effecting the scope end follow-

through capability of program leaders (change rgents) in

their relations with and within the figure. In turn I

"saw" this Impact cs coming "from without" and as tending

to be adverse to the development
end expansion of the pro-

gram and to the 4.ulfillment of its aims. A fair caricature

of how I was symbolically
structuring what I Wns seeing

would be that over here is en island of progress end rela-

tive unity end creativity rnd it le floating in a sea of

beckwsrdness end conflicting croes currents, most of them

hostile, end the island is menncd by heroes courageously

defending against the storm, determined to keep the island

not only eflopt but progressive.

This wos e and romantic pictw,g1.. It was

good guys versus bad guys. This is indicated by the lo-
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belled distinction I drew between defensive actions on the

part of chence e(ents over egainst the rround and crentive

actions on their part with end within the fipure. I

uncomfortably yoked to P terminology, if not to a concept,

that pulled ne in o direction of making the behavior of

chenge Agents within the fipure that seemed politicel

merely o function of outside pressures. As such the data

did not support this. It is and remains an important fac-

tor. But the implication cennot be supported that chnnge

egents in educetionfor ir reneral) ore somehow less "politi-

cal" then ottv!r types of leaders in or out of educetion,

end that when they ere (unfortunotely) "political," they

ere more or less forced into it becsuse of pressures from

"the outside." Thst original implicstion had been willy

nilly structured into my eppronch vie the dichotomous (ei-

ther/or) reletionship I posited between finure end rround.

and the correletive non-dichotomous reletionship I posited

.between chenge erent end the client population. I needed

better ooncept.

The dlIficultics also beceme very apprrent empiricolly.

Where doer one drew the line between figure and ground? 6

This hes been problen in ell rystems anelysis whore, though

the terminology used is system end environment, the problem

of edequete demarcetion Is the same. 20 In a general way,

this hpd seemed plausible, end it still does, but only in

20. Everson snd Paine, op. cit..
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generel way. It seemed easiest with respect to Collins

Brook Free fchool, becnuae It wns P sepernte, in.epenuent

entity. Even there it beame e moot point whether the

parents of the dny kids were pert of the figure or pert of

the ground. Tne problem of drrwing e boundery around

change programs in the Freeport rnd Brunswick public school

systems to flt the figure-ground dichotomy sirs even greater.

Who wes to be excluded from the figure? Taxpayers? Board

members? The Superintendent? Oppositionists only? Eome

synprthizers, not others? All those"involved?" Thet

letter seemed good for e while, but in fret It denuded the

ground of ell but inchsete and passive "forces." I deciced

efter a time to leave it to the self-Interrretption of the

respective chenge rgents--end wrote the questionnaire for

them pertly from that point of view. But 1eov1n4 it up to

then eroded the overrll conceptupl, objective, usefulness

of tho dichotomy, though it remained 83 a frctor in their

perception uhich could be teken into eccount. /n the event,

few or the change egents understood the dichotomy; or they

npplied it in P haphnzard way. 1 took that es a reflection

on the suitability of the dichotomy rpther then reflection

on them.

Gradually, there took plece in ny mind the need to

modify my approach end nodes of conceptualizing. The

concept of structure begen to form in my mind, both from

the dote and from the additional reeding I was doing on

4 3
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related conceptual frameworks.
21

I began to perceive and
use structure in P broader and fuller wey than I had ever
previously done. I hod before this

generally aeon end
used structure s meaning primarily

on organization of
roles end of individuals in those roles; or,simply, ea
orgenization.

I cane to regard as a fundamental of behavior that
humen beings, in pursuit of their activities, enact struc-
tures. A structure, as I now perceived and

conceived it,
is an "In-notion"

ordering of roles; e set of relationships

rmong persons in these roles, both formal and informal; end
set or sets of communicated

meenings, often at variance
with one another, ()bout these roles end relationships. Peo-
ple enact structuros on a daily basis,

enacting end re-enset-
ing them, changing over time, trying to survive end to grow.

Change programs I began to flow pp structural verianta
whose intention it is to reshape or alter in sone wcy exist-
ing patterns, definitions end assumptione regarding tho
orderina of roles,

relationships, end meenings.

21. I continued en inouiry earlier beaun with John Deweyend Arthur Pentley (Knnwfn: rn,! the Known). I took upthe work of Wolfrenr
::cnitr; tnen or g. D. Lninr: andI s:ent on to rtuiy the enpronches taken by such "rhenom-onolcgirts" end "structurelistr" as Claude Levi Strauss,Merlenu ronty. end Louis Althusser; and I found myselfresponding cofitively to the event-centered

epistemolo-EY of French social scientist
Ed.gar Morin (Rumour inOrleans).. I also later found much provocraW757(717181iiiErTIF-penels end pepers on epistemology at the Americanroliticel Science Convention in 1973, especially papersby Xenneth Harris end Tracy Strong.
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Change propremr happen when SOTO humen beince try to

intervene coneciourly in the flow of nu-ten strusuring in

order to bend it this way or that way. Thus, instead of

figure/peound, applied in P dichotomous way, I now rymbol

iced in my mind's eye P social field of forces in n stets

of interaction. The social field occurr as -esult of

pctivity that iv being cprried on by P Err, of peoplt ; for

exemple, educational activity.

In r chrnge situption, one finds some forces ,Agrgea

in P conscious effort to affect the flow of all other forces

in one direction or another. They tricger responses end

reactions that reverberate beck and forth throuchout tne

social field. Or, to put it another way, I now saw the

social field of forces as P structure of rctivity in uhich

tendencies towards a new structure 1.ere trying to emerge

end to alter to some greeter decree or less the existing

structure. What I sought, end felt I had found, wee

way of seeinc that enabled me to encompasr all of the

relevant forces as port of e single set of transactions--

wherever they mivht occur within the social field. Then

and only then would it make sense to isolate and identify

for clorer inspection the focal point or points et unich

pressures for and against change haa occurrea or were occur

ring. In this sense tnere is ficure and rround, figure

being those focal pressure-points, end ground that from

out of which they come.

A second type of difficulty with my original approach--
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in eddition to dichotomizing, end simplifying, the relation.'

chip between chnnge program end its environmentwas an

overly de recto bins, deriving to s degree from fenr of

not being "acientific" enough.

Though regarding myself es not e bohnviorist, I shored

with beheviorism respect for describing what is os distinct

from whet oucht to be, and therefore I was wary of normative

analyses end approoches. But, in compeny with meny behav

iorists, end perhrps this is a fenture of behaviorism es a

school, I tended to think that just because I was not going

to deal in prescriptions, just becnuse I was not going to

enwe in normetive mnlyzis of whnt ought to be, that

therofore I uould be looking st whet is. Yet that does not

follow, either in logic, or in prectico. To describe end

anelyze what is, la e for more complex matter then to purge

oneself or prescriptive urres, though thnt is P complex

process in itself, nnd p necessary component in the ect of

perceiving one's "vlsuel field."

I sought objectivity; I sought nwnreness of my own

subjectivity: but I begon to feel tho need for more. The

model I hed aterted out with seemed to imply thot tarrthinc

was, or could be, s change procrem just beceuse it said it

wee, or ceme on in the wcrld es if it were srle. As my re

seerch progressed I found myself reconnoitering the roots of

my original impetus--my vital reasons for doing the research

in the first.plece. It was to chert how in the Progress (or

forward motion) of things sima got realized, or modified, or
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defested, snd if possible to shed light on why.

It did not seem enouT:h, therefore, only to chart the

oppsrent behevioripl mnnifestetions of the changing end/or

persisting potterns of relationships of people end roles

in and around change programs. It did not seem enough to

relpto these menifeststions to higher or lower levels of

change sought (higher or lower in reference to where the

ground wps "at"). Nor did it seem enough to relate these

msnisfestptions to the existence, end relative "amounts,"

of "defensive" versun "creativc"pctions on the pert of

chance agents; nor to chart tho degree to which compromise

is the result of pressures from tho "outside" versus the

degree to which it mey also be the result of new break-

throughs experienced by people in the process of "doing it."

And so forth. This is B fair statement of what I thourht I

could limit myself to in the interest of doing e reasonehly

objective end workable project.

Four months after I began the field research (September,

1972) I found myself posing the auestion, "But what is the

concept of chenFe which snimates or in various wpys condi-

tions the oppronch end behavior of the people I'm interview-

ing? Is it chenge itself, or is it something else? I

worked out e complex questionneire over the next half yeer,

and in the spring of 1973 geve the questionnaire to most 'cif

thoae I had interviewed end received beck 56 of the 110 I

had sent out.

This represented some shift from the instrumentellst
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biases of my original approach. I was getting closer to

the picture in the heads (Walter Lippman's phrase) of the

people in end out of the chanr,e programscloser to what

they perceived to be the meaning of their programs and the

meaning of the way in which they were relating, moving, be-

having in the actual operations of those progrems.

It wesn't ns ir I hod now shifted away from is towards

en ought orientation. Rather it was thot the is which I

was examining wes seen to be chorged with the urgency of

substantive change; and conseouently charged with reel argu-

ments concerning the neoning of educationel activity end the

structuring it ought to heve. People's reasons embraced

more then their psychic responses to external stimuli and

went beyond that to a sense of better end worse, and to e

set of questions end convictions about the desirable order-

ing of a common structure.

Thus more end more I had to treat the objects of my

study sr subjects, themselves undergoing change in the pro-

cess of fighting for and against change. I needed, and sew

the need for, the cateFory of might be (or might not be)

as a way of understanding the is that I was trying to moni-

tor.

In the continuing process or doing interviews, delving

into the answers to the questionnaire, end writing up pre-

liminary aketches of concepts and dete, I realized a double

perception: (4) everyone was concerned about, and seemed to

engage himself or herself in these new programsor agoinat
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them--on behelf of prowth; everyone was pnimpted by, con-

ditioned by, r prsrion for the growth of hunnn beir.;-s through

education. Secondly, each one hpd P notion, sometines

well wro.ight belief, of how growth could most feasibly, most

"rightly," take place.

I begpn to classify the typical forms which these be-

liefs, or belief styles, took. I did this on the bpsis of

whrt I was lerrning from the dptr, and fron my own thinking

about the dptp. Six types emerged: traditionnl; individual-

ist; pchievement; open; free; pnd differentipted. They tre

described in Pert II, Chppter Three.

With this rdditional flesh on my conceptual bonos, I

took pnother look pt the ooliticpl elenent. If structure

mennt P continuous, in-motion interplpy of roles, relption-

ships, end menninrs; if pnong the fusions of roles, relation-

ships, pnd mepninge in the pctivity of education there Pp-

peered several, often conflictine, belief-styles of how that

activity is to be conducted most "rightly;" ond if this was

or could be pt rny time pn issue between student end teacher,

teacher end tepcher, tepcher pnd pprent, teacher end pdninis-

trptor, administrptor rnd boprd member;--then isn't politics

e root part of educptionpl structure?

I began to perceive politics to mean primarily en effort

et distributing things pnd values. I saw this as something

different from producing or creating or discovering (uncover-

ing) such things or velues--thoueh in the act of distribut-

ing something, "more" moy be produced, creeted, discovered--
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or something "less."
Distributiveness, I sow, was present

In every way and st every point in the educational process.
At times it seemed to collide with the attainment of growth
for the participants in the educational environment; at
times it seemed to be sn indispensable, end necessary part

of enabling growth to happen; and at times it seemed to be
so much en in7redient pert of successful learning that I

teetered on the vervo at times of seeing a fusion of dis-

tributiveness end growth, s creative connection. But in
any case I saw that change

programs have, or perhaps even

need, more politics then is "normal" in order to get them

going end to sustain them, end that it makes little sense

to presuppose thpt this is somehow a blemish, or something

that hadn't ought to bo, or is a "regrettable" function of

pressures "from out there."

A third difficulty, or chellenge, I encountered during

the research was my vrowing
awareness that I had not made

explicit m7 own basic beliefs about education. As I indi-
cated above, I grodunlly became aware of several distinct

belief-styles held by the people I was interviewing. I

eventually distinguirhed six: traditional; individualistic;
echievement; open; free; and differentiated. Weighing
these in my own mind I sorted out what I myself believed.
I became convinced that for me the best kind of approach

to education Was a differentiated one.

From my viaits to many very different kinds of class-
rooms, end from my lenrning to be skeptical of liberal
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dogmas, I began to notice more and more that children end

teachers brIng what they are, that children rnd teachers

being what they con become, that parents being what they

are (and mirht become) that given this, end given the

infinite variety and complexity of human situations, and

given the unique and profound simplicity of the exchenre

between teacher and student when It is good end they know

It to be good;--that no one style is "rirht" for every stu-

dent in o group, whether en open or free or traditional

style, that no one style is necessarily "right" for the

same student all the time; and that for this time and place

and for this student and teacher now, there is P way of

proceeding that will, can, enable optimum Erowth to take

place.

A basic factor in finding a good woy to proceed, "here

and now, in this situation," is s consciousness present

among the people in the schoolroom and in the system, that

a differentiated approach needs to be applied. This frees

the practitioner to pursue what may seem to be "traditional"

methods here, an "open" approach there, or an "achievement"

emphasis over there. In other words, there would have to

exist the "consciousness of differentiation" in order for

this flexibility and seriousness of purpose to succeed. Thus,

differentiated education IP a belief-style in Its own right,

not a set of eclectic additions culled from other styles.

This perception end growing belief on my part, coming

es.it did as a result of doing the research, was exciting
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to me, end it also
aignificently helped me to monitor my

pre-research value biases regarding other belief-styles.
I had preferred open or free (not

distinguishing them at
_that point) and hod felt

traditional and achievement styles
wc pasze'or inadeouste. I can now see that the latter
"types may be useful in some circumstances

end in any case
ere expressions of p concern for growth. I also can see
that open or free ttyle:, may not be applicable in some

circumstances mild mny become dogmatic and consecuently
create barriers to growth, even though I remakn convinced
that they represent deep commitments to growth,sond wee in
many ciroumstences to be valued above others.

Naving my own standards
clarified thus helped me to

gain greater research distance from the subjects of my
atudy, helped me to put their conflicts and their rhetoric
end their etrupgles in a wider trans-factional

theoretical
frame. At the same time, since I also felt theoretical
sympathy (or empathy) with each of these

belief-styles, and
found the strupgles of their adherents reflected bock in
my own processes of

seeking enswers to seemingly insoluble
problems, because of this, I felt that I could "enter in"
to their experience

in Ft vital way. I did not see myself
es a traditional social

scientist armed only with objective
measuring devices, coldly eloof from the "objects" of his
study.

To sum uR these
conceptual changes: I shifted from e

more or less gestalt
oriented approach, in which figure and
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ground appeared too much in a dichotomous relationship, to

e more unified structural approach. Secondly, tnis allowed

greater attention to be focused on the interplay of politi-J4

cal and educational fectors--which I began to perceive, and

conceive, as a continuing encounter between, and blending

of, distributive and growth concerns. Thirdly, I shifted

from a more narrowly instrumental conception of change to a

set of concepts which identify substantive beliefs in

"right" education. And finnlly, I shifted from a leek of

an articulated belief about what constitutes for me a good

education to a crowing awareness that a differentiated

model contains a fair statement of what I think is educa-

tionally best, end that this belief both helps end condi-

tions my research activity.
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Chapter Four

Modification of tho Four Original Hypotheses

The four original hypotheses underwent substantial

change.

The first one, concerninc; the presence of e class of

defensive and a class of creative actions was changed into

class of actions that ere more heavily distributive in

character and p class of actions that are more heavily

growth-orionted in character. Fducationpl leadership came

to be tied in with the question of the degree to which such

leadership is able, given appropriate circumstances, to

employ a dirtributive activity with p high prowth pay-off.

In terms of the more limited nature of the hypothesis,

however, the date seems to support the assumption that lead-

ership actions in change programs tend to reflect the pres-

ence of distributive concerns end of growth concerns in

varying patterns of weight to one side or the other.

Ny second original hypothesis concerned the expectation

of finding sets of forces "let loose" in the pi'ocess of

etriving for change which were "out of proportion" to the

original aims of the change program. This hypothesis re-

mained the some, and the data seem abundantly to support it.

The explication of the nine factors in Part Two will show

how end to what degree this phenomenon wee encountered in

the e.tudy.
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The third original hypoth,-is assumed that compromise

stems both :rem the leerning expe. lehce of puttinr sone-

thing new Into practice and from pressures to routinize

impinging on the figure from the ground. Tnis pror.osition

was changed. I now sought to distinct:is:1 whether the direc-

tion of compromise was towards satisfying distributive con-

cerns or townrds satlsfying growth cencerns--regardless of

whether the source of pressure to compronise was firure or

ground. Tne dote led me to this end in turn supported it.

Tne fourth original hypothesis concerned the duelity

of roles ernerienced by the leeders of chenge prcrrans, one

role being to sustain end increese tho energy level within

the progrrm end the other to protect end preserve it from

outside pressures. I continues to use that way of fernu-

lating the duality, but / super-inposed the furtner inter-

pretive hypotn:sis that the duelity of roles was also a

function of trade-offs a leacer makes between growth fec-

tors end distributive factors--arain regardless of whether

pressures to move in one of these directions or the other

cene from inside the progrem or outside. I th= hynotne-

sized that though the generation of pressures for growth

would tend to cone mostly froit within the preFrrm, end

through pressures needin; distributive type of resolution

would tend to come mostly from without, nevertheless the re-

verse would also be shown to be true: that the program too

would be a significant source of distributive presaure on

the leader, and the social environment outside the program
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would to e degree be e source of pressures for growth upon
the leeder. Therefore, once again, the distinction between
distributive end growth factors emerged as equally if not
more tmportent than the

distinction between figure and
ground.
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Chapter Five

The Discovery of Nine Factors Intoractinc

in the Process of Chance

Analysis of the date showed the presence of et least
nine significant factors in various states of interectIn
in the process of chrnge. First, the heterogeneity of
individuals, rroups and classes represented in the social
field. Tnis is a rituntion

containing the potential for
felt discontinuity of experience,

irterests, end goals
among these individuals,

groups end classes.

Secon, the dialectic of rebellion. The behevioral
and empirical indicators

of rebellion are cefience, emula-
tion, and prophecy (the latter being pn orientation to new
values).

Third, the articulation
in prpctice of various, rnd

often conflicting, belief-styles.

Fourth, the manner of commitment to these belief-
styles, whetner in the -eective mode, the maintenance mode,
or the self-examined odel.

Fifth, the degree of consciousness reflected in the
behavior end actions of tne practitioners.

Sixth, the direction of compromise, whether it is more
towards distributive or nore towards growtn concerns.

Seventh, the articulation
in practice, in the behavior
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end actions of the prectitioners, of verious atrntegies--

whether there is e consciousness of strategy (an overlpp

with the fifth rector ebove) and what form the atretegies

take.

Eiphth, the pattern of orgrnization of roles thpt

evolves over tine.end of personnel chenges in these roles.

Ninth, the node or modee of lepdership that evolve

over tine.

These nine pre token up pt sole length in Part II and

constitute the nein body of concepts rround which the deta

is orgpnized, pnrlyzed, and ezplpined.

These nine recpll to some degree "the nine elements in

a atste of trenraction" 22 which I originally sought to test

for in ny original gertalt epprorch. There is sone overlrP,

but there is no one-for-one correlption; end the newer

categories ere richer in content. The kind of change

eought eug,-,erts belief-rtyles. The identity of the prpctl-

tioners auegests the fpctors of rebellion end consciousness.

The structure of relptionships within the figure, style of

comnunicption end the pace of chnnge suggests all together

22. Fare 5 supra. I will re-stpte then here for conven-
ience: First, the kind of chance rourht (i.e., reels
or Fins); second, the identity of the chprie pl;ent;
third, the identity of the tercet or client ropulption;
fourth, tne structure nf the relptionship between
chenge pgent end terget populetion; fifth, the style
of connunicetion between them; sixth, the ppce of chenge;
seventh, the way in which problems empneting from the
environment (ground) ore handled; eighth, chengea in the
change agent; ninth, changes in the target populetion.
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patterns of organization,
consciousness, strategy, and modes

of leadership. The nondling of problems comine in from tne

environment suggests direction of compromise. And, finally,

changes within the practitioners suazests the dialectic of

rebellion. So that I perceive continuity from the orl:::nel

nine to the later nine. But I also perceive much charute,

and hopefully substantial growth, in the development of the

new categories.



Chnoter Six

FOistenologicel Azoropch, Research Anatomy

and Research Streterv

Fbistenoloav

I will sun up some major points thet relate to my
approach and concepturl

orgpnization.

First, I try to depl with whet "is;" not with whet
"ought to be." The "is" that I ecok to describe and under
stand remains, however,

P perceived set of behaviors that
in their existential reelity lie outside tho ultimate grasp
of my concepts, my Eenerelizations, my instruments of
meesurenont, end ny best thinking. With thoso letter, I
-"Eet pt," I mediate; the flow of what "is:" At the very
best I would/could

achieve p kind of
phenomenological veri

similitude with what "is." I do not thereby achieve
statonent of reality that in any wey

represents laws of hia..
tory, or laws of group behpvior, or laws of leadership.

Nor pre they such
contemobrery Ehoets of the 19th

century's "laws" as behaviorpl uniformities, or idepl
typical conrtructs, or parts of e series of cumIllatim
"findincs" that will nne day lepd to e perfect end rinpl

theoreticel statement of the world.

Secondly, I do not aim
pt contributing to the knowledge

of behavioral regularities, insofar es such regulerlties

sre understood to mean generalizatlIns hI1t up out of
objective observetior of masses of individuplired or discrete
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dpts. These ore not the type of universals I am after in

this study, tmough I recognize tne vrlicity of roinl

science activity that is concerned about thpt; i.e., con-

cerned about eccumulpting enough dote over time so es to

yield probabilitis or likely trends in humen behpvior thpt

mey be ssid to fit p common humen experience reezhing

ecross oarticuler settings, cultures, strtes, end time.

I believe thet such endeavor hps legitimste but

fpirly limited role in socipl science.

My study mpy et first glpnce be thought to be the oppo-

site of thpt endeavor. Tne focus is on a erticuler locele

in which I heve identified for scrutiny four educetional

chenge orogrpms, each of which is ouite separpte from the

othcrs. I siould seem to oe putting my emphpsis on differ-

entiation rnd ouelitptive exolorrtion pad not on wart is

common end ousntitetively assimileble PE regulsr pptterns

of behpvior.

To A lprge degree this is true, but I hpve not thereby

rbondoned the pursuit of universels, or the pursuit of :lav-

ing something to generplize about. I feel that generelizing

is p fundnmentpl focet of doing Eocipl Fcience. The univer-

sals I seek hpve to do with behavior, but they ere not like

the uniformities or regulrrities noted pbove. The universals

in this study pre Attempts to state the major imperatives or

constrsints thpt occur in s social field in which people pre

meking choices; to stpte likely tendencies of potion given

the presence or sbsence of certain key rectors, in thet given
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sociel field or fields (e.e.,
rebellion, consciousness, strat-

egy); and to stete pn overell theory of historicel change es

perhaps capable of being reed into or derived from these ma-

jor imperetives end these likely tendencies of action.

Thus, my findings ebout the microcosmic locele of mid-

coest Maine ere seen by me es suggesting, or mpnifesting,

the structurpl-logic, or eco-logic, of charms anyvhere--

thpt is, in other locples or even in lerger systems.

Since it is both on essumption and P finding of this

study that behpvior occurs in structures, end since this

is e factor in human behpvior not vcry much talom into

account by en older behavioral approach (the search for

cross situptional, cross cultural, "abstractly" valid be-

haviorel regularities), therefore it mny not be too much to

say that th: approach taken in this study is the more fac-

tual end realistic one. However, I feel there is validity

in both ppproeches, and the endenvors of the one mop help

to correct the limitations of the other.

I think I mpy claim thet.the concepts, general con-

clusions end theory of social change I have phenomenologi-

cally derived pre useful. They pre useful to other social

scientists, ond to myself at a leter tine, in that they can

be tested in other
social.leboretories end cpn be compared

to other elreedy existing conceptions of the change process.
They are, in thet sense, correctable.

They ere also useful direotly to the prictitioner in

thnt they msy help clerify for him or her the nature of
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action and the conseouences of alternative styles of leader-

ship. Thin feedbrck of theory into prr:tice is pr. 1-loortont

dimension of this kind of research. In addition, research

of this Kind may incressinsly oe seen ss a valueole on-going

tool for the prrctitioner in order for prectice to gain

maximum feedback for itself. It is at thie level thet social

research could mnke its Freatest contribution end impact,

end directly help shrpe the flow of the historical orocess.

Thirdly, in my resenrch I trke pains to ettribute to

the objects of my study (the initiators, followers, opers-

tionalizers, critics, et pl.) the status of sublects. I

assume that thown they are objects of my inculry and efforts

to measure, tney ore and remain subje:t2, even as I attri-

bute to myself in my nctivity es a reserrcher the status of

subject. I assume no less for the objects of my inruiry

thsn whot I Assume with respect to myselfthat I am on

active being subject to chanae.

This posture conditioned my research in basic ways.

Instend of o picture in which there is P researcner over

here taking measurements end gathering date about en object

of inquiry over there, instead of thot, one has a picture

of a reseercher who is ot all times himself e subject/object

interesting both within himself(mulling over, sensitive to

feedbeck), end with nis social field, for the purpose of

gathering end enslyzing dote). The sociel field is composed

of sets of people each of whom is perceived PS a subject/

object.
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I needed a way to bring into the foregro:Ind for my
research perc.aption, in as manageable a wsy as possible,

the aubject/object unities occurring in the social field.

I needed to capture the actions of human beirws in the

transitive mode. There are other kinds of research; some

typically emphetic about the need to, enrage with the subjec-
tivities of human beings, their values end/or their feeling

states; end others typically emphatic about the need to get

on with objective data gatherinr.
end anolysins, whether of

facts or of regularities of behpvior. Both of these ap-

proaches are valid, within their respective limits, and

yield their derree of socipl
understanding; thow:h the

results are often marred by dichotonous, polemical disputes

with "the other side;" vide nornative versus behrviorrl
polemics. !!y research intention is to go to ncither.side,

but to trke as P point of departure, end to preserve as

much ps possible, the subject/object unity, or diplectic,

of human beings in the social field.

Understsnding the noture.of the perceptual situation
is critical. Every perception is s phenonenoloGicel Whole

composed of a dual input--on the one hand, impressions, in-
cluding images, coming from, arising out of, the social

field (or given entity in .the social field) under observe-

tion;end on the other hand the mind-focus, including the

perceptual tools and processes, going out from the con-

sciousness of the beholder. Every perception is thus

simultaneously r statement about the observed end ebout
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the observer. Every perception is p partial "reading" of

the situption under observation. To vory:ng dr,:rces the

observed participates (consciously or unconsciously) in the

formation of the perception. In the dezree to uhich it so

participates it becomes known more completely (hence the

efficpcy of P certain kind of interviewing--see below).

Furthermore, a multiplicity of reeeincs, of perceptupl en-

counters, helps locpte and identify the subject/object in

its social field. A continuinz diplog among these perce-

tura encounters, or readings, conducted in the mind of the

observer rnd between him end other observers, yields P msny-

sided set of perspectives. These are Epthered, mulled over;

they ere combined end compared with sets of perspectives re-

gordinr the other pertinent subject/object entities in the

social field. All together, they work within the mind of the

observer. He begins to derive end revise end again refine

distinctions, categories, concepts, end, ultimately, gener-

elizotions.

This is the sort of work P reseorcher does, given this

kind of phenomenoloricel pppropch. Tne result is not e

pure stptement of the reality "out there" (mythicelly "out

there") in the social field; nor is it e pure statement of

the observer's subjectivity, equelly mythicelly "in here."

The result instead is e set of reasoned concepts, genereli-

zations end conclusions derived from his (the observer's)

interection with P sociel field, end testable (i.e., correc-

teble es well es verifiable) by pnyone else eble end willinx
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to engrge in a sinner process of researchthere or

elaewhere.

Fourth, finding, viewing, human beings in e transitive

mode is to look at then, end with them, in their rctivitv

as human beinç :. in the world (i.e., not in leborntories,

or in simulpted grmes, or in specielly designed experimental

groups). Activity 'try reveal, may show forth (mey show up)

the relative unity end disunity of subject/object, end allow

one to explore the complex of interwoven fpctors that move

thinrs in one direction or enother.

Fifth, the concept.of rctivity led me on to identify

for closer exrminption events thnt heppened or were hap-
&

peninrr, in the progrrm for chenFe, events thrt contained and

expressed a great excl of eativity, and were regrrded by

the people involved ss importent, if not crucial in the

evolution of the proFrom. They could be large events, as

the "yeer of the Pettit Board" in Freeport during which the

entire school administration wes ousted; or the firing of o

populer teacher et Collins Brook School; or it could be e

smeller event such es a town meeting debate in Freeport over

addinr e sun for e new reading program in the elementary

echoole; or the resirnetion of the principel ht Jordon

Acres School in Brunswick.

But, sixth, events occur in e context of forces that

are moving, converging end relaxing, contracting end ex-

pending. The context is field of interections (where

apparent non-ection may also be en action); it is a field

6 6
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or system of multiple feedback. I began to Eee thet feed-

back is 0 critical element in the Pctivity of hunrn beinrs,

within epch person, end with others. It is a process that

is already well validated in biology, and is coning to be

more and more acknowledged for its importance in psychology

(Kohler). Educational theory has identified this fector

es en intinpte part in the lePrning, growing process (:ewey).

It hes also been effectively applied by R. D. Laing to en

analysis of the social field called the family. It mey

elso, with cood results in my estimation, be applied to the

more general social end political field.

Thus, seventh, concents of the subiect/obiect dielec-

tic, of activity, event, context, end feedback led me

finelly to Postulate a concept of structure. Every rela-

tionship of one person with hin or herself, or of two or

more persons toFether is e structure. EVery set of multi-

ple reletionships evoked in the common pursuit of an activi-

ty is e structure. Not everything thrt . ns sn inpect on

relptionrhips is within humen control; there ere conditions.

But with respect to thinrs that cen be or ere tnougnt to be

capable of being, shaped or modified or maintained or influ-

enced in one way or another, humph beings seek to control

or be controlled, to act or be acted upon: they evolve e

set of interactions. This set of interactions is a struc-

ture. It is composed of roles, of a certain ordering of

these roles, of reletionships, end of varied meeninrs thet

people heve about these roles end relationships.

6 7
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Human beings live "within" structures. They them-

selves on a daily basis, evoke, enect sets of structures.

Laing hes observed the relative invisibility of structures,

such es in P family, to the people who form rnd ore formed

by the structures they enact. I found this confirmed

egein end egein in this research study of people in end

about their schools. Greeter consciousness about struc-

ture may therefore be p key element in improving the pro-

cess of sociel change.

Research Anatomv.

My primary instrument Wes the interview. I interviewed

approximately MO people; most of the interviews were teped;

most of them were about two hours each in length; end they

were conducted over P period of two years (from the spring

of 1972 to the sunmer of 19714). I interviewed severel key

people in each project several times, staggered over the

two years.

The interviewees were school administrators, boprd

members (pest and present), teachers, parents, concerned

citizens, union officials, and students. They were selected

on the basis of their involvement in the projocts I was

studying, consistent with my being eble to get a multi-

faceted set of perspectives regarding the project as a whole;

reaarding events within them; end regarding the structure

of ongoing relationships.

A second instrument or tool of research was direct

6 8
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observation; mucn of it "direct contact," or participant

observetion. I helped in the schools: nt JorJan Alres :n

Brunswick I helped on regulor basis every Tuesday in the

Fifth Rr.de from October through rocenbcr, 1972, and for a

full week in Februery, 1973, in Grades X througn Four. I

also did eono observing in the Longfellow elementary school

in Brunswick. During the sunner of 1972 I attended, for

one week, P special orientetion ond planning session for

the new steff end principal of the Jordnn Acres School.

At Soule School in Freorort I cane and helped on

verious clusbors of dors durinft October through reocnber,

1972, and then for s full week in lnte January, 1973, and

returned ejnin in necenber--Janunry (1973-71j).

At Collins Brook fchool I vlsited fnirly often throuzh-

out the period of field research, helped on various crys dur-

ing the spring of 1972 and during October through tecenber,

1972, rnd spon p full week there in early January, 1973.

At BoaJoin's Upuerd Bound, I participated steadily in one

of the reculer clesses daring the sunner of 1972, visited

the other classes, ate lunch with the staff end students

three dny a t.eck during that runner, participated in

several evening group discussions, end observed one o: the

final ewluetion sessions by tne staff. I took notes of

of my work ns I went along.

In addition, for different periods of tine, I had sever-

al research essistents, six students et Bowdoin College end

friend, in the community, active es a volunteer resource
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person in the eren schools. They several: obterved et

CollIns Brook School, Upward Bound, Jorden Acres, and Soule

School. During the spring end fall semester in 1972 we

hod weekly meetings to share dnte end impresziens nnd to

discuss the evolution of the projects. The students wrote

Independent Study papers on Collins Brook School, The Up-

ward Bound Program, end the School Administration in Bruns-
wick.

A third type of instrument for gathering dote were

questionneires. Of these the innortent ono evolved out of

my interviews, observation, and further rending during the

course of the research. I called tne questionnaire (after

I had tried it out on about a dozon people, including my

student esiel.ents) "Your Concept of Chenge" end sent it

out to 105 people, ell of whom I had olrendy Interviewed,

in ?torch, 1973. The queationneire contained strong pro and

con statements for each of twelve selected issues; exomples

of the iesues ere:

move es swiftly rnd directly as you can in getting

something new started; move more slowly and eccom-

modptinzly;

respect pert experience; don't be so impresred with

"whet hes been dona;"

plan es much PS you con in edvonce; meke good general

designs but build In s lot Of room for the "uliplanned;"

strive for focus, direction end guidence in your

teaching or your teachers' teaching; provide as many

7 0



options es possible end wait for the child to nove;

- be primnrIly concerned 'with nodifications of behavior;

bo primnrily concerned with the "inner growth" of the

person;

- recognize that effective leadership cen only ulti-

mately cone from the top down; learn to look end strive

for leedersh:p that "uells up" fron the bottom end

emerges out of p developing situation.

Fifty-pix people responded to the questionnaire end

the distribution of returns was fairly general for the four

progromr. All of the key leaders in the progrens were

among the respondents.

ReAenrch Stratev

In addition to striving for es factual an understend-

ing es pose:131.e of the birth, esteblishment, end sequential

develooment of each or the progrnns studied, I also eournt

the following fron my respondents. First, their sense of

the progron ps a whole, of their part in it, end their esti-

mote of other people's part in it; secondly, their senre of

tneir own participation in, end estimate of, various events,

whether large or snnll, thnt occurred in the evolution of

the programs; thirdly, their perception of, and feeling

about, the roles:end reletionships being enacted by the people

in tho progran; and, finally, their beliefs about the leern-

ing process end about the scope end morning of leadership

in the progrem.
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I relied first of ell on getting es sharp a sense as I

could of the respondent's etandpoint, where he wns "locet-

ed," how things looked in terms of hie experience of them;

In what kind of psychic and perceptual apace he was situated,

both es subject and as object; and with whet set of beliefs

rnd concepts he habitually tended to order his world.

The IntervIewe were of critical importance in thie re-

gard. It was important that thny be treated and conducted

es rn oction, or hrppening in itrelf. I nought a leIsYred

rnd serious exchanre between myself end the respondent, some-

times approrchinl rn encounter in which tho rospondent would

eleo ask me questions. I sought to respect the autonomy or

the respondent, so that it was his world, end his movie of

that world, thrt we were exploring. Thus, the form of the

exchenr:e was as important as the content. (cf. Fdgar norin's

discussion of thls kind of interviewing In the appendix to

The Red and The Yhlte, Renort From n French Villere).

For that rerron It was also important for ne to tran-

scribe the tapes myselfto listen for nuances, to go more

carefully over critical passages end especially vital ox-

chenges, end to compare my view of the interview when listen-

ing to the tape and taking down tho words with my view of It

rt the time I did the interview. They were often different,

sometimes subtly so.

Over time I obtained many multiple perspectives from at

variety of people concerning the some event or eet of events,

or concerning s particular person or role. Moat of the ro-

spondents were themselves sotors in the events, though some
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of then were observers from "the outside." It beceme obvi-

our to me h'Iw perspective?. even "objective" vi,-.4ers were. I

believed my own objective view welt clearer because, unlike

them, I hod deliberately and eystenetically sought to take

the particular standpoints of P reverelity of ectors engrod

in situations end events; beceuee I hrd ec..ess, to a greater

degree than they, to the different roles, the different expe-

riences, concepts end beliefs of all the inportant actore;

end beceuse'I was myself over time constantly working out, in

response to ny respondents, my own standpoint end role, my

own interpretation of whet I raw, end my own concept: end be-

liefs concerning education end leadership. I strove for syn-

thesis where I could, for balance, end towerd a "Mentel feel'

for the strucLula that wen being enecteo.

I sought factual informetion; whet happened, rs a netter

of fact, trying to ditencege it fron the languege used by ac-

tors rnd observers (e.0., such end such a person was "fired"--

but whet in fact took place? Who did uhat? When did he do

it? Whet were tho others doing? When were they doing it?

What neseeges were given, in whet seouence? and so forth).

I spent much tine esteblishing the serrJenre of things hex:on-

ing, that this happened before that, and cene to realize t,-.0

difficulty people seen to have in knowing, end being able to

recepitulete, the sequence.

I sought es much cloee detail PS possible about certain

decisions that seemed important to tho program; not only

whet was decided, but who made the decision, and how were they

mede--both in the sense or the decision-making process, but in

7
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terms of the style of comnunicrtion end tho kind of rela-

L:onship being enpcted in coming t^ end mnking.tho decision.

I noted from my observatit'l the style of prople ia 0

clnseroom, An t.tresm rituetions, on tho telephone, in their

menner towprds me snd rny cklpnge:. in this over time.

I begen to notice the importence or i.ersr4Inel chengcr.

end of role chpnges or re-definitionsthese seemed to be

bellweth2r indicpting shirts in the progrpm in ono direc-

tion or pnother.

I put em;hrsin on lietening to typ:Lcpl words pople

used.to desorihe thines; how words were being uned; and

whet rhetoric seemed "in."

I noted silences pbout things, and either probed or

left then plonc, dependln.: on whether I knew enough nlrepdy,

or whether I felt it to bo impolitic or gretuitous to push

herder in r certain direction.

I relied on the questionnnire "Your Concept or Chengo"

to provido ne with beck-up infornation on how vnrioun key

actors in the different prograns raw themselves end whet

key ideps end beliefs nnimpted them in their activity in

the program.

Finplly, I relied on taking reverel roundim-s of tho

sane program over tine: a spnte of interviews of the same

people, endjor different people in the same roles, done at

different intervels: 3 times in Freeport in throe succes-

sive viers; eimilprly in Brunswick; end twice in successive

'errs for Collins Brook School and Bowdoin Upward Bound.
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Chapter Seven

The Politicrl tnd The Fducrtionpl:

Denrrcation end Relationship

A basic conceptual distinction, which underlies tnis

study (and Nes discovered in the process of doirg it), is

on the one hrnd the ooliticel, understood primarily in

terms of distributive Activity, end on the other the educe

tionrl, understood primarily in terms of rrowth Activity.

I have indicAted in the tnird ch,pter ebove how I came

to make this distinction in the process of Eatherins end

evaluating the date. I now want to explore the distinction

further.

The politicAl is Activity that is oriented primarily

towrrds problems of power distribution in the environment,

towards arr,uments over what is fair, and towards arguments

over whet is Perceived to be commonly needed by ell members

of en pssocietion of people. Politicel ectivity is prevent

in ell types of pssociatIon: family, religious, economic,

or educationel. But in these letter types politicel ectivi

ty is in essence subordinate to, or embedded in, the prec

tice end reelitation of substentive sociel end personal

elms. Polltidel activity per se (i.e., as A separate ectivi

ty conducted by governments) has no such substentive social

or personel Alm--its Alm is political activity itself, the
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expeuditure of tine end energy to resolve distributive

questione releting to power constellations, clpims of fpir-

ness rnd unfairness, And considerptions of common need.

This is what aovernments end other related political egen-

cies (such rs perties) ore enrpged in on a full-time, con-

tinuing basis. EVery government that exists in tho world

is itself limited stetenent of the enswer to the question

of fairness, And ettempte to depl with conflict end the

need for unity generplly within tho terms of that limited

strtement.

The eaucptionpl is pctivity that is oriented towards

the intellectual, moral end emoticnpl meturption of human

beinrs, on the pert of pll persons enspged in the rctivity,

though ;winery enphasis is on the child. Such maturation,

both PS a procenn end P., (1, result, is perceived differently

ty different peonle pnd gives rise ta contresting end con-

flicting conceptuplizaSions of what growth is and how it

mry best be effectupted. Six such conceptualizations (or

belief-styles) have been identified in this study. But the

theme connon to then pll is growth, P term I prefer to mp-

turetion.

Further contrpste may be mode that relate to the dis-

tributive/growth demarcption. Political bohevler seems

more 'Interested in collectivities, forces, groups, or in

people in generel or in the ebstrect. EducstionAl behavior

is more interested in the Individual rnd the consciousness

of individurls.
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Furthermore, the person in politics seens more hizhly

eensitive to ego-innge considerations--botn tho:e cf

self or herself, but perhnps even more so, those of others.

The pctor in education by contrpst seens to feel he hys

somew!.nt more room in which to "be himself"--or "herself."' -

This is true even for those wno do p bit of piny-acting in

the clpssroom, becoming "a character," throwing oneself

into the role of "being different." Tnis indicates that

presunnbly one does not hove to cere ell that much pbout

what other people think.

This is relpted to the role of being concerned first

end foremost pbout lerrninr. Learning hrt thpt about it

which suvgests something intrinricrolly worthwhile PS opposed

to something extritlric nnd instrumental.

Politics rerdily evokes the imrge of the "wheeler-

depler," one whose behpvior seens underlined witn cplcula-

tions or rnxieties pbout how this or thst will help or

hinder hin or her in the delicate onerations of building

--supPort, brinrinz rbout a corlition, for the spe of accom-

plishin:- this gorl or ersin; this conflict (0nd ennsnning

one's reputntion--wftich in turn is pertly sought in order

to gnin more of the credibility vitpl to doing colitics).

In this study I do not identify honor or glory es a

compellingly unique dimension of political activity. The

quest for glory--or ego-enhnncement--seens to eppeer in

some form or enother in most if not ell types or human

activity. One may glory for example in the feeling that

7
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one has really done well at something that celled forth the

exercise of one's vital powers--in whatever field of endeav-

or. One mny want recognition for this from others end

glory in such acceptance or confirmation.

Yet, in politics the glory may be more image-oriented,

more attuned to exchange vrlues than to use values, more

extrinsic than intrinsic. This may happen because of the

central imoortance of distributive considerations ond of

the importance of correlative ego valuations as such. The

sheer pressure of tho noliticel role and the crovitetion

of certoin kinds of people to politics--these factors may

onforco a high incidence of behavior that reflects a com-

pulsive pursuit of "external" confirmotion--whether from the

people, or one's peers, or from hirtory, or from God.

However that may be, I decided for the purpose of this

etudy to regard the factor of honor or glory as a constant,

es something manifestly human and bound to appear in some

form or another in any uman activity. I preferred to con-

centrPte on something I believe to be more central, the de-.

morcation betw:en a distributive and a growth orientation.

Relationshio

However, though demarcated, the political end tho

educational are also each present in the other. In politics

there is present, in a subordinate way usually, en emphasis

on growth; mutatis mutandis, in education there is, in vary-

ing and sometimes intense degrees, on emphasis on distribu-
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. tive concerns. In politics one not infrequently encounters

behovior that aims less nt distribution ps such and aims as

well (or more) st "educnting" ono's followers, or fence-

sitters, or somotimos even tho oppositionthat is, in ad-

dition to persuading thom to do this or thst thpt you want

done. Of modern presidencis, for example, it has not infre-,

ouontly boon remarked, that one of the occupant's meny roles

is rs educator of the people. A favorite oppellotion given

to Julius H. Nyerere, President of Tanzania, is Mwalimu,

meaning teacher. Ono also ofton hears tho phrase that such

and such on American oresicent "grew" while in office.

A "learning" process does take place in the hurly-

burly of Political affairs; but it takes plrce in o context

end in pn atmosphere that is primarily concernea about the

nitty-rritty of power relationships and distributions.

This tends to be true cyan in such hirhly ideolorical

political systems as that of Communist Chino. This system,

more than most, is consciously dedicated to the deployment

of political action for the transformation of individual

consciousness of the Chinese peoplo--tho effort being to

move them from a traditional, and more latterly, a ration-

alistic mode of thinking and feeling towards a mode which

in their rhetoric is labelled proletarian. To my way of

thinking this immense, and awesome program of continuing

cultural revolution in China represents more tho "politi-

cization of education" than it does tne "educetionalization

of politics." Yet it does offer a massive illustration of
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the interpenetrption of "education" and "politics."

But, if griy4th factors are present in politics, it is

also, end perhrp n. even more truo, that distributive con-

siderations ere present in educption. I shall epecify four

wsys In which thir seems to be true.

Firrt, education is political in the very minimal

sense that educational etructures
exist territorially with-

in the boundaries organized by p given governmont. The

latter hes a relative monopoly of tho use of phyricel force

within thnt territory; end all non-political structures pre

expected to observe the rules end regulations with respect

to safe end peaceable conduct; nnd with respect to accepta-

ble wpyr of distributing power end especially exercising

authority. "Acceptoole wpys" tend to be those most fnvored

by the more powerful elements in society and government.

Such rules end regulations necessarily impinge on tho exter-

nel and intornol relations of ell oducptionel structures,

whether public or priveto.

Second, formal educetion,.which is what this study is

about, Is conducted by end through organized groups, or

institutions. These ere ori7enIzotions of differentiated

roles in end through which decisions ere mpde, communicated

and acted upon. There is en exercise of power, which in

stable system, is most ofton manifested in authorized com-

mends with which there is willing compliance. Even in

stable systems, however, there seems to be not always e clear

end clean fit among role, authorized command, end willing
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compliance. That is, power elements intervene which the

system hns to deal with or live with, in some way. It

either pdjusts them to the existing authorized power rels-N

tionships. Or it expels them PS intractable and undigestible.

Or it adjusts to them, in which case there is p change in

the authorized power relationships. Thus, any structure is

in this sense end in itself political, whether a family, or

n church or a school.

Third, as alrepoy noted, people hnve different con-

cepts of growth, leading not infreouently to conflict.

_This conflict affects definition .of roles, levels of com-

pliance, end notions of whnt is end is not en puthorized

exercise of pouer. Perceptions of whAt others are doing, -a

why they are doing it, tend to cloud up under such conditions;

offensive and defensive behavior tends to increpre.

"Fersonality conflicts" increase end existing ones pre ex-

acerbated. What Laing in Politics of the Family describes

as happening in P family, 12 also what happens in a school,

on the order of "he thought that she thought thpt he

thought," and so forth, escalating to almost infinite

patterns of interactive complexity. In such a situation,

the distributive mode of behavior increpses, and is indeed

needed more and more, to a point where it may overshadow

growth concerns.

Fourth, the school describes p relationship between

adults end children: big people (grownups) and smell people

(the kids). Though the "reason" why they ore brought
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together is growth (preferpbly for both) yet the structure

of their relationship is inherently one of inepuelity.

There ie the porsibility of "ego-competition" and more

generplly of conflict over role definition, over pssumptions

of motivation end intention, over getting the right kind or

degree of velidetion (grades, credits, etc.). All these end'

more ere imbedded in the structure of the relationship. It

may be raid to be one of the mort prinfully politicel types

of reletionships in society, end not least Iv' ruse it "ain't

supposed to be that wey" sccgrding to the mythology of the

prevpiling culture. At least in the fpmily it is possible

to screpm rnd to P degree to find some legitimpcy for this,

but this isn't regarded as pcceptrble behavior in the

clessroom. In this perticular study I round very little

direct effort to pierce the brlloon of public self-deception

o'n this question, with the exception of Collins Brook

School.

Fifth, there is seen to be in geowth itself (in the

ect or pctivity of growth) a distributive element. The per-

eon educeting hes the opportunity to assess, however con-

rclouEly or however intultiPnelly, where the person being

educrted is "at" psychologicelly,
intellectuelly end cul-

turelly ! what value systems, forexemple, whet authority

Pssumptions, etc., ere exhibited there. The teecher may then

strive to find ways (words, ects, silences which pre also

sets, sequential sets of chellenges in P line from less to

more difficult, gesturer of pptience, impatience, epprovel,

8 2
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disepprovel) all calculated in as timely p monner as possi-

ble to ev,ke P response in the perron being educszed that

would or could move him or her forwerd towerds eceuirin: P

skill, or echieving en insirht, or developin7, theoreticel

understanding. Though there may be ever so much mutuelity

in this, or ever so much unthinking wIllinc resronse to4pre-

arrehged (pre-ordeined) structures on tne psrt of botn

teecher end student, yet the behevior is hot without elements

of crlculetion. The celculatIon constitute men:oulations to

P degree hecruce they cre efforts to move the other person

r . ,forward (or heve him move nimself forward) in P direction

end ',cross terrain thet he sees, perceives but slimly, rnd

with such dimness of vision often (because of fear, born of

ignorrnce; or telf-derpair; or enrer at "authority") that

he is not very sure he wants really to movr in that or in any

direction.

Distributive potion comes into play here, teAing meny

forma, whether brusque, oirect end lion-like: or supple,

indirect end fox-like--wnichever seems most to suit the

style of the educator, the needs of the situetion, end the

bringing into being of movement on the part of the person

being educated. Listributive action is here seen es servinr

the purpose of growth, but th.t does not make it less dis-

tributive nor eny less en integral part of the learning tro-

cess.

On the other hend, from the point of view of the per-

son-being-educated, there ere correlative considerations

8 3



which alto:re distributive nodes of behavior. One tests Ve

educpt3r tft 417. to the point of resistine. One co-, ;res

one educator to another because one la testIng t, dtscover

where an.1 iA whet direction you want to go; or wherner you

-wish no'.: to be bothered pt ell (in which Cps. 7;' en deGide

tO zo along with whet then is perceived as "tl,c nickcy

mouse," or you ran overtly drop out, becone "difficult").

If, however, your probing and testing out seems to be getting

you eomei.horc, you "latch on" to the cdqcator, y-

yourself, you try out his or her style, you ask

of auesticnr for P while end so forth. And pll

pre nodes of behavior thet ot one and the spne tine ore

dlstrib..tive wnen loo'red at in one sense, fron one angle,

end profoundly L. . %.4eA looked et in another sense, from

another angle. .gain, the distributive serves the

porro"rs of grwtn

Ilven this ph-nonenon in the world of education, one

night ark If tac world of politics also exhibits behavior

in which crowth and distributive factors ore integrally

related --that ir, where considerations of growth so enter

into the calculation^ of political beings that acts which

nay look llKe nanipulations night just re well also be seen

Pe acts s.hich generate growth. This Is conceivable pnd

probable, but my study does not include the world of poli-

tics as such. Ther "ore I feel able only to poait this as

possibility and as a very suitable topic for further re-

secrch.
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However, my study does show exemples of people in

lepdership positions in the wo of educptif;n, ectin:7 in a

politically distributive wey, resching ou: towards people

in enotner camp in P manner that surgests tryilg to generate

P learning movement in that canp--to p point where it is not

ens- to classify the behavior as definitely politicel or

educational.

This suvests to my mind, conceptually, en area of

behevior where growth end distributive factors pre inex-

tricably related, where opporites seen to find r kind of

unity in pction.

One may disgrem this es follows:

The opposite tendencies or forces pre towards a dis-

tributive enphasis end towards p growth emphasis. One may
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lebel these tendencies es moving respectively to the dis

tributive pole end the growth pole.

As one mo P3 on en prc from the distributive pole

towards the center, the crosshatched sree mey be lebelled

growththe dominant theme being aistrlbutiveness. The

growth emphesis gredually increpnes in relation to the domi

:lent theme until one reeches the center, or intermediete

noint beyond which lies the reran of the educptionsl. Tni3

point ir somewhat like a continentel d'vide where up to a

certain point the strepns are runnina in one direction end

after which they run in the op,:osite direction.

A3 one moven on en pre from the growth pole towrrds

the center the. wavy lines may be lrbelled distributiveness:(11,

the dominant tnone oeing growtn. Listributive concerns

greduelly increese until one rerches the intermediate point,

beyond uhich lies the reall of the ooliticsl.

A key varieble in the relption of grol.th end distribu

tiveness is P phenomenon that I hpve npmed the transforma

tions.). synool. Tnis symbol may be e word or a menner of

!peeking or something es irAocent ps P particular kind of

gesture, or even sonething far heavier like en elaborate

argument, or pgnin ronething PS lignt es p bft of theeter

or something Ps complete 03 a person.

Tne trensformation involved 13 teking a feeling or a

perception or r concept from the context (or structure cr

mind set) in which it has been generated end within which

it"belonge (a bit perceived facticicy whose factf.city
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is relptive to the sub-system in which it r-lyes) and communi-

cnting th-t feeling or ptranption or conc^pt in r:cn a manner

thnt it can be translnted with sufficient authenticity into

"lqng.ingen of a different (perheps even conflicting)

context or str-cture or mind set. It is received tnere,

not in t!.e sense,thet it is accepted uithout ouestion,

thouzh this mpv heppon, but that it is seen as sc-ething to

be taken into sccount, FS something to be lorr-.)c qr-.1 inte-

grated, in uhich case there is E.yme growth inv.1),ed. Cr it

mpy bo received ps sonething needing to be hencled distrib-

utively in a new wpy. Cr both of thene responses can take

place. The work of Clruda Levi Strauss end hiE many follow-

ers offer numerous illustrations and a convincing epistemo-

logical bssis for cuncepts on the oraer of trsnsformetional

rymbol.

It is like tpking P word from one culture, part of a

given langunge, and trying to trenslete it nto snother

culture in another language ro thpt it -ley evoke in the

'latter 8 set of feelings end undertendinrs not tne sa-A)

es in the originpl culture but a way of feeiir ,. end think-

ing about simile: things that cnn lead to a deeper g*.are-

ness and to greeter communication with thpt c,lture.

Or, it is like unpt T. S. Eliot called tne "objec-

tive correlative," s word or image whichin a ucrld

given over to the fragmentation end discontinuity of

culturecould mediate meshAga born in one context (in

which the puot worked) to other contexts in which other

8 '7
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poets, end readers of poetry, worked.

It seems from the present study thnt in situptions of

conflict and chpnge tho successful use of trensformetional

symbols reoulres a prior pwereness of the efficacy end nred
such

for/symbolsse a anfeguerd rgelnst the eruption of pnler-

.1sin-, r7mbole imonr, forces you wish to see united, or at

least not at lorgerhoods with one another.

This discussion of trensformptiompl symbols anticipstes

pert of the rnplyris made in those sections belcw dealing

with the style end strptegy of educptionnl lenders. I bring .. -

the discussion here to pn end by concltling that trensforme--

tionAl symbols cen be prinprily educpa (learning de-

7...vices) or .prine.rily politicel (cooptptive devices). Yet

either way, somethitig of both tekes piece--so-rthing pertly

distributive end pnrtly lerrning. Hence one often perceivee

thet the intention of en actor f history, 'neing political

end enploying to that end whet trensformptionel devices he

hrd to that end, produced the "unintended effect" of P change

in consciousness on the pert of those he sought to co-opt.

And, by the sane token one mr Aten perceive on educator

in action, enployin7 e bit of trensformptionel symbolism to.--. --

further the leprnIng process, producing the "unintended

effect" of r shift in P given balance of power.

A lort point concerning the inter-relptionship of

politics end education may be made, one which balances to a

degree the emphasis on treneformetionel symbols. Thie eon-

cerna the fact that, PS noted earlier in this chapter, edu-

8 8
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cationsl inrtItutions pre orernizetiOns in which power is

dirtributed In pn puth3d 1.ny. EffeztInc Irt us

ePy effectInz. P movement from one belief-rtyle to rhother,

can often not trke plrce unlesr there is alro P brerk in

the establiehed prttern of orgrniting rnd exercIs1n7 power.

inrt is, the deployment of trrnrformationr1 sy-.bols (uhich

reletes to chrnges in people'r conrciousness of sufficient

depth to bring rbout the acceptrnco of p new concPpt) is

not suffi:Ient; P chrnEe in thc structurinc of power is

elso necemsrry. On the other hand P cnance in the struc-

turin&of power without sone correlative onenge in conscious-

ness is eleo ineufficient. Examples of both ere illustreted

in thie study.
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Chanter One

Duplities-in-Conflict, or

Culture). Discontinuitv

In Fart I I made it an assumption of this study, end

one confirmed by this study, thrt human beings in pursuit

of a species pctivity, such as educption, necessarily

enact structures. Structure includes rt least three

separable, though not separate, elements. They pre, first,

creating end ordering of roles in P certain way; sec-

ond, thn interplry of relptionships rmong the people in

these roles who ere in pursuit of the rctivity; end third,

the expression of P veriety (often e contrpriety) of mepn-

ings accorded to roles and relationships end the rctivity

being pursued. People engaging in pn rctivity do this on

e daily basis, enacting end re-enacting structures, chpng-

ing over time, trying to survive rnd grow.

A given structure is thus by no merns monolithic. It

may be more or less in a atete of conflict; end et the some

time more or less in r state of integration. 1 This applies

1. For a lucid treatment of conflict end integrrtion in
r polity, snd by extension in any syste- or sub-
system, see 1:ichrel Daverr.er, The I;!1 o: Politics,
Chicrgo, 19614. Another interesting treatment of tnia
question (interesting in ttpt it represents e change
of mind, end in my estimation thus a breakthrough)
is provided by S. N. Eicenstadt, (continued to p. 72)
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to micro-systems PS well ps to macro-systems. Thus in the

carrying on of a given activity, where we find people inter-

acting with ono another through common organized networks,

we also tend to find a degree of heterogeneity ond differ-

entiation, more or leas consciously perceived end acted

upon by the people in these networks. This differentiation

may be, and is often expressed by troditionol social science

as a plurality of interests. But from this study it seems

more accurate and realistic to describe this differentiation

as eets of dualities, each one in a °tete of potential

or actual conflict.

Critical dualities include sex, class, racial end

ethnic, nnd age differences. They also include authority

roles; territorial identification expressed as nntivo, or

"U3 in hero," versus outsiders; and skill performance cri-

teria, often expressed as precision versus generality or

expert versus lny judgment. Less visible, but deeply em-

bedded in the structure of human expc.-.o: se nevertheless,

is personal identity (1.o., me/not mo)..

The challenge of chnnge, and the chsllenge of counter

change, bring out or make manifest the dualities of actual

or potential conflict. Whnt tends to result is a condition
of relative discontinuity. People's perceptions, filtered

(cont. fro. p. 71) Tradition, Chnnzo, ond Xedernitv,
Wiley-Intercionco, N. Y., ITo. 1:1onstpdt now argues,
in contrart tu his earlier mero uniform "Pnrsonicn"bo-
liars, that socisl systems, nnd sub-systems, ere not
usually orcnnized in ono unitory system, but consist
of often conflicting and entagonistic segments, reacting
in differont ways to the challenge of the new.
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through the perspectives afforded them by their perticuler

and limitet position or situation in the totel complex of

structurpl activity, tend to reflect that situation. rif

forences thus pre readily perceived in fi more heightened way.

There is p tendency to translate objectively perceived dif-

ferences, which previously may have been noticed but either

accepted or located in the background of consciousness,

into subjectively experienced discontinuities. Euelity

merges into conflict and may execerbate into polprity. Such

experience triggers end deepens e sense of entsgonisn. Not

ell dualities come into play et once. Usuplly two or threes

felt discontinuities seem to predominete in e conflict st e

time end others rennin lptent or plpy a minor though never-

theleas supporting role. When groups of people oe:rin to

experience the same :et of contredictions (e.s., old vs.

young, estpblished puthority patterns vs. perceived threpts

to them, middle nnd working pcople vs. the "aristocrecy,"

native vs. newcomer) then tmey tend to "find" each other

end coalesce for end against tho challenge of the now.

The "new" mny initially tpke the form of if tecnnoiogi-

cal change or the incursion of p new pet of ideas or p

movement of porllption. That is, p so-celled "exogenous"

force may intervene in e given structure, overturn older

balsnces and produco a heightening of tensions to the point

of conflict, revolt and countor revolt. / put quotes

around the word "exogenous" because the word moy connote

something externel to the structure octing upon tha struc-
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tura as if from the "outside." That would be mislesding

since at the moment n factor impinges on P set of reletion-

ships it is in P etate of intersction with that set end

becomes part of the structure end part of p cOntinucup feed-

back process. In prectice, the"exogenous fector" may team

up with hitherto untepped or unexpressed energy which the

Incursion of the new factor mey have triggered by upeetting

the balences of the esteblished structure.

Freenort

Frpcp-,-,rt, Main e. in the eerly sixties was e semi-rurel,

eemi-mill tolcn (leether industries) of about 14,000 people;

though it also included a "labor eristocreey" employed at

L. L. Befir's factory end store; n wealthier professionally

oriented citizenry gem-rally essocisted with South Freeport;

and a small number of very wealthy business-related femi-

lies, meny of whom were part time essidents end in any case

took no direct interest in education, their children being

enrolled in privete schools. There wfis s history of rela-

tive un-eese, ond "iffy" tolerption of one enother between

meinstrepm native stock in Freeport (generally middle income)

and the more effluent end/or more educsted folk in South

Freeport.

During the later sixties and early seventies there wes

substentiel influx of newcomers largely from out of state,

lergely people with professionsl or technicsl occupations,

lergely affluent (by comparison with tho average native),
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with urben end suburban backgrounds. Thougn they cane to

live in Freeport, their jobs tended to be in snd aronnd tho

greeter Portlsnd area. The population increpsed fron 14,055

in 1960 to sbout 5,300 by 1974; the housing units lncreesed

,spectscularly from 600 in 1960 to sbout 1600 in 1974. 2

In the elections for school board in 1965 and 1969

throo "liberals" (all Republicnns)3 were added to the Board.

Thoy won over to their persunsion one other of the five-

member board who hed been identified es a conservative.

The fifth, nn L. L. Bean employee, though first symppthetic

to their cause, lpter withdrew from the board in protest

against their notions. The four of them began pushing hard

for change in the schools in 169/70. In the process they

gains.: the en .f the school administrators, tho great

majority of teachers, the newly emerging teachers union, and

the overwhelming majority of the townspeople, espec4,elly the

native stock. The lstter came to v'ew the Board as composed

of "South Freeporters" and i;s pert of the crowd of new-

comers or "outaiders," even though two of the four did not

reside in South Freeport, and three of the four hod long

standing roots in the community.

There was a series of confrontations in the winter

and spring of 1970, including numerous mass mentings, 0 near

2. Figures provided by tho Freeport Town Manager in an
interview in January, 19714.

3. At that time candidates for School Bosrd still ran on
a pprty label.
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teachers' strike, end a boycott of the schools by tho arouseu

parents thot was aimed at the Board. The now embattled four

on the School Board, under tho strong leadership of Marion F.

("Pic") Pettit, decided to stand their ground. Gradually

evolving a strategy, they encournged and accepted resignations

by nll of the chief administrators in the school system, in-

cluding--deciaively--a popular traditionnlly-oriented elemen-

tary euprevisor. They then "brought their own team in," as

one of their opponents put it, ell of them "outsiders" and

committed to change. They continued to press this new group

of administrators to inaugurate change during the next two

years. In March, 1972, they finally lost a majority on the

School Boerd to people either sympathetic to, or dedicated to,

the cause of their opponents.

It was el combination of "exogenous" and "endemic"

elements that evoked p chnrw 7n the prevailing situat.Wn

in Freeport and in turn br.,- the Intent discontinu-

ities in the prevailing structure of reletion-

ships and networks. CC thY, I,)ted above, the

factors of territory, age, put!tcrity role, sociel clons'role,

end personal identity came sharply into piny. The teachers,

edministrrtors end prr,r,-_u all felt threatened in their

authority role and t.r identity respectively in the

classroom, school oef-ice end homo. In addition those scene

groups could side with the militant teocheva union leaders

on the issue of their "common" status vis.:a-vis the South

Freeport "snobs" and on the issue of territorial identifies-
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tion (native vs. newcomer). The generational gap tended

also to be felt in the same way by ell four groups since

major issue raised by the Pettit Board was the failure

of the school system to treat children with sufficient re-

spect or concern. Thus such "normal" dichotomies (that

otherwise tend to appear in school struggles) as the seesaw

battle between the taxpaying citizen and the teachers union

in quest of higher pay was blurred and suppressed in favor

of s united front against what was perceived sa $ greater

threat.

Brunswick

Brunswick is a town of about 16,000 people. /t is a

fairly thriving commercial, banking and shopping center with

some manufacturing industry (shoes, shipbuilding, contracting,

printing), a prestigious liberal erts college (employing 450),

and o sizeable naval air station (employing 620). 4

Major groups in the town ere business end professional

people; college professionals; a substantial white collar

stratum; e blue collar work force which is heeVily made up

of Franco-American35 (concentrated residentislly near the

center of town on the "wrong side of the tracks"); substan-

tial "old Yankee" culture whose members tend to live out on

S.

The Times Record, Brunswick, Maine, Jan. 31, 1975, P 12

According to the 1970 census, 2,488 residents cited
French pa their mother tongue. The'actual number of
those stemming originally from A French or Franco-
American culture is probably substantially higher.
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the fringes of town; a not insignificant number of youth

groups end gangs; a large number of senior citizens who

make up over 10% of the population
6
; end, finally, a not

inconsiderable number of poor people, many of whom are

thrust up egainst the fences of the navel sir station in an

are* often referred to es Hood7ville, after the man who owrA

most of the houses.

Pressures ceme from aeveral sources. Taxpayers re-

belled against high property taxes end at one point voted

a 8100,000 cut in the school budget. This movement was led

by a Franco-American leader and had the support of Franco-

Americens, senior citizens and of middle-income citizens

generally. There W83 also s strong feeling of concern among

these groups for what they felt was a breekdown of disci-

pline in the achools; and they were restive over long hair

ond drugs rnd anti-Vietnnm War protesting.

A second type of pressure came from young people who

wanted long heir end drugs end an end to the Vietnam War,

nd who were rebelling egainst.whet they regarded as the

"mickey mouse" type of discipline and irrelevant studies

in the schools. A massive confrontation occurred on the

town mall in the summer of 1970, over recently 'peened reguls

tions restricting freedom on the mell, between the police

and the youth, this resulting in many arrests and bitter

feeling toward the Town Council.

6. According to the 1970 census, 1,693 citizens were over
the oge or 62.
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A third type of pressure came from liberal educators

in tho school system end liberal parents. Tney were un-

happy over what they regerded as authoritarian attitudes

and behevior on the part of school administretors, espe-

cially the superintendent; and they felt need to move the

school system towards a less "structured," a less tradition-

al type of education, towards a more open concept of educe-

tion, of a kind that they felt was being introduced elsewhere,

for example, in the Boston suburbs.

A fourth type of pressure wss the growing organizational

power end demands of the teachers through the Brunswick

Teachers Association, backed up, PS in Freeport, by 8 newly

militant Maine Teachers Association. They wentad better

pay and better professional opportunity and better status.

A fifth typo of pressure stemmed from e general class

feeling, represented especially by some Franco-American end

Old Yonkee leaders, towards whet thoy regarded 83 the es-

tablished and ruling groups--the college snd business-relet-

ed people. There were strong feelings of mistrust and of

reaction against the tendency of the establishment to*"run

everything" in their estimation, leaving other groups ss

second-class citizens. The more militant among these leaders

sought in late 1970 to change the method of election to the

School Board from at-large to perticular districts. The in-

tention was to increase the opportunity for the "non-estab.-

lishment" olsses to get representation on the Board. The

ffort was defeated.
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A sixth pressure was the school administration itself:

the Superintendent, the Assistant Superintendent, the Ele-

nentary Supervisor and the principals of the high school,

,the junior high (or middle) school, end the three elementery

schools. They felt themselves to be vertically exposed on

all sides to the pressures already identified; and, even .

aside from their own personal beliefs in "a tight ship,"

in administrative efficiency, in the hierarchy of command,

and in the ethic of profealional neutrality, they inherited

an administrative tradition thet strongly emphasized the

same values. This was especially true of the superinten-

dency which had been used to running things,within of

course the very broed policy orientations provided from

time to time by the School Board. But this was changing.

In response to demands raised by teachers, successive

School Boards began to raise more perticuler questions of

a policy nature with respect to quality of teaching and

the costa of education. This increased the etmosphere of

pressure under-which the administration labored and in-

creased as well their tendency to emphasize the veluee-of.

administrative expertise, efficient organization, hierarchy

and professional authority.

A seventh,.and final, pressure was the shortage of

apace in the schools. The Superintendent, who was used to

getting his own woy, pushed for a plan to expend the Coffin

licaentery School by adding on ton cubical classrooms.

This plan was defeated in tumultuous town meeting lifter

. 1 0.0
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'it had h:mined the approval of the School Board. The reorle

leading fight to defeat the necessary bond issue were

drawn mainly from the liberel educators and parents. They

were led by an educator, herself the Coffin School Princi-

pel.and up to that time a close and loyel friend of the

Superintendent, and later to become a member of the School

Board. She spoke out against the Coffin expansion proposal

as "makeahift and nerrow-sighted." The liberal parents and

educators saw thia need for expansion es an opportunity to

develop, via a new building altogether, in a new more open-

classroom direction. They oleo saw it as a pilot project--

es a way of gradually bringing over the rest of the system

as well to more open concepts.

As e result of this defeat, e new study committee was

formed by the School Board under the chairmanship of a

local liberal educator who was the director of educational

innovation programs in mid-coast Maine for Educational

Development Center, Inc., of Newton, Moss. In addition,

the elections in December, 1969, resulted in a rour to one

majority for liberal representatives of the buiiness, pro-

fessional end college constituencies. This new Board

hired a new superintendent in the summer of 1970, one com-

mitted to team teaching, differentiated staffing, better

teacher evaluation, sequential learning units, and similar

innovations. The Game Board beat off efforts by anti-

establishment forces, already noted, to establish separate

school electoral districts. The reports from the studY
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committee recommending the construction of a new, physi-

cally open type of school ot Jordpn Acres were accepted

e nd implemented. The new school opened in September, 1972,

though only after it had been presented to the town by the

chool pdministrotion end Boprd as e very modest departure,

in s more flexible direction. Words such ps "open" or

"experimental" to spy nothing of "free" were carefully

excised.

To sum up. The many crosscurrents converging on the

School administrption are a function of the many eccial

groups in town, each of which seems cut off from others

e nd isolated within their own values, interests end out-

looks. When pressures for change occur, the discontinuities

reverl themselves. .Dualities trpnsform themselves into

tension't end polpritiee: expert versus Laymen; taxpayer

versus teacher; old versus young; the child-centered versus

the disciplinprian; Franco-American versus Wasp; clans

conflict; identity conflict. Many of these overlppped in

Brunswick, though not to the degree they did in the height

of the Freeport crisis. The result sips e continuing swirl-.

ing of crosscurrents in which and beceuse of which the

precticel decisions of the edministrator tended-in the

direction of holding the ship steady; or oputiously stroking

forward; or of deftly operstionelizing things in the hope

of maneuvering past obatecles ss in the night, instead of

having a more fortnright encounter end exchange re in the

day.
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But it would be a mistake to be satisfied with this es

full explanation for the active (and inherited) spirit

of "administrative finesse" that seems to pre-

veil in Brunswick. Other factors need to be brought in,

especially the nature end quality of the rebellion on the

part of the liberal change seekers, their consciousness,

end their belief-styles.

Collins Brook School (CBS)

Once the free school was launched in the fell of 1969,

discontinuities began to appear, some of them quite severe.

One might have thought that a new venture could evoid the

conflicts end ohstecles to unity end fulfillment of aims

encountered In en embedded social system such es in Freeport

or Brunswick. Not so. Though there may be e sense in

which the problems, being less fixed in the received insti-

tutional structure, pre thereby relatively less intractable,

. nevertheless the experience of CBS, and those of other free

schools either observed or reed ehout, reveals the degree

to which p new venture is exposed to many of the sense kind

of actual or potentiel discontinuities suffered by estab-

lished systems. Some indeed ere more intense, precisely

because expectations are greater, including the expectation

that here In this new venture there is "at last" the oppor-

tunity to get away from the "mickey mouse" and hassles of

"the ystem."

A great expectation is being able to be yourself. It
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Is discovered that this is not easy, especiolly when others

are encountered trying to achieve the seme thing. Problems

of your own identity come quickly into view; one may act

Out angers and hostilities you were only dimly aware of be-

fore; it is matter of working out a new or renewed sense

of self end s correlative sense of limits in relationship

to otherr. This mpy take a aong time. This personal

identity conflict or discontinuity is much more in evidence

in a free school then in established systems, end consti-

tutes *major difference in the kind of conflict typically

encountered there.

Another expectation is greater freedom in roles end,

even, freedom from roles altogether. Role definitions--

attempts to arrive t them, and attempts to escape them--

became P continuing chpllenge and e source of conflict:

parent/teacher; administrator/parent; administretor/staff;

administrator/students; visitore/resIdents; teacher/child;

non-tesehing staff/teaching staff; older kids/middle kids;

older kids/younger kids; younger kids/middle kids; day kida/

boarding kids; dey perents/older kide; end so forth. Much

of thie role definition turned on questions of authority

and responsibility. Partly it eleo turned on a tension over

skill performeace: whether to emphasize a more precise or

more general set of criteria, e MOTO expert approach or a

more lay-style, amateur, approach. Partly it also turned

on sex roles and sexual behavior. This became more pro-

nornced as time went on, end produced major crisis for
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the school in its third yeer, though the sexual factor was

very closely tled In with role definition end tha problem

of authority. This will be taken up below.

Upward Bound

This program for teenagers from Maine's northern

countlea et Bowdoin is six-week in-residence rt the College

during the summer plus follow-up work during the winter,

both st Bowdoln end in their home areas. Tho progrem evoked

a complex of dualities-Irv-conflict: identity conflicts with-

in the students; conflict between Bowdoin College adminis-

tration end the program leaders over life style end behavior

of students; between the "Ivy League" professors teeching

in tle, College and."raw kids" from Maine's poorest counties;

between the students going back to their up-country high

schools efter s summer of Upward Bound and their high school

administrations, pnd not infrequently, their parents; be-

tween the lender of the progrem end the staff, especially

the administretive steff; end between first-year students

and those re. Pang students who were cast in semi-adminis-

trptive staff roles (called Bridge students to describe their

anticipetion of moving on to college).

We see here thet there wes conflict over authority roles;

differences in class orientation; conflict within the stu-

dente, and often the staff, expressed es "identity" crises;

some division on account of ethnics origin, a aubatential

number of students coming from Franco-American homes; and
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ome conflict over expert versus lay skill performance.

Launching these four change movements end programs

*brought out" duelities (with potential for conflict)

embedded in the stuff of the human and physical environ-

ment. Some were and could hove been foreseen. Others were

not. It is doubtful if anything short of cosmic, or divine,

pre-vision could have enabled the innovators to foresee the

nature end/or the intensity of all of them. It would seem

therefore pert of good planning for change to "build in"

proviaions for the discovery-through-practice of unknown

or dimly known duelities end to "build in" sensitivity and

cepsbility in responding to them when they ere discovered,

or un-covered. Of pnrticuler importence is e built-in

awarenessoin advance,of the problem of leedership in a

change program. Of the epees elr4ve, it is the euthority

role with its potential for conflict that is most common

to all four. It is the one thet seemed iciest accessible

to the foresight end imagination of the innovetora, and yet

problems evoked by the authority rola of the leaders were

fundamental to the way in which the program evolved. The

dlecuision here points to such factors s consciousness and

strstegy, to be taken up below.
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Chanter Two

Rebellion or The Roots of Consciousness:

Defiance, Emulation, end New Values

The previous chapter developed the notiqn that within any

structure over time there subsist e series of dualities. These

dualities tend to be in 0 state of potentipl or pctuol conflicf

even though the structure continues to function on a more or

lose smooth path. Elements of newness ere self-introduced into

the structure. These may be physical or psychic elementa or

both. They may be technological or ideptionol elements or

both. A new awarenese may be triggered in the flow of inter-

actions thet constitute the structure. Or--s related phenome-

non-there maybe o new eruption of energy occurring at sny

point within the structure.

To these elemento of newness the prevailing structure re-

sponds. It may respond in a variety of wpys. It seems A ten-

'dency of structUres that enduro over time to adept end bend

not epsily and/or to eo et e pece too slow to match the de-

mands or the now elements. First, it often hoppens that the

structure responda defensively end tightens up. This can, like

a dam in o river, increase the demand or pressure for change

even while bottling it up. Or, secondly, the structure may

seek to "buy off" the demands end in thia way try to maintain

itself essentially in its established wpys. Or, third, the

structure may "allow itself" to be moved by the new elements,
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digest them, end be bps1celly chpngod in the process.

In pny .cese however, though especielly in the first trio

ases, the social agents of the new elementa undergo pn expe-

rience of rebellion. They discover to themselves that things

ere not "right," whether with themselves or the world, or both.

There seem e leek of fit or fitness in the way things are or-

ganized. Things could be botter, probpblY p lot better. This

gives birth to the deeply felt notion thnt things should be

better. Initially this mpy mean turning-on-self or turning

on friends in fits of unexplained frustretion, pnger, hostili-

ty. But whether or not there is this intervel there occurs e

moment when the "problem which had no name" gets more defined

end the social pgent-to-be begins to identify whet it is he or

she iv opposed to. .The "enemy" takes zhspe, generally e typi-

eel figure or group or class or abstraction (o.g., "the system,"

or the prevailing ideology) that is seen to occupy p position

of ruling rorce within the structure and is perceived either
.

PP doing nothing pbout e bed situetion or ps deliberately per-

petuating thet situation. Thie is e moment of defiance when

the sense of felt injustice is very strong end the impge of the

enemy is sharply and simply etched in the egent's rising ewers-

ness. It is oleo the moment when the undertow of personal

hurt end disgust is both most abrasively felt end most dis-

guised--kept from the egent's own swareness--in the form of

general principles, objective end universslistio essertions a-

bout justice and pbout the need to rid the world of the enemy.

Deflenoe ls.double edged. It reflects stets of self-
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conflict. On the one hand there is a felt needhowever

uncleerly understood or erticuleted st this stogeto find,

to arrive et, e better world in which s better pattern of

human activity end relationships will exist. This includes

anger st the identified enemy for eeeming to profit from ex-

isting injustice end for not moving to correct it.

On the other bend there is ambivalence towards the enemy.

There is strong feeling of anti-, s desire to destroy him or

it, coupled with jeoldusy and envy, en unresolved desire to .

.
be like "the enemy" end to enjoy the position end privileges

of "the enemy."

arbellion may thus express itself initially in reectivr

ways. For example Camusl end Fanon2 show that in the initial

thrust of the oppressed one for freedom, he elms et toppling

the oppressor--to get rid of him altogether as the hated

enemy. This reaction may include a desire to emulate whet

the oppressor le or does. One "surreptitioumly" adnires whet

one also resists end resents. One msy succeed in removing

the oppressor, or one mey suc:eed in "joining" him. In

ither case one may wind up taking over, or vaulting up'into,

the position and privileges of the oppressor end behove

towards others rs thet oppreseor behaved towards you.

2. Albert Meows, The Rebel: on !sower on Yan in Fevolt with
foreword by Sir Heroert need. A revicea ono complete

trenslotion by Anthony Boiler. Kew York, Knopf, 1957. .

2. Frans "'anon, The Wretched of the Perth, preface by Jean
Paul Sartre, translated by Constance Ferrington, N. Y.,
Grove Press, 1966.

" ""'
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There is open another possibility. Defiance mey sustain

Its original impulse to overcome the perceived form of oppres.,

slon altogether. The distinction between overconing oppres-

sion end of only reacting against oppreasion grows clearer.

Mire emulstion le now clearly comprehended, and though ele-

ments of emulation are accepted they are absorbed into a deep-

er movement of coneciousness. This deeper movement is in the

direction of a new value. It is expressed es the desire for

something better--better then the existing structures of role-

tionehipe end the existing paradigms of human exchange.

This is the third phase in rebellion--beyond defiance end

emulation, though retaining elements of each. It may be called

the trensformational phase of rebellion, its culmination end

fulfillment. Or, again, it may be called the prophetic ele-

ment in rebellion. It may augur the coming into being of a new

value, either through en evolutionary or revolutionary change

In existing structures. Whether it is one or the other depends

(a) on the strategy of the social egents, (b) the response of

the exit,ting structure end (e) on general conditions.

The phenomenon of rebellion played a strong role In eech

of the four projects. It was most dramatically in evidence in

Freeport. but there were else clear menifestations in the

other three es well. Two "enemies" in particular wore common

to social agents in all four projeots: established paternal-

istic patterns of authority and what was perceived ss author-

itarian behavior; and the traditional mode of education (de-

earned in the next chapter).
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The four members who formed s coalition on the School

Committee under the leadership of the chairmen Pic Pettit,

were In s mounting etate of revolt nd defiance during 1969-70.

In the summer end fall of 1969 they sought dialog on _problems

nd possible changes in the schools with students1 aäninistra-

tors, teachers, end interested citizens. They sponsored public

meetings st which pros and cons, especially of the prevailing

teaching system, were aired and niternstives were brought up.

They came to an sgreement with the Teachers' Association (FTA)

whereby the latter would study the tracking system and make a

report. They backed off tactfully from confrontation with

the ethletic depertment (and the superintendent)over whet they

felt to be tho overly picsyunish attitude towsrds dress codes

nd the wearing of appropriate clothing at gym, including

jock straps. They did, however, begin to move against inal-

vidual teachers whom they felt were "down on kids" and thereby

osne into loggerheads with e rejuvenated end well-led teachers

association determined to defend the rights of Leachers.

Selary talks in late fall, early winter proved diff:cult

nd soured the Republican minded board on whet they regarded

s union tactics by the teachers. They contrasted in their

minds the ene:.gy on the part of the FTA in pushing for more

money with what seemed to them to be their lethargy in im-

proving the quality of instruction nd in looking for alterns

Uses to xisting patterns and prectices.

By Jenusry 1970 they were fed up. They publicly attacked
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hastily put together report on grouping (tracking) by the

PTA. They ordered the superintendent to deal directly with a

strongly entrenched meth teacher in the high school. Their

objectien to her wes that she WS overly acedemic, that she

reached only VAO bright, college-bound kids, and consequently

that she prevented the greet mejority from receiving the

benefit of adequate math instruction. And they caused to be

digtributed to all the teachers, and to the press, a strongly

worded letter by known social friend, the wife of a banker,

which charged thet the Freeport school system was slowly but

surely strangling the children.

There actions, especially the last one, produoed an up-

roar that grew in intensity during the next several months.

The Board was under.attack from virtually ell quarters end

feelings ran high. The actions of the Board provoked mili-

tant responses from th'e more solidly established and powerful

teachers; from the administrators, and from their large net-

work of friends and rupporters among the townspeople. The

majority of the latter began to ace the Pettit Board as

South Freeport snobs who were putting down the:town and

school system and were ruining discipline, lowering standards

academically and lowering standards of obedience to authority.

Public meetings of several hundred cittzens were common.

An effort st recall of the Board proved a4- 'ifs when it wee

ruled unconstitutional. There was a near teachers strike lo

arly May and an Injunotion sought and won by the Board

against the !TA. There was a boycott of the ohools by the
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Osrents, directed against tha Board.

In all thia the Board dug in ita heels. It refused to

meet in public with anyone, pleading the neod to work out in

private an agreement with the teachers on a new basic contract.

They now mimed st replacing the administrators. The high

school principal had already reeigned in January. The Super-

intendent announced his resignation in March. The principal

of the middle school announced his resignation in April. This

left only the Elementary Supervisor anong tho major adminis-

trative positions. He was popular in the town and trusted as

good educator. The Board decided to press him to resign End

drew up o set of critioisms. After t tumultuous meeting in

which hundreds of citizens milled around the locked doors of

the hearing room in early June, the Board withdrew its charges.

The elementary supervieor, however, resigned in July, and this

left the way open for the Board to bring in "a wholly new team"

of dministrators. By this time also some "thaw" in the

strained relations with the town hrd occurred. The moderates

mons the latter were deciding to go along with the Pettit

Board at loast for the time being.

To sum up: The Pettit Board's rebellion during this hal-

oyon year was fed by an incroesing and overlapping series of

frustrations with those teachers at ll levels who seemed to

have little if any degree of involvement with the children they

were teaching (this was also strongly felt by each one on be-

half of their own children in the schools); with teachers Who

seemed to tssoh in way that favored only the apparently
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bright klds nd left in the lurch kids from lees advantaged

homes or kids with learning and emotional problems; with the

prevailing system of tracking; with behavior in teachers and

administrators that seemed "purely administrative" and tra-

ditionally paternalistic; with "Impositions" on kids "from

above" generally; with the poor performance of the system as

seen in the large number of drop-outs (30% in the High School

wee their estimate), in the small number going on to college,

and in the poor reeding levels in the elementary grades felt .

se a fact by them but not yet tested; with the traditional

operational definition of their role as board members which

they felt condemned them to a maintenance orientation approach .

("paying the oil bill") and kept them out of school policy;

with the "unionism" of the newly powerful teachers association

.which they regarded as overly emphatic about wages and hours

end irresponsible concerning the quality of teaching; ands to

put a cap on their frustretinn and rising impatience, with

tne seeming lethargy of too many people in the system and the

seen'ng dogged resistance of the system to their probings and

pressures.

The situation was greatly complicated by the growing re-

bellion of the teschers against their traditional second class

status. This was gaining momentum at the game time, end in-

dependently of the Pettit Board. The association found new,

energetic, leaders. With the help of a strong state teachers'

organisation,.these leaders were milking the PTA cohesive

force. They saw the association ss wsy for them to win,
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not only more money but a long sought profe:rional :tntus.

Their rebellion and thnt of the Pettit Board micnt have
...-

run in parallel lines but those lines were crorsed. Confron-

tation and polarization ensued. It occurred mainly over the

meaning of authority o'nd over the appropriate relations be-

tween teacher and child.

Tho attitude, of the Pettit Board and their supporters,

and among several of the teacherr and administrators they

brought in, were strongly tinged by anti- or ambivalent

feelings about authority, 'especially authority in the clors-

room. They associated this with traditionalism. Their

feelings were ttrengthened by the reading many were doing In

Holt, Kohl, Herndon, Neill, Donnilwl, end others. A strong

revolt against traditional methods permeate! there works,

and perhaps with the exception of Dennison, they may bt said

to reflect in their writings marked utopie expectations and

prescriptions concerning the role and place of adult author-
3

ity in the classroom.

These ambivalences and anti- feelin g!! about authority

(and its identification with traditionalism) helped provoke

polarized anti-response among many conservative and tra-

ditionally minded people in Freeport-- a counter-rebellion,

3. / exempt George Dennison mainly on the basis of ch. 4
of hir Lives of Children. cf. 3pec1.117 p. 115 of the
Vintage edition.

p.
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which proved to be a difficult legacy for the new administriv-

tion that took over the running of the Froeport schools in

the fall of 1970.

Thua, rebellion as defiance was at the root of the im-

patus for change in Freeport. But elementa of emulation were .

also much in evidence. "We needed to get some brain poher

into the system,"aaid a Pettit Board member, to which they

e ll agreed. There was a general feeling among them that

Freeport was falling behind, behind other towna, behind the

country t large. They were impatient at the inefficiency,

t the lack of sophistication in operations of the.school.

There wee too much in-breeding in their estimation, too much

nepotism, too much provinciality.

Thia spirit of emulation became atronger, relative to

either defiance or a striving for new values altogether,

when with the elections of tiorch,1971, a new popular lender

emerged, !lerton D. (Bud) Filmore. He was strongly nupported

.end influenced by Pettit Board oppositioniste and the spirlt

ie counter-rebellion. However, when he beesmo chairmen in

1972 he pursued a moderate course. He wos strongly moved

by a feeling that Freeport had fallen behind, especially

behind the aurrounding towns like Brunswick or.Yarmouth. He

applied pressure consistently in the direction of improving

the measurable performance level of the :schools. He backed

a new elementary sequentially organized rending program and

went along with the elimination of the tracking system which

name along with it. But hie support did not extend to the
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new open school project for eo pupils at the Soule elementary

school in touth Freeport which hod gotten under way In 1971,

before he became chairman. But neither did he oppose it. He

resisted efforts by militant, traditionally-minded, anti-

Pettit Board members to change Soule back again.

The emulative approach, as expressed in Fillmore, does

to s degree carry with it the suggestion of a new value. De-

fiance may still be an element but much more in the forefront

is a desire for something better, understood in terms of

greater achievement and upward mobility. But in this, the

question "whet is ell that achieving end mobility for,"

"what is it worth intrinsically," is not asked. The answers

are assumed, or are accepted as having been given elsewhere.

The important thing is to get what is available, or might be

available, in order to compete on more eouel tems.

In this respect Fillmore carried forwnrd thst part of the

Pettit Board's concern to get the school system moving again

with greater brain power, efficiency and willingness to exper-

iment. However, there was more contained in the Pettit Board's

rebellion and defiance than this. It pushed beyond older tra-

ditional definitions and newer emulative definitions and to-

wards newer definitions altogether. At that time (1969-70)

these were being celled open or free conceptions of schooling

among the Pettit group, though the words were carefully muted

for political reasons. Uhat these new uaya might meau and how

they could be worked out in actual Practicethis was much less

clear to them. The new team of administrators they brought in
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Inoluded people who would set about generating and implement-

ing such change, s for example, the Soule School mentioned

above. I return to tnie in the diecussions on conscioueness,

strategy and leadership style below.

Collins Brook Free School

CBS, a the free school came to be called, con also be

said to have been founded, and sustained, in a spirit of re-

bellion. One nicht generalize its history during the first

five years of its existence (1969-714) as a movement from re-

bellion towards the articulation and discovery-through-prac-
,

tice of e new value.

A New value was present from the atart--expressed as the

right of kids to be allowed the time and apace for self-moti-

vated growth. What thie actuolly meant however.in everyday

existence of a school-community was not known to most of the

participants; and among those like Dick and Sharon Watson,

the co-foundera, who did have aome experience with that value-

in-operation, it woe only portiolly known. Their experience

hod not included, for example,'storting up a new school and

being directors of it, responsible for it. In'addition their

commitment to the value of free learning did not include an

awareness of the many pitfalls stemming from their own and

others' nti-feelings (especiolly towards authority, but

lso towards academic, achievement, values). These nti-

feelings were much in the foreground et the start; in the

fire of experiment, end finding their own way, these feelings
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were tempered and re-integrated. In the process, the earlier

commitment to free learning took on more shape and substance;

limits were set ond recognized and accepted. The lines be-

tween freedom and license grew clearer; likewise, the line

between the socially desirable end the socially possible.

Gradually es well, though not to the same degree, the line

between intellectual development and academic alienation was

xplored and became a little clearer.

In this evolution, emulation played a much smaller role,

though it partly activated the consciousness of the founders

(Dick and Sharon Watson) in so far ea they mentally compared

their project to the Lewis-Woddhama free school in upstate

New York where both had had important shaping experiences as

teachers.

Rebellion was manifested in various ways:

(s) in the feeling of one of the two founders, Dick

Natson, derived from his experiences t Lewis Woddhams, that

there he had not really been included by the leader in decision.,

making, a feeling that was en important factor in wanting to

establish hie own "thing", and to do it differently. ,

(b) in the initial hesitancy, Mating over a period of

2-1/2 years, to define roles clearly, or to articulate some

basic rules governing behavior, eapecially concerning "dope

and sex;"

(c) in the strong commitment to sn educational atmosft

phere of "letting bee

(d) in the refUsal, as Dick Watson later put it, to

"-
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ffirm the need for leadership, end to demarcate the righta of

leaderehip and staff responsibility;

(e) in the anti-scademic end antifteuthoritorit.n and anti..

parental attitudes of students, especially those of high

chool age;

(f) in the ecting-out of hitherto unexpressed needs.by

some teechers to whom free meant much more an escape from the

"mickey mouse" end alienation of "the system" than it could,

at that point, meen a new way of ordering human relationshipe;

they did exprese notions of a new way but the expression tended

to be in utopia language of automatic spontaneity coupled with

ggressive feelings gainst role differentiation and leader-

ship;

(g) in feelings by etaff members of not being "let in"

on decleion making (duplicating the experience of Dick Watson

st Lewis Woddhams);

(h) in ambivalent feelinge toword parental involvement; .

and finally,

(1) in the rebellion of the co-founder, Shoron Watson,

geinet the early-onde facto role she found herself, in apite

of herself, getting into se "Dick's wife" ond "mother-in-

chief."

Most of thew, manifestations of rebellion came out only

in the experience of living and learning--throughthe actual

procese of working out the commitment in practice. The

third year wrl.espeolally traumatic. The school had taken a

leap forward. High chool age students were admitted for the
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first time in atbstantial numbers. In the first yenr the

school had started with eight younger children--all of then

with parents in the community, i.e. they were "day kids."

There were problems of bullying but these were successfully

worked out in on atmosphere of caring and "working with"--

both with the kids and their parents. The concept of the

meeting was introduced. At the meetings, which could be

called by anyone, a frank exchange of feelings and

problems was encouraged. A process of working out conflicts

wee thus atarted uhich became a major part of the way of life

at the school. Boring the first year and the second yesr, in

which the number of younger children increased to about e

dozen and some young teen agers were added as boarders, a

spirit of camaraaerie use being developed. Indeed, in the

opinion of most of the parents of the kids who started the

sohool, it was the intention of the school originally to

build up from the bottom and accept only a few students coming

in laterally at older age levels.

But the third year raw the coming in of about a dozen

kids of high achool age, most of them from outof staie and

most of them conseouently boarding students. This made the

sohool quasiday and quasiboarding. The older kids, as they

came to be called, did not fit in readily with the ways of

the free school as they had been worked out during the first

two yeara; and since they came in in such numbers, it proved

hard to find veya of adeptationl

The problem vas greatly compounded by the state of pro-
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'found rebellion the older kids were in against the academic,

the parental, and authority generally. In addition the

additional teaching atoff seemed also to be moved by many of

the same feelings, the same anti-ve. They wore all in

Wtate of trying to figure out what freedom was ell about.

But at the same time they were hampered in their search for

waya to interact and weys to grow socially and intellec-

tually together by yarped outlooka and hurt psyches acquired

from their social end educational experience hitherto. The

very atmosphere of "letting be" and of "getting stuff out,"

8.E., in meetings, seemed to invite, indeed execerbote (in

the ehort term at any rate), the feelings of insecurity,

anger, unease, apathy and drive for freedom and e.slfexpres-

Sion that had remained "bottled up" till that time.

A crisis occurred during October/November. It wee

occasioned by an open, declared, love affair between a dy-

namic and highly popular male teacher of ttl?"older and

middle kids and a male teen-age etudent. The ensuing turmoil

wrecked the school. Homosexuelity was "supposed to be" not

an issue, though conflicted feelings about it Were operative.

Sexual love between tepcher and student, openly declared

(i.e. insisting on its legitimacy), became an intense issue.

But these more immediate questions aleo triggered e range

of conflicts imbedded in the dualitiea that are described

above in the previous chapter.

Mpny 'students and staff end the Director felt identi

ty conflicta-..torn both ways on the issues and wondering
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where they themselvSs really stood, trying to sort out their

feelings and what they ought to feel.

Many day parente, two of whom bad professional psycho-

logical training, were utterly opposed to the notion of

sexual love between teacher and student, describinc it as a

form of incest. Other parents pointed to its illegality

under state statutes, and that the school could be closed

down.

Many students saw this es parental surveillance and

typical conventional behavior. Many raw conflict of inter-

est between the needs of younger kids (in their little

school.) and older kids and sew is threat to the welfare of the

former.

A.sherp conflict began to show up more and more clearly

between individual staff members and students on one hand

and the Director on the other. The Director, Dick 1-4tson,

in the beginning wanted to trust the process, primarily, t'ne:

meeting, to thresh the problem out and hove the school come

to a solution together. /ncreesingly he grew restive with

this. /n addition the pressure of day parenti on him.(for

him to make a decision, and the richt one) grew more intense.

Those applying pressure wonted him to fire the teacher forth-

with. His efforts to exercise leadership proved initially

unacceptable to some staff and students. The latter felt,

and communicated the feeling, that the school Was a com-

munity and dsnision-:naking was no one persnn's prerogative.
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They felt threatened by the exercise of authority. In the end -

Dick Ustson came to decision to esk the teacher to leave and

'finally fired him.

In the event, several day parents withdrew their children,

the fired teacher died in on auto crash in recember, and the

school was left in bemused state for some time, trying to

sort out whet the entire event meant to them severally, to-

gether, and as a school. We'll pick up the threads of this in

later chapters.

nowerd Bound

The Upwsrd Bound program at Bowdoin evincea certain clas-

sical forms of rebellion: (a) the rebellion of the white mid-

dle class intellectual on behalf of the disadvantaged against

the exclusionary forces of "the system"; (b) often concomitant

therewith, attitudes af rebellion against whnt is perceived

by the innovators as rule-fixation end tho authoritarianism

of conventional education; (c) rebellion by progrem adminis-

trators, staff people, many teachers and most students a7.ainat

°academic" forms of learning; and (d) rebellion mainly by

students ln the program end some teachers against parental au,.

thority, and mpainst what Is perceived as parent-,surrogate au-

thority.

However, the rebellion'is not as strong, or as far

reaching, es in Freeport or Collins Brook School. It is mit-

igsted and undercut by strong emulative desires which move

tbe program snipartiolpants in it (administration, staff,
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teachers end students) towards upward mobility and consump-

tion values. The felt deprivation of these things by the

youth being served lb high; their corresponding desire to

savor the "goodies" of the system (to quote one participant)

is therefore high; the economic pressure on the program by

the government to show ("upward mobility") results is con-

siderable; end the symbolic presence end pressure exerted

by a prestigious Ivy League College is also substantially

influential in this direction.

Thus, the "desire for something better" does animate the

Bowdoin College Upward Bound Program; that desire continues to

be expressed (a) in terms of upward mobility, and (b) in terms

of exposure of each student to a variety (some critics ray a

"potpourri") of alternatiVes, a notion allied with the first.

But the program also partly expresses s desire for a

development of greater sense of self and clearer sets of re-

lationships with others. In this sense it points beyond em-

ulation to e new value. But whether it is because the pro-

gram end its leaders remain caught up in syndromes of rebel-

lion and emulation; or because the youth that are servea con-

tinue to have strong traditional end conventional needs; or

whether it's from external forces that circumscribe in simi-

lar way:v....there seems to be no pushing, through and beyond

defiance and emulation towards a new value and towards the

enacting of a new structure whose roles, relationships, and

moaning& 'would (a) be more consistent with the rhetoric of

openness in the program; and (D) be relatively transparent
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tha participants in it.

The structure continues to be hierarchic and parental,

crowned by s strong charismatic woman; there is substantial

participation in decision making st lower levels, a phenom-

*non thet is regularly pointed to as definitive or descrip-

tive of "how things work here" in general. The program con-

tinues to be combination of a smorgasbord of offeringaln

wftich everyone hes a chance to do or find "his or her oyn

thing," and a set of academically oriented offerings.

In this connection there should be noted the presence

of continuing counter-revolt on behalf of academic valnes

on the part of some teachers and among members of the College

Committee that oversees the program. It generally takes the

form of quasi-defensive demurrala by academically oriented

people arguing for substance and skills. Their posture on

the one hand la influenced by tho need to "relate to" people

from o provincial end disadvantaged culture and to "relate

to" the prevailing ideology of the program which is expressed

in terma of equality, the overcoming of role differences,

getting kids interested, moving from where the. kids ee,

being informed end so forth. This on the one hand, end on

the other hand they pre influenced by the aettled notions

concerning whet constitutes standards of achievement, ace".

demic excellence, and subject matter knowledge generally.

So they feel ambivalence and manifest behavior which is

taither all one thing or the other but which is generally

perceived as the "Conservative" component in the program.

1 2 6 .
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It is s stabilizing force that lends the program an image of

credibility. The program thus contains a strong ecedemln

element with emphasis in achievement end skills; sn anti-

acedamic element intent on encouraging kids to savor p vari-

ety of experiences, interact with one pzother, pnd enjoy

themselves; end a smaller number of people (staff end stu-

dents) who would like to steer a course between the two (in

tellectually serious end child oriented) but have trouble

finding a way to bring the whole program to move in thet

direction, failing which they constitute yet another element

in the prevailing smorgasbord.

Brunswick

Changes in the Brunswick school system seem et first

sight to have been spurred primarily by emulative desires--

"keeping up with developments elsewhere," meaning progressive

suburban areas, such es around Boston. ThIs is perhaps

fitting tor a school system that is one of the'noet "ad-

vanced" end financially well off in the State. This wes

certainly strong, especially among the collerer.oriented pro-

fessionel groups end related business people who have tended

to "run things" in the schools.

However, not so very far beneath the surface of things

one readily perceives degree of rebellion as defiance.

One form of It, and part of the inspiration for a new "open

structured" elementary school, wao dissatisfaction st the

wsy kids were being treated in the schools, A prominent
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4mblicist at a memorable open board meeting in January, 1970,

'Meted acidly that every time he passed by the high school he

bed to control s wish thet somehow it would burn down. Many

parents felt that their children were being stifled. Many

ftemsed their anger on a junior high principal who was re-

ported to have used physical violence in diaciplining kids

and defending it.

Even more people focused thair anger on a superintendent

with an authoritative style, or en they would have it, au-

thoritarian. When he also became s major barrier to the cre-

ation of a new school administrative district in which Bruns-

wick would unite with three neighboring towns; end a barrier

to the development of a separate new elementary school es noted

ln the previous chapter (he adamantly insisted on adding to an

existing one) the opposition egelnst him became intense. A

nelt school boerd composed mostly of college and business lib-

rias removed the superintendent, hired a new one committed

to more progressive forms of education, and saw that the

Plans for the noir school were rapidly put into operatiqm

Yet the spirit of rebellion ries not profound; matt. .

stronger was the spirit of steady emulation among tho inno-
.

vstors. And though et the very beginning tho language of the

committee exploring new possibilities was fairly replete with

abstractions about openness end experimentation in the class-

room, the language and the mood rapidly evolved into empha-

sis on flexible education, differentiated staffing (the new

superintendent's *baby"), team teaching, individualized in-
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struction, end improved retionelization in the sequences

of leerning. These were seen ps helping the Brunswick

rchcol system perform better end as helping kidr move more

. effectively and in p more satisfied freme of mind from X

through grpde 12.

The "desire for something better" ia present here but

it tpkes primarily the form of emulative impulses, p mental

comppriron to what liberel-progrearive suburbpn rchoolr pt

the forefront of the prevpiling system pre presumpbly doing.

This was eppprently seen sr good enough by mort of the

members and larders of the dominpnt group, though it wern't

really enough for rome. Thir included auch people pr the

women (a school borrd member and former principal) whore

decisive ction at p town meeting auccesafully combrttee.

the then superintendent's recommendotion for sdang on to

n existing school inetepd of building p new innovetive

one; or such as several of the tepching stpff of 18 who

begpn at the new rchool (Jordan Acres) when it opened in

September, 1972. In them the rebellion had been deeper snd

stronger. But they remeined r minority.

However, rebellion also came, rnd CPM8 strongly, from

different sources: members of the school board and city

council who represented old Yankee culture on the one hand

and the substantial segment of Franco-American citizens on

the other. The emu1mtive progressive suburbenesque dream

was not theirs. Partly they rebelled rgainat that dream

because it was the dream of the upper class. More basically
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. they were rebelling against whet they felt to be their ex-

-elusion, their being left out of the reel decision making

nd policy making in the schools. Furthermore, they were

suspicious of those reformers whose rebellion against tredi-

tionsl, authoriterimn, end manipulative modea of education

seemed in their eyes to be pushing them towards in-diecipline

nd permiesive upbringing of kida. They were militant in

their opposition to such "freedom." They tended to equate

these reformers with the effirmere of the high-achievement

suburbrnesque dream.

The mainstream college, professional, end business

leaders quelled the more abrasive ettacke from old Yankee

nd Franco-American leaders end built bridges towards

moderates in these groups and among their own ranks by

"sacrificing" more radical eims or otherwise diluting them

("if you insist on e full loef you-we will get nothing;"

"politics is the art of the possible," and so on). They

ended up with a new school at Jordan Acres without very

many internal walls in the physical sense; with a program

of elementary education et that school which permits some

flexibility within the prevailing pattern of high-achieve-

ment oriented educetion; and with e pattern of-school admin-

istration and structuring of relationships throughout the

system which remain imbedded in command assumptions end be-. -

hsvior. The hierarchical class strueture in the town is

mdrrorsd in the hiererchieel commend structure in the

schools. Of Brunswick, to for greeter degree then of the
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other three progrems studied, it can be seid that the more

things change, the more they stay the same.

This account of Brunswick does not sufficiently take

. Into account the persisting efforts of many individuals (a)

to overcome pockets end vestiges of a moribund traditionalism

in classroom and office or to revitalize a'stagnoting

achievement-oriented curriculum; end (b) to try to leunch

forth in a more open direction, especially et Jordan Acres

new 8choo1.4 Yet insofar as odminietrative processes and

behavior, reeching from the Superintendent to the head teach-

ers end "below," continue to be rooted in older bureaucratic,

end newer command-oriented, attitudes end procedures., end

insofar PS these impinge on communication flows end on the

above named efforts, to that degree auch efforts remain pt

best "individuml." They suggest only idiosyncratic ripples.

in an otherwise unchanged channel. I touch on this again

in both my discussions of stretegy and style below.

h. Chapter Three discusses the differences between tradi-
tionalism, achievement-oriented and open education;
and Chapter Four distinvishes the manner in which
any one of those belief-styles ia hold on to. In
Brunswick ono found instances both of status-ouo
traditionalism and status quo achievement oriented
educationhence, the use of sdjectives such ss mori-
bund nd stagnating.
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Chapter Three

Belief Styles

Statements of goala ere necessary for the prectitioner

of change, end they must be taken seriously by the research-

er. As such, however, they ere insufficient indicators of

the beliefs of those involved in change. What these beliefs

aretend to be revealed to the practitioner, ea well as to

the researcher, in the process through which programs are

enacted.

Goal statements tend to be generalized and rhetorical--

and they tend for that reason to be more closely related to

distributive concerns than to growth concerns. They seem

to serve p political need, whether to define o direction for

public policy, or to find end express a common basis on

which "everyone" could or "would naturally" agree.

A familiar and nearly universal claim mpde by almost

everyone in ell the programs studied wee along:the lines of

ig w believe inithe best possible educetion for the child."

This type of statement was equally characteristic of the

free school, Upward Bound, the Beading Program end Open

School project in Freeport and the Jordan Acres project in

Brunswick. This formulation of goals hes the character of

a litany end been's(' it so single-mindedly focuses on th

alhild (and ignores either parent or teacher) it is a source
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of profound mystification in the schools.
1

But it elso

serves a profpund political need ns a means to gain and

assure credibility. Its strength and universality is

also, in addition, e function of the feet that it provides

a way of expressing a common, universal need end desire--s

coo.nitment--to the Frowth of children; it becomes in that

sense e "nonpolitical" essence serving en existential po
. .

liticel need, end having its character modified in the pro-

Coes.

Goal statements, in addition to being general end po

litical, tend also to have an abstract character. What

words such as.free (Collins Brook) or omen (Soule School)

or flexible (Jordan Acres) or exposure to elternntives

(Upward Bound) mesn is not altogether cleer in advance to

the practitioners involved--even though they do convey a Pre-

liminary meaning or intention that prove forceful in shaping

the program. These terms seem necessarily to remain ab

stract, however, until, for example, es in the cese'of.Col-

lins Brook in the first year, the phenomenon of bullying was

encountered, lived through, and overcome. The:meaning.of

the experience Wes summed up symbollically by the teachers,

parents and kids in a new phase, for them, of "freedom, not

license."

Or, goal statements are abstract in the way that overly

1. This point is teken up in more detail in the conolu-
sions (Part III).
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specific facts ere abstrect, they tend to lack e context

in which they could come alive. Such oft repeated goals as

individualized instruction, differentieted staffing, ungrad-

dries., teem teaching, classrooms without walls, sequential

learning, end so forth seemed abstract in spite of sounding

so specific, or because they ware ao specific. They con-

tained something, some kind of meaning for what education

would be like if these sing/y or in verious combinations were

to be put into practice, but whet they portended for the

structure of relationships in 8 classroom end in a school--

what they portended for the ordering of roles, c.:he reletion-

ships of people, end the meenings these relationships would

havethin was unclear. It was unclear because it was in-

complete. And it was incomplete portly because it would

take putting them into practice in actual programs to dis-

cover whet they meant. By doing this it would become more

clesr what kinds of beliefs obout education were coming to

be exemplified in the progreme--and in or among the people

challenging the program. Practice develops, and is o spur

to, self-definition.

In the evidence I gathered I found, in whole or in part,

the exemplificetion of six contrasting, and often conflictin4,

belief-styles of education. All six ere rooted in the same

passion for growth. But they define differently how growth

can best be facilitated, or effected. They tend to empha-

siSe different elements or fectors in the growth process (sm

for xample child, parent, teacher, subject matter).
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Again, all six ere concerned ebout learning es gaining

in comoeteme and concerned about leerning es grining in re

lating oneself and being related to the world end to others

in the world, i.e., a concern about euthoritv. But they

differ on how this leerning, this "competence," can most

appropriately, most "rightly: be accomplished.

The following is a profile of each of the six.

Traditional. Discipline is p key phrase and a key con

cern for traditionelly minded people. This is meent by them

in at least three senses. First it epplies to manners end

overt behavior. There is en emphasis on obedience (in the

clessroom, by the child) to people who ere seen end Justly

held to be in superior positions--teechers, administretors,

parents. Second, It applies to stenderds of knowledce which

are felt to "exist" aa things to be learned end which it is

the teacher's responsibility to import. Third, it epplies

to the notion of discinleshin in the reletion of leerner to .

teacher. There is e strong suggestion of warmth in this--

of personol reletionship end concern though within of course

the strict hiernrchiool limits slreedy noted. :

The teecher is seen for the most part ea a parent surro

gate, with duties extending to the whole of the child's needs

end entitled to the deferential respect of the child. There

is e tendency to eee the child as a being, who though cor

reoteble and improvable, nevertheless hos come into the

world with drives that are antithetical in many important

ways to learnireg.and civilized behavior. This is fed by
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conventionalized, Christie; view of original sin.

Furthermore, traditionally minded people tend to regard

education PS a means to serve the needs of the parents, or

116"--

ps they might put it with Edmund Burke, the continuity of the

generations. I visited classrooms in which many if not ell

of these elements were manifest. /*et for the most part, trir!

ditionol education in the Freeport end Brunswick schools was

In state of decline, apparently unable to cope with new

pressures end in a relatively stagnant state that resisted

-change. This provoked strong rebellion among progressives,

who tended to regard traditional education scornfully as

ipso facto anti-growth. This posture in turn invited a

counter-rebellion among many traditionally-minded people

who felt that they were deeply committed to growth and for

that reason wanted to sustain the old ways which they sew as

ths only proper wey to attain it.

Achievement-oriented education

There are some overlaps with traditional.: An emphasis

on discipline es meaning standards relating to objective

and objectively knowable and communicable skills and facts

and concepts is not unlike the traditionalist's emphasis on

standards. But the third aspect of discipleship is rejected

es being too personal and subjective. There is greater re-

liance on objectively meisureble performance, and on break.'

Ins the knowledge-intske process down into smeller and se- .
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quentially integrated steps leading greduelly from ignorance

or okilla end facts end concepts to greeter and greeter in-

tpke. There is consequently greater emphrsis proportfonetely

. on subject matter then on peraonel dimensiona in the process

and reletionships of leerning. There is Paso p shift towards

an emphasis on rstionel designs end retionpl procedures in

the claseroom end in the echool system. Thus, tidiness end

efficiency are highly vplued. Thinge end property (personal

property end public property) are highly valued. Profes-

sionel demercations ere insieted upon; end, in administra-

tion, the overell organization end orcheatrption of special-

ties and epecializations is pt e premium.

As regards the first espect of discipline (respectful

behavior) there is Immo sgreement end some d.zsgreement with

treditioneliam. Agreement in the sense of need for good

behevior and tidiness. But dispgreement in thrt there is an

overt exercise of uthority in tradition/a modes and a more

indirect, cerrot end stick, (positive pnd negative reinforce-

' ment) approechin pchievement modes. Liberal pchicvement-

oriented people, tex traditionplists with eutheritprianism

nd dominption; coneervptives tax achievement-oriented people

with wanting end getting the some result (obedience) through

manipulative end even hidden methods. (Radicals tend io

o gre. with conservrtives about the latter and with liberels

about traditionalists.)

Again there tends to be overlpp witA tradition on the

e ttituds towards uhet children are "by metli7o4" Achievement-
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Asentered people, though rejecting "original sin" and other

larsions of the same thing, yet postulate the relationship

Or teacher to learner as primarily s one-way imparting of

'knowledge into the waiting receptacle; the letter is vari-

ously viewed al passive tabula rase, or es needing to be

habituated to receiving knowledge, or es needing to be suf-

ficiently under control to be amenable to the intake of

knowledge.

The achievement approach is closely allied with desire

to get head, to gain distinction through credible perform-

ance; in certain forms it takes on aspects of "the Protes-

tant ethic" and it has much in common withand appeals

to--the push for upward mobility and emulation.

Brunswick, more then the other systems studied, is

much imbued with this belief-style of education. It clearly

overpowers both the older traditional modes and some newer

impulses towards individualism on the one hond and open

educstion on the other. In Freeport ii may become the domi-

nant pattern, though both traditional end open forma ore

vital. In Upward Bound it has become a powerf01 force;

though adhering space with e potpourri of individualist,

traditional, end open styles. It is virtually not in evi-

dence et Collins Brook.

pdividuelirt-Coneumer-oriented education

Bar., dnoation is thought of es bringing together a

ollsetion of people, relatively stonistio, each or whom
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wants something. Each one contracts in, end out, far what

he wants end he receives services or other kinds of rewards

in proportion.to hia willingness or ability to pey. Some

students and/or their parents went to achieve rapidly (though

apparently less for its own sake or for ambition's sake than

for the sake of opportunity to consume).; some went to "enotee

others want to listen to music, or to watch TV; others want

to do nothing; still others want to get by. Similarly,

teachers want different things, but no one eervice is more

highly valued then another. The learning process is a market

with pay-offs proportionete to what you put into it. There

are overlaps with an achievement-orientation end with open

and free styles.

The individualist-consumer orientation is in evidence

et Upward Bound, though carefully circumscribed by achieve-

ment and open concerns. It is oleo e factor et Collins

Brook, thouEh strongly muted by the community rtmosphere

generated by the free model in practice. It continues to be

a consequential emphasis in Brunswick end Freeport.

Open-centered edutetion

There is strong overlap both with achievement concernr

and free concerns, and might be described es r hybrid of these

two. Of all the styles here described it is perhaps the most

child-centered in belief and in practice. In some limited

respects it suggests Older traditional type emphasis on the

value of personal exchangebut it strives for that xchangs
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In non-outhoriterien mode. Mutual respect is sought leas on

.the brsis of clearly defined hierarchical roles then on r

personal reletionehip of mutual problem solving. The self-

NOtivetion of the child is put et e premiumbut consistent

with the need to teke in basic knowledge of skills, facts,

and concepts. Children pre encouraged to work together end

tO think end feel as community, but the besic approach in

the classroom le m multifaceted interchange of the teecher(e)

with the children severally re individuals. The spirit of

mutual give end teke is strongly valued. The tercher is ex-

pected, end expecte of herself or himself, to be et once

friend of students, parent surrogate, end adult guide; to

organize things "Invielbly" end as much es possible "In ad-

vance° so thot se much prychic end physical space 83 possi-

ble is mode mvelleble for self-choices by students.

There is lees concern here with intake of skink, facts,

concepts than there is in the achievement mode and more with

whet critics from the letter persuasion regard se "person'ia

growth" (my distinct from growth in competence) or se "emo-

tional development." There is elso lees concern for tidi-.

nes, or for property or for noise when it is r question of

choice between these velues rnd eveilobility of meterials,

opportunity for personal interrotion, end a child's sense of

tilts, orderliness, or noise.

The open concept decisively brooks with the above con-

Iepts on the ouestion of who the child is--it strongly sup-

worts the belief in the natural desire of the ohild to leern
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'end to acquire responsible self growth. The open concept is

most clearly manifest in Soule school in Freeport end from

there it hes strongly influenced the rest of the elementary

system in Freeport. It is present as a minority influence

in Jordan Acres in Brunswick; there it ie circumscribed by

the pressure of numbers (625 pupils, k--5, in building

conetructed without internal classroom 1-'4.12:::.; by strong

echievement-centered pressures, end biy edministl'etive modes

st variance with the spirit of the open style. -be open-

approach is to p degree followed st UpVerd Bound but must

jostle for splice with strong chievement end individualist

pressures.

Free centered education

Free overlaps with open, but goes farther in some re-

spects end not es for in others. It goes farther in the

sense that, as emseone put it, "kids et Collins Brook can

sweer, and they don't have to go to close, and they don't

have to learn reading and math every day--this doesn't hap-

pen st Soule." Nor, it could be edded, do they have to get

up in the morning (if they pre boarding, and somewhat over

50% aro, though among the teenagers the proportion is much

higher).

Yet, on the other hand, free doos not go as far towards

child-centeredness as does the open style. There is $ great-

er emphesis on adults end adult needs, even though the prima-

ry and heavy foous of the school is on the child. There is
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leo greeter emphasis on community values even though the

open style does shore in some of that.

The emphasis on community differentiates the free style

sharply from the individualist-consumer mode, even though

there ere strong pressures in the latter direction, end many

pparent behaviorel similarities. But the value o: "letting

be in the free mode, end of "doing your own thing," is re-

listed sharply to the belief that this will lead to greater

degree of self-dlrection, of self-limits, end to a sense

of inter-eetive responsibility with other members of the

some communtty. There is s strong emphasis on working out

inter-personal dialectics on As equal a basis as possible so

that individualism (often equated with isolation end loneli-

neas)is overcome.

The acquisition of ekille, concepta, end facts is not

emphasized es much es in the open style. There is e hint of

dieinterest in strongly academic end intellectual pursuits,

though that msy be p function of early-phese rebellion that

will gradually wear away. There is, however, substantial

scope offered for adults to make demands on kids, wittiin the

limits of the free choices end availability of recourse to

the frequent "meetings" that rre part and parcel of the fres

approach.

The free approach is most clearly followed at Collins

Brook, though there ere lso elements of Individualism end

of s differentleted style et the school. There are elements

of fro. epprosch In the other projects tudied. This is
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seen especielly in the belief in the primecy of the child

and in tho child's nnturel bent for learning and self-regu-

lative capability that is ehered to verious degrees: by the

program et Soule in Freeport, among few of the teechers in

the rest of the Freeport system end t Jordan Acres in Bruns-

wick, end emong some of the tenchers end steff people et Up-

ward Bound.

Differentiated education

This spproech holds that there is no one "right" ap-

proach for ell children in s classroom or e school end no

one "right" approach for the same child all the time. This

is the negetive way of expressing what it is trying to get

st. To put it in e.poeitive wey, it expresses the belief

that in eny given leerning situntion involving teacher and

child, or teecher end several children, or e group of chil-

dren by themselves, there is probably n better-than-most, or

even beet, way to eneble growth to teke place. To thet end

there is no feir in ueing as 0 tool of leerninct e tradition-

al type of approach here, or en individuelist type of ap-

proach there, or nn echievement epproach, or approaches that

reflect en open or free emphasis. These are perceived and

used es tools of learning end not ea prescriptive models to

define every or most situations. AS situetions chnnge, end

sa they flow in end out of other situations happening at

the ssam time, and pa participants in these situation, snd

their needs change, the mood end mode varies; there ere
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continuing struotural veristions,'continuing petterna of

differentiated behevior aiming et growth prooess thst

uits the particular dimensions of need end time/space fre-

quencies of every being in thet process.

In thie pprorch the prowth of the teacher end to

lesser degree that of the involved parent end administrator

le es critical end 813 warranted as the growth of the child.

It is held that the center of gravity is the total leerning

situation, and that this necesearIly constitutes converg-

ing matrix of interacting roles end persons.

A criticel espect is consciousness by the participanto

that decisions ere being made on the basis of different

needs for different people end that thie is "right." The

widespreed feeling.that "differentipted" means unfairness hes

been transcended, end given way to P more holistic sense of

different people having different needs at the some or at

different timea. This eppronch shares therefore the strong

mphasis in the free approach on community.

There is a stronger emphnsie on adult needs and on

e dult demands on kids in this epproach then ideither 'the

tree or the open etyles. And in this sense it overlaps'With

(harkens beck to) traditional end echlevement belief-styles.

But it is more personal one then in the schiavement style

nd it is non-hiererchical, give end take process, by

ecntrest to the traditional style.

While it posits basic belief in the natural eduoabill-

ty of children, the differentiated epproach tends to see the
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process of growth as taking place in developmental steams,

and to perceive the need for personel Interection of adults

end children, with the former offering guidance to the let-

ter, st each stage, and varying in occordance with the stage.

The Collins Brook School has moved in five years from to

hybrid free-individualist opproach towards a free approach

with elements of differentiation in it. Soule school and

some classrooms in tho other ports of tho elementary system

in Freeport reflect elements of a differentiated model, NI do

Jordan Acres and other classrooms in Brunswick's elemcntory

system. Upward Bound ie hard to guege. In any event, these

elements ere fairly pole images of the differentiated ap-

proach and remain submerged in one or other of the five

strains noted in the preceding.

This ie a high, or remote standard--remote in the sense

thst there is not much likelihood of its being put fully

into practice in the near future; but it ia one in which

I believe in more than in sny of the others. I came upon

it, and name td belief in it, by doing this reseerch

project.
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Chapter Four

The Manner of Commitment

I found important degrees of difference pmong people

sdhering to the OPMA ret of beliefs with respect to how they

held on to their beliefs. I refer to this ps the mpnner of

Commitment. I identified basically three types.

One type was pn acceptance of beliefs es A set of well-

estebliehed demprcptions, distinctions and routines. The

essentipl applicability of the beliefs to most or ell prob-

lems snd situptions is unquestioned; the beliefs ere genersl

ly felt to be unquestionpble. People holding on to their

beliefs .111 this mpnner tend to be wholly "inside" their be-

liefs. Beliefs have the stetua of en ethos.

Beliefs rs ethos cpn envelop the rdherents of ony of

the six belief-styles identified pbove. Often it in confused

however with the trpditionel belief-style, es if only emong

troditionaliets do you find this way of holding on to ; com-

mitment. But thrt is p liberal conceit which hides from the

liberal's own consciousness the degree to which belief-styles

in the echievement or open or free mode may slso envelop a

person or a group in mentle of established verities.

An ethos-oriented wpy of holding on to to set of beliefs

may readily fall into meintenonoe-oriented or merely

etetus quo pattern. In this ores the belief-style grows
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moribund and stegnating. Thin had happened to the tradition-

al mode of educstion in Freeport end produced a strong reac-

tion from the progreseivee in the community led by the Pettit

Board. The progressives tended to perceive the problem 83

ono of troditionel education per se, end in rebelling pgainst

the relatively stegnpnt form in which it appeared, to which

it hod sunk, they rebelled pgainst it totally. They thus

appeared antagonistic, dogmatic end threatening to many of

the teachera, many or perhpps most of whom were traditional-

ly oriented. There didn't seem to be my middle ground for

the teachers on the basis of which they might work out s new

pattern end thus preserve some of the strengths of tradition-

el education.

This example illustrates second type, which mpy be

celled reactive. This tends to hpppen when (a) an ethos-

oriented adherent of p belief-style feele strongly threatened

by strong attacks on that belief-style; or (a) when e person

or group, in an act of rebellion pgpinst r prevailing set of

beliofs and ogainst their adherents, remains fixed within the

aura of defiance. In that latter case, though's new eist of

. bellofs mpy be pdopted by the rebels in counter offensive

and in competition with the old, nevertheless a dichotomous

ggressive etyle is not tronscended. The now mode is heavily

infused with reactive tendencies.

Being reactive la to be highly militant, defensive end

doctrinnairo about dnels own beliefs and positions. It lend,

itself to *true believership" and ideological excess, whather
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Ibbe conservative or a radical mode.

A third typo is to hold on to a set of beliefs in a

41W-examined way, to feel thet they are "right" for you;

end eimultanonualy to fael that they ere subject to modi-
1

'71.quatIon through learning and growth. There is an implied

ebility to take some psychic end spiritual distance from

One's own articulated beliefs. There is s sense in which

,the adherent of.e set of beliefs con see them end hold them

A4) as seriously end passionately wrought guides; C6.;-, PS? use-

ful vehicles of experimentation for getting along in tne

world; and (c) as opportunity for expanding on humor, possi-

bility. This third type runs the risk of erosion of will

baammae it is flexible and sees more than one "aide" to a

problem. It may also puffer inseourity through excess of

xperimentation.

As indicated in the above example from Freeport, both

the Pettit Board end their oppositionists manifested reaotive

patterns in the manner of their commitment. What they were

rebelling against came to loom so large in their consoious-

COSS as almost st time, to crowd out, or even to:substittite .

for, the need to articulate the practical meaning of the

goele end belief-style they were for, or were feeling their

esy towards.

The Pettit Board's bettle.with traditionalism and authori-

terien education came to identify them (by others and even to

degree by themselves) much more than their correlative ef-

rort to move towards more vital kinds of eduoation in the
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achievement and open modes. The bottle of the oppositiontets

against the Pettit Boerd was on behrlf of loyelty to the best

elements in traditional education, including e sense of decen-

cy end order in the classroom. But their poeture, end their

feelings, cemo to be dominated by entagoniam rgeinet the

Pettit Board and egninst whet was perceived by them to be the

Pettit Board's avowal of "free" education untrammelled by

thoughts of discipline.

So the horns of these two groups become locked in an

either/or battle of us vs. them.

Tho lock wps broken by the Pettit Boprd. They brought

in a new t7..qm of administrators in 1970. In two of the four,

the high school end junior high school principals, there

was evident p sturdy .commitment to post-trpditionel modes

of education, of both the open and the achievement verieties.

But the manner of commitment tended towards p reactive type--

reactive pgainst authoritarian education. This helped fuel

their commitment end helped melte their style e dynamic one.

It was perceived by the Pettit Board oppositionists, however,

as permissiveness end es favoring somo above others. Not did

the moderates in the community rally to their defense. After

the elections of March, 1972, when the Pettit group lost its

majority to oppositioniata and moderates on the School Board,

these two administrators were at first fired, end then allowed

to resign.

The other two admihistrators were tho Superintendent and
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the E1ementery Supervisor. Their leadership styles will be

Ixermined,more closely in later ohapters. Here I wish to ob-

serve thst the Elementary Supervisor, Marcia Keith, shared

the two above administrators' commitment to post-traditional

tduostion. A newcomer from the Boston eree, she come with

m commitment to more vital forma of education, generslly in

the achievement node. She soon began moving, however, more

ind more, towards en open concept of eduoetion end sought the

none as much pa possible in her role as administretor. But

aim) manner of her commitment was less influenced by enti-

reelings. She, contrary to tho above adminietrators, seemed

o be closer to the aelf-examined type, whichp.though not

mreeluding p aense of rebellion against, or rejection of, e

lifferent belief-style, is eble more reedily to peroeive and

sort out its plueee and minuses. Therefore she did not feel

she need to insist on b5ing liberal, or doing whet was thought
ir

;o be the "liberel thing" all the time.

New Superintendent, Robert Cartmill, also from the Boston

TOO, in hia belief-style tended to gravitate strongly in an

ehievement-oriented direction. His manner Of commitment

*veal elements of defensiveness, suggestions of n reeotive

yndrome, towards open education end, to s degree, towprds

raditional education. In general, however, his manner of

ommitment is muted. It aeems overborne by ennedministrative"

ommitment, something more instrumental then substantive.

e rhaps he illustrates variant on the above three types. 'n-

e ed one night perhaps dd a fourth type altogether, nd oall

t,preAmetlo.
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In Brunswick one found elements of functioning tradi-

tionalism (an ethos prttern) at. !of r functioning achleve=ent-

centered education. Yet one also found strong indications that

both of these belief-atyles were foundering--becoming stagnant,

or were seen that way by growing numbers of people. In addi-

tion they were seen by many to be inadequate, no matter how

well they were functioning.

Two progressive ourrents emerged from thie--one to re-

invigorate achievement modes of education; the other to

strike out for a distinctly open style of education. Both

Currents fed knto the new Jordan Acres school.

Collins Brook rnd Upward Bound both presupposed diesetis .

faction with strgnent traditional education and with achlevre

ment-oriented education no matter how well or poorly it was

funotioning. But in Thlward Bound the manner of commitment'

was infused with strong anti- feelings (against authoritarian

education) among students, staff end administrators. This

reaotive tendency, coupled with r strong self-protective,

loyal attitude towards the program by the people in it, gave

consistently doctrinnaire flavor to the way in which Upward

Bound wes talked about and believed in by its members.

There is s sense in Xhich things done in end by Upward Bound

were good because Upward Bound wes doing them. This suggests

an ethos orientation side by side with, perhaps emerging

from, reactive patterns. Self-'s/semi:10d impulses were evident

in the program, espeoially in the private oonversations of

many partioipents, but they didn't disturb the overall self..

. ,
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protective shell thet enveloped the program.

To some concidereble degree reective patterns were evident

t CBS from the atert, end were reproduced in each year that

new steff end new students joined the school-community. Also.

vs In Upward Bound, these petterns seemed to merge into a

protective ethos, end thus es well into attitudes end lengusge

that revealed a certein doctrinneire flavor. However, the

early commitment to the putting into practice of e new value

wee stronger st CBS than at Upward Bound. In the letter, as

noted in previous chepters, defiance end emulation remnined

strong end tended to overbear the struggle touerdS a new

velue. At CBS, conreouently, on the other hend, the manner

of commitment seemed to grog eway from reactive end ethos

patterns end to grow towards a more self-examined posture.

This is especially seen emong the two directora, the two or

three staff members who hove remnined with the school-communi-

ty throughout and among the students who "grew up" with the

school, especially eome enong them who have left to go beck

to public school end then hove come bock egein to CBS. There

Is cleerer sense among them all of the limits:of CBS: what

it l end whet it is not, and conrequently a stronger, less

&fag/live, more relaxed attitude towards what they ere doing

And whet Vley Neon in education ond in the world.
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Chapter Five

Consciousness

The four sets of frctors described in the previous chep-

ters pll together point to, end anticipate, Lb° reztor of

conpciousness. I come to regerd thie ps a key elemmnt in

the course of the research. Conscioueness mpy be described

es the motive structure of the human being. It constitutes

the basis, or ground, of perception end of action. It is a

concept thpt intends to conve7 the lived (or relf-experienced)

energy flow of the humen being.

Consciouenese hes several espects. At the sinplest

level it means to heve some pwareness of how eomething that

seems to be desirable or right or good ectuelly would.work

out in real situations. Ideologies, or belief-styles, ere

not enough from the ventege point of a developing conscious-

ness. They remein "abstract" and doctrinnaire unless they

yield to, or embrace, some sense of what it means in concrete

ways actually to put euch end such ideas or goals into prac-

tice, actually to give them sone measure of living embodiment

in the lived life of the human species, including your own

self es a living representative of the species.

For example if what is wanted ie s more spontaneous

leerning situation for a child, there is required a certain

level (or unblocked) flow of consciousneas to imagine what
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thrt might mean to and for the teacher involved. EVen the

posing of that es question to be fpced (es distinct from

critical put-down of p teacher on the order of "why cen't

she slumps up") is the beginning of consciousness in this cese.

Or, for example, if what is wanted is r more interactive

mode of relationehip between e teacher and etudents; or a

teacher rnd other teechers; an unobstructed flow of coneciour-

nese would eneble person insisting on this to epply thPt

lvo to himself or herself: thet is, to epply it concretely to

his or her own relationships with that teecher, or with enyone

lse within the matrix of roles end reletionships in that sit-

uation. If there is en awareneee thet "meybe I'll have tc put

on thrt shoe ea wellt-there is the beginning of conscioueness.

A second, related, espect is en ewarensse of "how it is"

for the other person or group which one encounters in s given

situation. Thie is not to be confused with eympathy, though

this may be present (and more present in the degree to which

there is this rwereness): yet sympathy con distract and

deflect e person from P more occurate assessment. To plow

to come into Pwarenear the atandpoint of the other, noticing

it, without essigning prrise or blame se such, is P difficult

discipline. Yet when it is accomplished it does Tuch to

compensate for the discontinuity fector noted in Chapter One.

It lso helpe e person to overcome some of the rougher edges

of rebellion in oneself. It :spy also leed e person towards s

successful stretegy of communication with others.

A third eepect of consciousness is soma sense of how one

is being seen by others. It includes sense of "how I muat

1. 5 4
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be coming on to others." There is awareness that my authority

'role, for example, or my class status, or my customery wey

or comporting myself (for exempla, aggresaively or passively)

has en impsct on how others perceive what I intend, whet I

do,'what I say, and how this mny distort the meseege I think

/ am communicating.

A fourth Aspect is the comprehension of human reletion-

ehips es a set of structures that ere daily enacted by people

in the pursuit of p common ectivity. It includes en aware-

nese that changes in one part call forth compensetory chenges

elsewhere. The atructurel cheracter of relationships is

difficult to perceive, especially by en actor for change

who is himself or herself engrged in the deny flow of actions

end interactiona thnt he is seeking to chenge or to shepe in

one direction or another. The remifications and feedbacks ere

'multiple end often opaque. Yet here egain en ewareness that

reality occurs in the shape of structures which everyone

involved in is delay enecting in his or her way, from his

or her own role end vplun ventage point--this is the begin-

ning of conscioueness and informs the nature, "scope ond'queli-

ty of action-for-chenge. It does much to foster sn' ewereness

of where bottlenecks are and of where end how new meanings can

find scope for development. One mey call this the relotional

perception in conaciousneae.

A fifth eapect is an immediate, palpable feeling or

impulse that what is at stake in the process of acting-for..

change, is s-eominvinto-being of new value, or of the
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revitalisation of en old one. From my study and observation,

I ssume the presence of this impulse in the moment of rebel-

lion. It may grow from that point until it emerges es ttie

main force to which.both defiance end emulation become sub-

ordinate. Or it may be blunted, even overborne, by defiance

nd/Or by emulation. The flow of consciousness in thet caae

is obstructed to r degree end turns beck upon itself. The

actors for change thus fall short of enacting new structures;

I.e., a now ordering of roles, e new way of releting, and a

new set of meanings.

A sixth aspect is distance. It mey also be celled a

freedom (or will) to act. There is a point usually reached

by the actor for change (and it may happen again and again)

when he or she faces a crisis. Lat us Sep that in the cruci-

ble of en event en actor for change wins through to a sense

of distance from his or her own ego involvement. He or ahe

is released from e preoccupation,or over-ldenrification, with

the instruments of the program, or even tho program ers a

.whole, by which-he or she had chosen to accomplish change.

The actor grins psychic or spiritual "space" end maneuvers.,

bility.

There Is revealed in this an ultimate riak,..taking capa-

bility which "frees up" the actor for change from self-im-

prisonment in his or her oull progr2m or set of values Ob-

jectively cleaned. In the oriels they seem to locals up over

the tetar as "forces" driving him or hc.r..

Re, or she, experiences alienation. The program, set
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of values, movement for change, have turned into things en-

1aving hie or her ego end mental faculties. Awareness of this,

and the ultimpte willingness to risk, can liberate the self

from such enslavement. The actor regpins his or her inner

poire. The will to pct is releered. Coneciourness flows

again, end what had seemed alienating (a force hovering over

one) is now re-eppropriated as things and beings to be related

to, to move with, or to equare off egainst, in a renewed ef-

fort at putting one's goals into prectice.

There 13 of course no guarantee that this will heppen.

Moments of crisis mey freeze a person end 31.1130 him or her

to atop short, to turn aside into other pathways, to be

setisfied with less, end thereefter to miateke his or her

attechment to the progrem, end loyalty to its survival, es

proof of accompliehment. Indeed good things mey be heppen-

ing in end to the program, including the satisfection for

the rotor that comer from the security of his or her ego-iden-

tification with the program. But the change originally

intendeda change thet sought embodiment of new velue,

this hes not occurred. One has stopped short in mere defience,

or hes adopted the emulptive mode of eccomplirhment--or both.

To sum up--conrciousness seems alweys to be present to

some limited degree within the rotors for change st the moment

of rebellion end the commencement of their potions to effect

chenge. Indeed consciousness end rebellion may be coeval,

the one triggering the other.

Consoiousneso grows through prpotice, nd indeed seems
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to welt upon practice for its growth. But it also seems thst

growth of consciousness will occur through prectice only if

there is s "prior" rwsreness that consciousness needs practice

in order to grow. This may seem tPutological, if not illogi-

cal sltogether--unless we perceive it dialectically. Then

we may say that since "in the beginning" there is (coeval

with rebellion) s measure of consciousness, there is imbedded

in that s germ of awareness of the need henceforth slweys to

raise one's consciousness. This will then come to mean pro-

gressive end continuing stock taking of the meening of prac-

tice (end "the facts") for one's goals end expectations, and

of the meaning of one's goals end expectations for the shaping

of "the facts" through practice. Consciousness thus becomes

key to strategy (cf. Chapter Seven); and it becomes the con

nesting link between the originel rebellion and the effect-

uating of change; i.e., whether or not a new set of values is

really coming-into-being.

In this dialectic, consciousness con be overborne by

sny or all three of the elements of rebellion--defience, emu..

lotion, end new values. The program, or the actor for change,

con become fixated in these directions to the degree that

consciousness is crowded out. My hypothesis is ihet this fix

tion con occur if rny of the three elements ere or become

too "strong" or too "week" in the imagination of the pro-

tagonists of change.

Applying this supposition to the foUr programs studied,

I find thst
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1. In Freeport the Pettit Board's rebellion took the

form of a very strong, almost doctrinneire, defienco of tra-

ditional education coupled with P somewhat over-generalized

but intense commitment to new ways of teeching and learning.

This strongly fueled their driving energy but it also tended

to contain consciousness in narrow spheree and almost to

crowd It out. I am trying not to praise or blame them for

this--since the depth of their impatience end anger (defiance)

WAB greatly a function of the inertia end ossification thet

had overtaken the predominantly traditional education in the

schools. So perhaps there was no time to raise conscious-

ness, or no inclination, or no situational cause to do so.

The trend was toward confrontation and a resulting antagonism.

The point mustbe made, however, that consciousness was

relatively low in terms of most of the aspects of conscious-

ness noted abovadoes the shoe fit me end cen I, would I,

put it on if I were p teacher (i.e., would / want to change

tomorrow to an open classroom; pm I being open with the

teachers whom I am demanding this of?); how PM I coming on,

do I know how I am being perceived, what kind of symbol. (e.r.

class, status) do I represent to those I want to persuade and

change? Am I seeing things reletionally? Am / trying to

figure out what my atated values would mean in practice in

Freeport classrooms; for Freeport parents? and so forth.

Different members of the Board and their fellow progres..

elves would score differently on these criteria, Boma higher

%some lower. But PS a who2e they didn't take much time and
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selves chance to grow in thet direction.

They did however vitolly reflect one very important As-

pect of coneciouanessthe last one described shove, distsnce.

Pettit, both At the time and in retrospoct, often said that

no one was indispensable. Though he applied it freely to

others ps well (end Alarmed them deeply), he see= to have

ment it primarily for himself end hia boArd. In the crucible

of events surrounding end confronting them in the spring of

1970, this impulse or feeling helped them to stick it out

end do the one Action-for-chAngo that was still Available

for them to do, And the fundamental one in that situation

to do, which was to make a clean sweep of the administration

end bring in "a new team."

Their feeling--and concopt--of non-indispensAbility gave

them aoul-leverege with themselves. It freed them of the pull

of emulption. It was the one sspect of consciousness that

most tied in with their defiance, And it helped them turn that

-defiance into a clear, Albeit narrow, vision of who they were

In that situation And whAt they could end could not do.' This

la neer the core of charism+, And Admirable, but I myself

feel thot the chpri3mAtic consciousness, locking As it does

too many of the other Aspects of consciousness, is too much

driven by defience end an overly generalized (insufficiently

digested) set of ',aquas, i.e. strongly but Abstractly per-

cived.

2. Still in Fiwport, the new teem of administrators
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authoritarian education was strong in the high school and

middle school principals and this muted thore aspects of

consciousness that might hove enabled them to relate more

effectively to the more traditional teachers end the majority

of parents. Their commitment to new volues e'r teaching and

learning was deeply serious, though tending toward the doc

trinnaire end this too may have limited the growth of their

consciousness through practice. They were unable to work out,

or find through working out, a successful strategy in the

face of the builtup resentment generated by the "great

crisis" of 1970. This resentment and their anti feelings

about authority didn't mix.

Marcia Keith, Elementery Supervisor, seems more then

most to reflect a balance in elements of rebellion end of

consaiousnoss. There was a sense of measured defiance in

her posture against euthoriterien education; an apparently

docent respect for the gods of emulation; end's commitment

'to new values of a kind thet emphasized being, able to visual

ize them in practice. Her consciousness that values grow and

adapt in end through the art of putting them into practice

was hence very vital; and though her distance end her aware

ness of how she was coming on were not high, in overell

terms her consciousness was well developed and capable of

further growth.

The superintendent, Hobert Cartmill, though mildly de

fiant towards traditional and open styles of education, was
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7strongly emulative. This seemed to tie in with a steady

disposition in favor of achievement-oriented educetion. His

.coverall consciousness was not porticulerly high. There was

lone aspect of consciousness
however that his actions and at-

titudes revealhe was canny about how he and others were

coming on--he was able, aometimes to surprising degrees, to

get the "feel" of how he or programa in the school were

being perceived. This helped him greatly in developing suc-

cessful public relations with the town. Nevertheless, the

strength of the emulative drive, end ce continuing unresolved

ambivalence towards the open school in South Freeport, emir.

bined to limit his consciousness. It tended to make hini

less effective overall in following through on impulses (in-

eluding his own) towards basic change in the schools.

3. In Collins Brook School defiance of traditional and

achievement modes of education wee very strong. Commitment

to new values wes also very strong, but with a doctrinnaire

tendency especially et the beginning. Also present was a

somewhat generalized sense of whet the new values of free

education might mean in practice. The emulative element was

eowever weak. This hid the danger that, being week, it might

)8 only recessive end would "come out" once the venture got

seder way and became successful. As CBS grows in credibility

Ind stature this may emerge but it has not thus for.

Ilot only was the emulative element quiescent, but the dew

Lance had no ready target except "the big bad world.out.

here." But it was "out there." This meant that as the
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venture got under way, two things could happeninternal

fighting in which there would be mutual accusation of "not

living up to" the new way, whatever that might be; or a dawn-

ing recognition that "the enemy ... is us." This latter would

feed a growing sense of need therefore to raise consciousness.

Both things began to happen et CBS and both seemed to

come to a heed in the events of tho third year, es related

in earlier chapters. Out of the crucible of those events

there was formed the conviction of the need to build the ele-

ment of consciousnew.raising into the life of the school-

community, especially for the staff. The following September

they began the practice of opening the school year with en-

counter and consciousness raising sessions conducted by a

trained person. There were follow-up sessions during the

course of the year. This became a regular practice.

Tho Director, Dick Watson, took several training programs

himself of this kind end eventually trained to be e group

leader.

Earlier,in the traumatic eveLts of the third yeer that

surrounded the homosexual love affair between s'teacher end

a atudent, Dick Watson experienced his "moment of truth."

Was the school utterly indispensable to him? Was he bound

to it with invisible fetters that he could not escape? Had

it become an aliensting forco hovering over him? Was he

"hung up" on it? Would his own identity be shattered if he

lost it? These questions he began deeply to ask himself in

the days before he finally mode hie decision to fire the
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tescher. Asking these Questions of himself was already the

ct, of taking distence from whet he moat "wanted" or "needed,"
,

snd it eventuated in his being able to free himself suffi-

::eiently from whet he thought he "needed." He came to realize

distinction between his own identity end needs end those of

the school. This enabled him to take deliberate action on

;the crisis.

The Director, and the School, gpined from thet. It tied

in with the growth of other aspects of consciousness, to

create s basis for the surmounting of patterns of defiance

(defience stuck in the rut of defiance) and to oreete s basis

for the coming-into-being of those velues of free choice end

-self growth in learning thet the defiance had ell been about

in the first place.

4. In Upward Bound it may briefly be noted that defiance

end emulation were fairly sharp. Though this charged the pro-

gram with considerable energy, it also tended over time to

undercut consciousness. A need to tranacend in the direction

of s new value, and the correlative need to begin implement-

ing it in the program, was indeed felt et the beginning end

continued to be felt by meny people in the program, some

more, some less. And it hed impact. But it was pteadily

Overborne by attitudes of defiance and counter-defiance

towards "the system;" by unresolved ambivalence towards the

Meaning of authority; end it was overborne by an equal degree

of ambivalence toward "middle oleos values," which were on

'the one hend put.down end dismissed es inadequate, but which
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'on the .Nther hand, and in the end, were admired and emulated

by most of thq pertioiponts and by the operating priorities

of the"program.

5. In Brunswick the pattern is complicated but the mein

lines Indicate:

(s) week defiance syndrome in many influential estab-

lishment liberals for reform;

(b) stronger defiance syndrome on tho pert of a smaller

number of liberals, many of them not so influential;

(o) fairly strong emulative Impulses in the reform pro-

grams (a factor which tended to give support to improving

achievement-centered educstion, 1773t which tended to limit

those who wonted to push harder for open education, these

latter also being those in whom anger et the system was

stronger); end

(d) sharp counter-rebellion defiance from nowoestablish-

mint groups (a factor which wes A further pressure on the re-

form minded administrators), blunting the movement to open

'education.

Consciousness thus seemed low in Brunswick overall: It

correlates with abortive rebellion among liberals; with

persistent counter-rabollion among defenders of discipline

and old-fashioned virtues; end with an overall tendency to

mulate) whet the better school systems ere doing in and

ground Boston or, oloser to home, in wealthy Cape Elizabeth.
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Chapter Six

The Duel Face of Comprmmiee

!Vents nd decisions in the four progr.me reveeled the

Presence of two kinds of compromise. In some epees they

emed distinctly one or the other, but In meny they deemed

to intermingle so thet, unless one carefully etudied the

context in which they occurred, it was not wig to discern

which "free" was paramount.

The two feces relate to the distinction between distribu-

tive concerns end growth concerns thet is described in the

lest chepter of Part, One. Compromise may be r function of

distributive calculations to a greater or less degree; or

compromise mey be a function of growth intentions to P

greeter or less degree. If the former, the following im-

peretives come pley: calculation! of indirect or relote

'consequences; censiderstione of the need to do this here in

order for thet to heppen there and then; choice.of the "lesser

evil" now in order to preserve one's options, or to gein

greeter ones; settling for tho apparent biljustment or velues

or gorls in this situetion in order to meet unexpected ob-

tocles or whet seem to be ovorbeering pressures; adapting

the timing of thinge and the degree to which you push for

rUlfillatent of eims,to the ego tensions mong the partici-

pating; sensitivity to snd willingness to mak. quid pro coos
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(this for thst); r reedy responsiveness to demands for fair-

ness; end so forth.

The progrems revealed en abundance of these imperatives

*of compromiee. They also revealed rn abundance of impere-

tives in which "all of that" was "forgotten," or transcended,

or felt to be part of the picture but distinctly subordinate.

In this case the immediacy of the direct learning end growing

experience is paramount. There is a seeming spontaneity snd

flow in the lerrning process and in the relations between

adult snd child, or betweon child end child, or adult and

edult. Personal directness end the excitement of personal and

mutual discovery (between "equels" or "unequals," it doesn't

matter) is central end is felt to ba control. The emphasis

is on "doing it," on learning something new, on being there

to learn something by trying and failing and trying again,

and on enjoying the feeling of doing that.

I found examples of this in all the programa studied, in

end out of the classroom, among students, among teachers and

among administrators. I found It in traditional classrooms

(the slow dawning smile of recognition that one.hes measured

or discovered something and the self-enjoyment of that) as

well as in open end free learning situations, though with

this difference that in the latter cases the intention Is

more decidedly to create the Joy of learning (to create "tha

unbought grace of learning," to paraphrase Edmund Burke).

The difficulty is that'one may try so hard to create this

that.you end up blunting what you so earnestly sought.
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Nevertheless, and despite that, I found a higher incidence of
the joy of learning in the open end free belief-stylee of edu-
cation than in the traditional

or achievement-centered modes.

I hove digressed. The point is that in no event or

ituetion or learning encounter did I find a "pure type,"

ither of the imperatives of indirection end compromise

simply, or of the imperatives of directness end joy of learn-
ing simply. The other seemed always to be present in each. to

degree.

Admittedly some vents or encounters seemed to have vory

little of the other. Over here compromise seemed to be very

visible, seemed to hove become almost a typical style of
ction end behavior, rn end in itself. Over there it seemed

virtually invisible, especially in particular situations or

learning encounters, end insofar as it was present it seemed
not to be hinderinp but actively supporLIng end even actually

endemically s pert of the particular
learning experience.

/ therefore suggest that compromise weers two feces. It

blends in with growth rnd serves It or it blends In with the

distributive intention and serves it. In the letter case it

msy appear es soft end subtle manipulation or es more strin-

gent subordinettron of merns (the compromise of means) for thi
mak. of en overriding distributive end, let us say the over-
throw of given structure or the forcing through or e Oven
policy.

Some examples or the two faces or compromise ere ss

realowst
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1. At Collins Brook School there were many inrtencee of

whnt were celled "letting be." This wes relpted to 8 process

which Dick Watson celled "undoing." Students coming to CBS

were often full of rebellion thet hod formed in their minds

and cherecters se a result of experiences in conventionel

echcole end st home. The environment of the school offered

them en opportunity not to "have to" do this or thet. They

thus felt free from the npgging end the constreintr end ex-.

ternelly imposed rules cherecteristic of their previous home

pnd school life. In meny of them this meant period of

"doing nothing," of being eimless, of getting up in the morn-

ing or not getting up in the morning, of telking or not telk-

ing, of moving about or not moving about, of going to clerres

or not going to clesses, es they plepsed; it often included being

finicky end herd to get along with end cretuitour end de-

manding, including the demend to be left elone, when thrT

plersed. In some this leek of epperent purpose or of "heve

toe" feemed en edditionol burden so thet to the original feeling

of being thwerted and powerless, which so many broucht with

them from the outside, there come to be dded the impotence or

not knowing whet to do, or indeed not knowing ir thorg yes

anything to do (Implying sense of defeet).

"Letting be" was a generel concept applied by the ateff

to all the kids in the school in the sense that everyone

should be ellowed "to be," as Lea Wetron--Dickis sister end

for several yen*a e stef: memberforcefully put it. That

is, kids must be protected in their "spec*" so that they will
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11000 in their own time, when it feels rleigt, to do things,

,to learn, to expend in their skills end th.ir selfgrowth.

The belief wee that the :kn.() secure e person i'eols in hie or

her specs the quicker that person will bvgin to do. Sharon

Watson, after Des's deperLure, came more and more to be P

central symbol snd is..plem4ntor of this intention Ar. CBS.

For those, ery...edelly the younger kids, for whcm the

etsedow of c,mventiunel constrrAnts hed fallen less severely,

letting be more, ewelly flowed _Int..: doing. Fc, the older kids

however, whose exposure to the ht,ng-upa of he.me snd conven-

'tional uchooling had been Longer, lettinz be meant In prac-

tice e longish, sometimes seemingly unending period of elm-

lessneas. Dick Batson persisted howevcr In 1)pp:tying the

concept of letting Le to them, and described his policy PS

one of "un-doing" what had previously been done badly by home

end school. The process of undoing hod to work itself out,

he argued, before one could rightly expect a movement towards

doing. Not that'efforts st getting kids "to do" during such

process couldn't be tried, but. these should be'tentative;

more effort should be put into ways of helping the per:::-)

get P feel for him or herself, find ways to release ander,

find ways to feel comfortable with themselves. Cennie

Pennington, dynamic teacher of the older kids--hired after

the trauma of the third yeer--diesgreed with this though not

entirely. She felt thet an over-emphesis on the undoing

could in fact stend in the way of helping kids grow. She

argued that getting kids to focus on doing things end on
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objective tsaks wee In itself en effective wey of "undoing."

"aave to's" wero often good for people, she reasoned, or else

how ere they going to bo sheken out of, or shake themselves

out of, their aimlessness end lethargy.

Dick generally stuck to his policy. One of the most

drametic illustrations was afforded by the spectpcle of Lisa,

a psrson in her esrly team!, lying for monthe on the couuh

(it later came to be exaggerated into two yoprs) in the mein

room of the achool, sleeping or helf-sloeping during moot of

every day, end seldom budging from thet position. She was

taking p lot in, she later told no, ebout other people end

what they were like. One dpy Liss got off the couch end be-

gan "to do." Fhe become one of the most productive students

In the school. A more controversial illustration (,:ontrover-

aial between tho older dpy kids end the older boarding kids)

was over the lpte sloeping-In of tho latter. They often

would not emerce until lpto morning, sometimes not until

afternoon. Again Dick generally stuck to his policy of

letting that bo, mepnwhile striving to encourage them to

replizo their importance to the school end their responiibili-

ties in tho school to others.

These decisions, relpted to undoing, seemed in one sense

to constitute e fell from free values, which includes such

strong commitment to community values. It seemed p fell in

the direction of individuplist consumer-oriented values end so

they oould b construed. And thus they might seem a dilution

in the goals of th program nd seem to represent "compromise"
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in the pejoretive sense. Yet, on belence, they seemed instead

to serve to nurture the abused psyches of kids to a point

where they were lmost in every CO30 able end willing to move

positively in new leerning directions. These calculated de.-

Cisions often worked--peid off--in terMs of growth.

2. A similer example is offered by the following event

t the Soule School in Freeport, the open component in the

Weeport elementary system thet was introduced in the fell

of 1971. It wee not untypicol crisis for the school oc-

cseioned by the discovery by e parent of figuree of nude

bodies which hed been drown on the walls of the toilet. This

news spreed through the town rapidly end eeemed to reinforce

growing suspicion thet the school was mossy, undisciplined

nd downright rowdy..

Joyce Hopkins the principal met the problem in tho

following mannur. Sho celled a meeting of the older kids.

She pointed out the pressures coming in from the Superintendent,

the School Boord end town goesip. She emphasized the concern

of meny perentr. The kids sterted talking about it, with her,

ulth one another. She asked them to think of ways out., Many

options were discuseed. Finally the group resolved the clues.*

tion in favor of putting bikinis on the naked'bodies, the

suggestion for thie coming from the kido.

This wee, or seemed to be, on the point of becoming,

distributive aitustion pure and simple. It was turned, how

ever, into a growing one for the kids and for the school, and

for Joyce Hopkins. What mos done was a compromise. Yet it
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served growth; compromise wes an indistinguishable pert or

that experience. The wsy it was dono was consistent with the

letter end spirit of tho school, the open belief-style of

Soule.

3. This exempla, end the one following, pre offered to

show situations where compromise wears its other, distributive,

face. Distributive elements and calculptions pre so uppermost

that they re-shope, or blunt, or dilute the style Of growth

end chpnge which had been intended, cousing it to slip into

modes not intended by the program. The result mey be to cause

it to decline prematurely into routinized ond fairly lifeless

patterns.

The intantion may wall be carefully to calculate the

pluses end minuses of p decision in order thpt there may be

a better chance for growth to take place "afterwards." But

the relationship between the "afterwards" and the "enabling

compromises" seems tangentipl or strained. Thera is a tenden-

cy for the leaders who calculate, or react to, distributive

forces this intensely, to become so absorbed or caught up by

them that they lose touch with the demands and dimensions of

growth.

Thera ere two dramatic, end drometically different, mani-

feetations of this, in the programs studied. In Freeport, the

previously described liberals under the leadership of Pic

Pettit, found themselves embroiled in a polarized situation,

partly of their own making. They were looked in a bitter

power struggle with coalition or teachers, dministrators
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end townspeople. They broke out of that by suspending some

besicaspects of their beliefs, especielly in open-nose and

telking things out. They pushed herd with abrasive distribu-

tive means to ccomplish the removal of the school edminis-

tretion. They did accomplish this hut crested e situation,

. which though now riro with possibility, wee
411
oleo heavy with

reaction end euspicion.

The new edministretore took over in thet context. They

developed new programs consistent with the spirit of tho

. original aims of the Pettit BoPrd, end thon eoudht to preserve

them in the face of the old opposition.

They oucceeded et the elementary level with respect to

the Reeding Program end the Open School component, but not at

the middle school or tho high school.

Another wsy of saying this is thst, in the actions of

the Pettit Board, the ends end moans got split sport Quite

radically. They held on to their ands to change the system.

Yet these ends were intensified or became "idcologized" (a

vet of principles or concepts lodded in the heed) as the

Board come into contact with the inertia of tho system." The

means that they hod wanted to employ, such es talking thinge

out with ell concerned /mortise, were originally very integral,-

ly part of their eimei.e. a more open system end style

throughout. But these, by tho "logic" of tho graduel polari-

sation of forces, hed to be compromised radically.

Other means cams to be used insteadless open, more

propagandistic and manipulative, more aggressive. This
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'affected even the ordering of ends. Shaking tho system.

cleoring away the obstnclos, now become peramount, as over

sgeinst getting on with now progroms. This had to be done

.in order th'st space could be won to fulfill the eims...leter

on. Indeed that space wos won. A new teem of administrators

entered that space. But it wes now very vulnerable to the

mobilized and engry forces of the opposition. In the follow-

ing chapter we will see how the new teem (with the prodding

and help of tho Pettit Board in the two years they hod left

before their removal through elections) used end defended

that space end made it lest through time. Here wee compro-

mise, though not in the sense we ordinnrily think of it.

Common sensicelly we think of compromise es "giving in" to

the opposition, or of smoothing things over, of blunting tho

edges. But oommon sense is overly feet-oriented. not change

oriented. In the example given we see compromise of something--

of aims, and a style of action commensurate with those aims.

Consequently we pee the aims threatened in practice but sal-

"vaged nevertheldss "et tho lost minute" through bold and ag-

gressive action. This is not to imply thet in that eitdation

the aim of bringing basic change to the system could have

been accomplished in any other way.

4. In Brunswick, the leaders for chenge (especially

change in the form of-the proposed new Jordan Acres School)

pursued what seemed a defensive atyle, by controst to the

Pettit Board's aggressive style in Freeport. There was soft-

pedaling of hor great the change was going to be. Soothing
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words like flexible were brought out at meetings with towns-

-people. A bright and conservative-appearing young man or

native stock. Dick Crosnane woe chosen to be principal. The

six team leaderakindergerten through fifth grado-7were se-

lected on the bests or their steady outlook and administra-

tive capabilitythough the other criteria were assumed to be

there too; that is, teaching ability and commitment to the new

venture. The instructions to tho principal and the sohool

generally were to keep a tight rein at the beginning, to make

Sure things were ship-shape, to be cautious about seeming
-

disorder and noiae, eto., and then to allow gradual loosen-

ing things were well under control.

Whether this posture wee e function of defensive response

to outaide political forces; or to a control-and-command

Oriented edministrative superstructure; or to the habit of

dministrators to went to deal with all perts of the system

evenly; or combinetion of all of these--the result was to

dilute, and to degree stymie, the impulses for basic

change.

These impulses were clerked in a substantial number,of

the 18 teachera and six aides at Jordan Acres, some of whom

wert closer to an achievement-centered be1ief-sty1e and

others to en open belief-style. They probably represented

8 msjority of the twenty-four. They had all volunteered to

teach at Jordan Acres, moving over to that school from other

schools in the Bruntwick elementary system. The tendencier

towards n open bSlief-style were esrly on held in abeyance
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(the policy of p careful beginning), then "came out" or

were ellownd to appear in verious wsys, but gradually were

toned down.

Individual instances of open educetion remained but

became idiosyncratic--the expression of such end such a

teacher's experimentation from time to time. Achievement-

centered concerns grew peramount. These in turn were over-

leid by continuing pressure from a control-oriented school

adMinistration. The elementary supervisor, Barbera Kurz,

maintained a careful cheok on the school. Her intention was

to encourege n more vitel education, though she understood

this more in the achievement-centered sense than in an open

school way. This intention was consistently overlaid by en

administrative enxiety and an administrative code f control

that seems deeply imbedded in the structure of the Brunswick

school adminiatrotion. This anxiety and concern for orderly

control communiceted itself to the Jordan Acres School and

caused its aims, in practice, gradually to lose much of their

original elan. The need to compromise seemed to take over

from the need to sustain and fulfill the aims--though it is

true that the Pimg had never been as change-oriented es those

at Freeport. Thus it seems that in spite of her intention,

Barbara Kurz's actions tended to erode the pace end depth

of change.

In both of these oilsos (Freeport and Brunswick) over-

riding distributive ooncerns seemed inevitably present. In

the oase of Freeport it may be argued, however, that the

""
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gradual absorption by the Pettit Board into a distributive

. ction and outlook was largely a function of the inertial

. situation facing thom and the consequent depth of the rebel-

lion they experienced. By contrast, it may be argued, that in

Brunswick, the situation, by the leaders, was not felt to be

so incorrigible or frustratingly inertial. The rebellion was
lees. Ehulative impulses were stronger. The already estab-

lished "establishment" tended to be the major guide and diree-
tor of the reforms--rpther then the minority of educators and
parents who wanted a "new way." Jord.n Acres was pulled into

the rest of tho elementary system. It was not treated as s

separate alternative component in the system ss uss Soule

School in Freeport.

Compromise wears a double face. It is necessary for the

practitioner, and for tho researcher, to monitor practice

carefully, to study and become swore of the context in which

compromise is occurring. In that sense it is necessary to

wait upon practice, to see what it reveals, and to take action

accordingly depending on whether compromise represents a

dilution or an optimization of the potentialities for ohange

and growth.
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Chapter Seven

Strate,7

Strategy lb a composition of mpny elements. All together

and singly they vitally intersect with other sets of factors

described in preceding and succeeding chapters. Of these,

consciousness, lepdership style, and pattern of organization

seem especially importent to the development of a successful

strategy.

I have differentiated seven elements or aspects of

strptegy.

First pn important aspect of strategy is en awareness

that you need a strate gy, end a correletive pwereness thet

sn absence of strategy is plao like having onethe strptegy

being not to have one. This discovery came lste to the Pettit

Board in Freeport. An early"pbsence" of strategr also to a

degree characterized the leadership pt Collins Brook School.

The thought seemed to be to forge ahead, let our.commitment

govern us and shine through in our Pctions, but let's not get

eMbroiled in "political" considerations of planned strategies

of "getting there from here."

The Pettit Board, cilco embroiled "willy nilly" in bitter

conflict, eventually found and carried out p stretegythe

removal of the school administration. They came to a point

where they felt it was either thot or it was giving up on

".".
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their leodership and accepting defeat. Their earlier "non-

ati-terf had token the form of hitting out at perceived r

-felt "evils" in the system wherever t1.47 ctsv:rred and of

passionote insistence that the stpff do somathing about it.

Tnia proved abortive, polarization occutra:4 wall between

them end the teachers end town appearea, and they then had

recourse to conscious atrategy.

At Collins Brook School, there was initiplly much reli-

once on sponteneity, end much leas relienc*

in sdvance . buoys and means, or general de

the direction they wanted to move in. Th.

-king cut,-

: effectuate

.ce of

strategy" caught up with them in the third year of operations

when, spa related in previous chppters, there occurred a

oombinptim", ter81 thinge: a sudden expansion in the

number o. 4er kida" (anti-ocedemic end onti-euthoritori-

on boerding gers); a correlative intake of strong-minded

ateff with ideas for the school end with personal ayndromes

in some cases that emphasized values of community above that

of school, eought spontaneity or democracy pbove thot of

lvedership, rnd who exhibited an inclinotion toward indiVidual-

istic modea of releting.

This caused multiple conflicts, end a crisis of confidence,

that lmost brought the school down. As a reault the leader-

ship entered on new course. Dick Watson end his administra-

tive essistent Joyce Friedman spent much time the rest of that

rear spelling out the meaning of their newly focused belief

2tet "this ws school first;11 that such end such qualities
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and capabilities pre wented in steff; and that such end puch

is the way in which ro,s ono functions are demarcated, and

so forth. In addition, greater ":pece"was created for the

development of common rules relating to drugs, physical safety,

and the general manners of the school/community.

It may be argued that much of the trauma of the third year

for CBS W13 a function of having had no clecr-cut strategy.

There had been a general intention apparently to have the

school grow from "the bottom," and thus to limit the intake

of older youth until the firnt generation at CBS had them-

!selves become teenagers:. Tne idea seemed an exciting one to

the parents whose kids or 5-9 began tho school--and it

seemed to be working out well during the first two years.

Netw values of relating and learning were catching hold. An

ethos was evolving. But tho sudden intake in the third year

of many teen-age youthunused to the ways of e free school

in a school-communitytended to shatter thia emerging ethos.

I sm not satisfied thrt I have discovereu tha reason for this

sudden shift. I attribute it partly to the strategy of "an

absence of strategy," which may have caused the Original'

intention to be "forgotten."

A second important aspect of strategy for change, after

en acknowledgement that you hove one end/or need r better one,

is the need to unite the power of persons in formal, author-

izing, roles with the power of persons capable of informal,

or "grass roots," or gelvanic, creative activity. These

latter tend to occupq more ordinary or o7erationa1 roles
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ln system. In this menner one cen best hope to make a sub"

stentive strueturel impact: through the power of offices you

affect roles and how they are ordered; and through the power

to re-define meanings (power which tends to be present to a

large dek.ree in galvanic persons), you affect relationships,

and meanings in general.

This is illustrated nost cleerly in the Freeport ele-

menttry system. It concerns the origin, development, end

creation of two new programs, the Reading Si-ogre:a end the

opmn chooi et Soule. In both programs there occurred a unit-

ing of the leadership of tho new elementery supervisor, Marcie

Keith with change-oriented, growth-imbued, people in the

system: Sally Vogel, who was primary cetalyet for, end leader

)1., the new Reading Program; and both Mim Sheppard and Joycc

Kopkins, teachers who were catalysts for the birth of an open

school program et Soule elementary in South Freeport.

It must be noted that Keithla style of leadership did

lot occur in vecuum, since it was given a green light (allowed

;s, be--and encouroged) by the new Superintendent. This in

:urn wee partly P function of the pressures from a still'per

detent Pettit Board. Yet her leadership was a major factor

n tome situetion among tho teachers, a tenseneis thet

Xisted O a result of the polarising 44=11 of the greet

ight the previous spring.

She used the powers of her office both to unite with

sw growing points in the system (Sally Voge). on tne Reading'

nogram and Him Sheppard on the open school) and simu1t9naous17--
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by insisting on the professional solidPrity of all the teach-

ers--to stabilize the environment sufficiently so tmat tho

new programs could find tt.o space to grow. This in turn led

to chenge end growth in tha entire elementary system.

This londl in tho third place to a related aspect of

strategy elrendy touched on in the preceding. It is the

ability to deal distributively with negative or potentially

negative rectors in a manner which stabi'1:..:+ those rectors.

One thus permits, and preserves, the ,n

things can grow. One combines this with a willing responsive-

ness, an act of uniting with, "grass roots" energies for

chango.

To fill this out in detai for Keith's leadership would

reouire a full treatment of the verious tactics she employed

in pursuit of this strategy; such ns tne graduel wry in which

she moved puny from _ustompry tracking; her winning of auton-

omy from the Pettit Board while retaining their respect; hee

fierce protectiveness of her teachers lo matter whet their

outlook or capability; and her reliance on a leadership style

of long meotings to telk things out. But the straterical

pattern she was following is clear and instructive. It reveals

o complex intsrmingling of distributive and of growth decisions

and events, to a point where from one angle the leadership may

seem calculative end instrumental end from another angle

spontaneous and substentive.

To sum up these two related eepects of strotec: it is

to creete on the one hand SI union of the power of offce end

.
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the power of galvanic grass roots creativity, end on the other

to effectuate atebIlimed situetIon in the environment within

which this union of forces can move towards the reallzat1.:1n

of new programs.

By contraet, en experience from the Jordan Acres school

may be related. There the principal, Dick Crossmon, became

interestedin the second yeer of the new venture and ono that

would prove to be his lestin an effort to introduce cross

grading. This would fulfill one of the original aims of the

program. He began by working with the established hierarchy

of the six team leaders. At n group meeting with them, they

brought up meny objections. He vr..t the impression of lack of

interest or support end withdrew the proposal. Later, and too

lete, he discovered great interest in cross grading among

several of the more innovative teachers in the various teams

(people who correspond tn ny concept, introduced above, of

galvanic person in a non-authoritotive rolo). In retrospect

he realized he could have found substantial support for the

iiroposal among ttiem. It la not unlikely, had he initially

looked for end found suth support, ond encouraged it, he 'might

have beem sble to move the hierarchy of team leaders on the

issue. The letter wore by no means monolithic, though the

meetings of the teem leeders tended to be dominated by the two

or three more conservative, well esteblished and assertive

team leaders. Dick Croesmen's experience on this matter

trongly confirmed my own researchea end observations conducted

during the preceding year in Jordan Acres. The hierarchy of

18
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relationships, the dominance of conservative commanding

personalitier, tho minor-1.'4 of galvanic persons -.ere ell

clearly in ovidenco during tho first year of its operation.

Such an exanple, as provided by Crossman's sbortivo

effort, offers counterpoint only. It is not meant vs

nogative judgnont on Dick Crossman's leadership as such. H3

was only following the rulos of oegenizational SOP that are

heavily in vogue in the Brunswick school system and which

pre not infrequently invoked to keep people ndninistratively

"in lino." Things tend to move from the top dovn, though of

courae maximum input is invited (deeply encouraged according

to tho rhetoric) from the lowor echolons. Lateral and

informal processes of communication that might affect decision

making, or collogial.intorchangos ir: )cpective of role, are

discouraged, if not frozen out. There is o prevailing end

exaggerated jealousy of onols administrative prerogatives--

it characterizes the ontiro system from top to bottom.

Even beforr the Jordan Acres school opened in September,

1972, and after hl hod been on the job about eight woeks, Dick

Crossman was ro,rimanded for failing to follow "the chain of

commend." He hod engaged one day with others, including

principals in othor buildings, in e spiritod discussion of

thinns they could do together. He imnedistely received a

poromptor, letter from the sctiLg Superintendent, Ronald

Snyder, which endod, "I tt-ink it Is unfortunate to break any

chain of command in the process of arriving at decisions."

Ironically, Snydar hoe been ono of the few progreseively in-
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My extended interview with Snyder in the ensuing year was

strongly counter to the spirit and intent of hie letter to

Creasman. In his interview he expressed a strong desire to

encourage lateral exchange end to get beyond concern for rolee

ips uch. The constraints of the actual job on 1rn seemed far

too powerful to permit in practice the flexibility end inter-

action he seemed deeply to want.

In any event Crossman "got the measage." He dealt with

Yordan Acres as he had been dealt with. He followed thebuchain

of commend." He was the conduit for orders from above and he

in turn moved from the top Sown within his school. The kind

of strtegy employed by Marcia Keith to effectuate real change

lit Freeport was lost in tho arts of "efficient administration."

It was never thought of. The reel politl:a (strategy) of

shenge was totally overborne by the myth of adminietrative

Shein of command.

This example from Brunswick,and other date in the programs,

luggest a fourth important aspect of stratecf--the need tc

issese whether to move "across the bonrd;" or to'salect growing

cants that mey have gathered around A critical problem or

osaibility at the grfirs roots; and htsving mode tho selection,

o invoke the two r,reseding aepects of strategy stated above.

strategy of moving "across the board" would seem to be ap-

ftopriste or plausible only if one ic in the midst of, or in

Ming to invite end ble to sustain, situations of revolu-

ionary ferment nd confusion. It is to this perception of
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the situation that the Pettit Board come In Freeport ii the

spring of 1970 when they decided "to clear the deck."

A fifth orpect, clorely related to the fourth, is to make

a distinction between short-term action!, that ore designed

to meot immediete problems, and long-term actions that pre

designed to have a more systemic effect--and to do both as

effeCtively as possible. To do onlY the first tends to de-

cline into "band aid" or piecemeal politics. You don't build

towards an overall structural change--one is so immersed in

the deteile of improving this or that aspect of o hydro-

headed problem thet you don't use your forces economically

and incrementally to achieve a larger systemic effect. To si

degree this began early to beg down Upward Bound leadership.

To do only the iecond--long-term actions--tonds to de-

cline into an appearence initially of spinning wheels end a

tendency to over-design change so that by the time you aro

ready to move you try for everything at once; consequently

you have too many logistical problems; too much has to be

assimilated and put into precti,:e et once; and there is per-

force too much relience too soon on too many who are unpre-

pared or lukewarm or both. People have not been permitted to

"move there from here" through progressively learning ritua-

tions. This tended to be what happened in Freeport middle

school under the strong leadership or Al Beaudoir. He had

a truly systemic oriente'./on but he didn't build "thero from

here" with a series of smaller changes thst would effectively

complement the planning process he invoked on "the big change."
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The both/end approach (both ehort and long term actions)

is illustrated in Keith's leadership in Freeport elementary.

She immediately made a modest change in the tracking system

when she took over in September, 1970, es sn important short-

term action. Starting in October, she mede/received contacts

with galvanic persons, encouraging them to move, thus starting

process that led to the planning, retificetion and implemen-

tation, by the following year, of the new Reading Program and

Soule open school. At the same time she began discussions

nd planning sessions with all the teachers that led to the

bendonment of tracking the following spring.

A aixth aspect is directly related to that element in con-

sciousness (referred to in Chapter Five) which perceivee the

relational character of ell things--especielly that a change

in one part provokee compensatory changes of one kind or

another in another part of the social field one is concerned

rbout. One is well advised to be on the watch for the latent

rs well es the mrnifest comonletory reactions end reverberr-

tions likely to be evoked b:6 '7, move in a given direction.

Since often it is "the tip of the iceberg" that Ono sees'

initially (the latent factors showing themselves only es the

move is made) a necessary part of strategy is to be preprred

for "the unexpected," both pluses end minuses, that come into

view es p project develops in practice.

Oysrplenning will thus defeat you. Armed with your

plans you will be.too enxioua about "the unexpected."

will not be poised to roll with the punch, or to trice advan-
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tpge of e new factor in the situation which you may be able

to interect wIth to produce e stronger momentum in your pro-

ject.

This aspect of strntegy may be called the feedbpck factor,

but only if its correlative is cleerly understood to be a

relationel consciousnese (consciousness of the relational,

interactive, nature of ell things). In the context of a rela-

tional consciousness, feedback acquires a potency for growth.

In its abeence it tends to foster defensive, or manipulptive,

types of action whose end is distributive success end not

growth as such.

But the chief point I want to meke pbout the feedback

factor in strategy is the conseouent importance of always

moving in a structural direction. Another way of spying this

in to focus energy, to fight pgainst its dissipation into

other or pprellel pnd dieparste channels. When you have

something going, don't assume its going to "go" just because

its going. It needs cpreful tending, cpreful mershelling of

forces to keep it growing. It needs therefore both to respond

to latent forces es they show themselves (both within and

without the program) and to differentiete itself cleer:ty from

whet it ie not, i.e., from forces that are different, or

lukew mly opposed, or competitive, or hostile.

In p word, a program needs on the one hand to interact

with the environment of forces that are inevitably in

letionsl situetion with the program, and on the other it needs

to difrerentipte itaelf (to itself) oleeny ea e newly growing
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structure. This la ps true of e wholly now venture such as

.Collins Brook School es it is truo of ventures that are to s

--greeter or less degree zub-structuree within a larger organize-

tional whole--such ps upward Bound at Bowdoin, Soule School in

Freeport, the Reading Progrem in Freeport elementary eystem,

nd Jordon Acres in Brunswick.

The order in which 1 hewe put these four sub-structural

programa is deliberateit la a descending order of structural

utonomy and identification within the larger whole; from

greater to less autonomy end differentiption.

Tne cao,A- cr the 1.,zt m.mad Jurdon Acres, is instruc-

tiat- Part of the original intention of Brunewick innovetors

wet.to develop en plternptive mode of education pt Jordpn

Acres, one which would be p catalyst for change throughou

the ayetem, both vertically end horizontally. Sound efforts

were made in thia directionthe physical layout of the school

featured en pbrenee of walla; teachers were asked to volunteer

for the new school end 27 lid of whom 18 wore chosen; there

was considerable pre-planning end orientption by the six

3-peraon teems, including summer workshops--though thie oru-

cial dimension had been cut bock from eix to three weeks by en

economy-minded Board.

But strptegic decieions were being made which undercut

theae promising effurte et differentiation, inner end outer

responsiveness, end feedback. First, on the grounds that the

busing problem was intractable, the school was not put on a

voluntary basis. This meant that some who wonted to attend
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a school like Jordpn Acres could not, end thet many more who

felt coutious or lukowarn or feerful were forced to hsve their

children attend. This was an important factor sanctioning

caution in the pdministretion of the school end sanctioning

en effort to hpve it seem that Jorden Acres was like any other

school in the system, basicelly.

Secondly, the effort by Superintendent Gellegher, during

his brief end stormy tenure), to introduce the concept of

"differentiated steffing" turned out in practice to mean the

replicption of hierprchy. The six team leaders who were chosen

became the group with whom the princippl worked in tho school,

and, p3 elreedy.noted, throe of the six were assertive and

tended to the conservetive in their educationel end adminis-

trative behevior and outlook.

7 .dly, the principal was hired only "st the lest minute,"

on July 1, 1972, just two months before the new venture was

to begin. He hed not had time to work with the staff; or have

a part in their selection, or have time to be introdUced to

and essimilete th hopes end aims that at that time were very

high for the school--hopes end aims that emphssized the themes

of "a new beginning."

Fourth, the venture wss "sold" to tho town st various

meetings, but especiplly in p well rchesrsed meeting in June

of 1972, as something not ell thpt different from the other

parts of the elementary system. As already noted in eerlier

chapters, the soothing word l'flexible eduoption" waa used

again and again. The impression was left thot Jordi;n Acres,
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fer from being a pilot project, or a venture in o new direo-

tion, was instead only p minor but interesting veriotion in

the standerd pattern of educption in the town.

Fifth, the edministrptors themselves,,principal, elemen-

tory supervisor, and superintendent, tended to put Jordan

Acres in the same sdminietrptive end educetional cetegories

as any of the schools in their jurisdiction. Whot was sup-

pored to fit one should be eppliceble equally to ell. In the

home of stenderd operating procedures end edministrptive

.feirnesa Jordan Acres became indistinguishable from any other

unit in the aystem. In prectice it was not differentiated,

thouPh in rhetoric it continued to be tplked about es come-

thing special.

Sixth, end finelly, the problem of numbers mock the

strategy of chpnge et Zordnn Acres seem virtually mindless.

The open-structurod school roceived well over 600 students,

n everege of over students for each of six "pods" as

they were celled 5). Each pod hes three teachers

end rn side end secretaripl help. The largeness

of the groups int, nt1;:er how ingenious the efforte of tho

teems to relieve the pressure of numbers) nnd the absence of

physical wells np.,1,1i the school "more noisier," as Someone put

than we: 41etimes tolerable. Thia was an sdded strain

on the teschcr3 and on the principal. Thoy found themselves

trying to "leen over beckwerds" not to mind the noise and yet
and

gain/again acting in ways that dampened real sotivity in the

n om of keeping the noise down.
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The moral energy, of which there ups considerable in the

Jordnn Acres Tro;ram, wes sopped by inner end outer fThrces sunh

PS there. Its identity and distinctiveness PS p structurally

new progrem were submerged. Feedbpck, responsiveness to inner

end outer challenges to growth, tended to lpnguish. Or wnen it

appeared, it tended either to be re-worked into administrative

patterns, or to be allowed some space es only the individual

expression of this or that individual tencher,e creative

imeginntion.

Finally, ps on importent espect of strptegy, there is

the problem of communicption. Communicption happens whether

it is willed end guided or not. Impses of the person, end of

the role the person is seen to occupy, ere communlepted

whether this is willed by thpt person (-4- not. It was noted

under consciousness that Pworeness of how one is being per-

ceived es s person end in p given role iP A critically impor-

tant element. Tna use of this Sector is on important espect

in the stretegy of chenge, nnd enti-chnnge.

Persons, end persons in roles pre themselves vehicles of

communicetion end chengs. Tney cnn, for expmple, help to medi-

ate discontinuities noted in Cnepter Cne. The choice cf Joyce

Hopkins to be heed teacher at Soule, open school in Freeport,

though a "neturol" one since she was already established

there, Wes nevertheless p highly useful one for the project.

Sho wps allowed (by Marcie Keith who tactfully, politically,

got out of the way publicly es much es possible even while she

worked doubly herd administratively to shore up the project)
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to become more and more the image of the school in tho communi-

ty. Joyce had been a traditional teacher, sho hod been a

loyal member of the Teachers Ass,7ciation in their struggle

against the Pettit Board. She therefore hpd credibility with

both the mainstream of teachers and the mainstream of Freeport

citizens. But though she had beon a traditional teacher, she

had undergone over a period of several years, a profound inner

change in her approach and attitude towards the meaning of tha

teaching relationship. She hod evolved towards en open set of

beliefs. Thus in addition to being an effective leader in the

school (though some demurred because they felt she too much

lacked organizational efficiency), she Was also an effective

factor of communication on behalf of the new program vis=s-vis

the rest of the system end the townspeople. Thus, not

because of what she overtly did by way of communicating to

the town (some felt she could have done much more of that;

and in fact she did very little) but because her very image

as a person (the language of her person) mediated between

the new open world of Soule and tho established world of Free-

)ort with its traditionalist end/or
achievement-centered.con-

:erns.

It is important to note that tho impact of the Hopkins

nage was generally distributive in nature (it provided a

lefense for the new program). Yet it also did to P degree(

rovide some mediatory basis for mutual learning between ad-

erenta of contrasting, conflicting, belief-styles. Here we

rye a sense in which language (through person) may soften
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the herder edges of discontinuities end help interpret, in

this CP:C, unIt is seen end felt to be oh so true en.1 right

by protegonists of the open wey into terns th9t con be pppre-

hended by those uho pre deeply ettached to opposite beliefs.

Such e typo of connunicrtion I choose to cell symbols of

transformation: merning thpt uhere two different systems

occur (cultures, mind-rets, belief-styles), lenguage is found

to medietetrensfornwhat is seen end felt in one system

into the experience of those in the other. I hove discussed

this et greater length in the lest chppter of Part One.

Where the elm end the follow-througn is specificelly

distributive, there the lenguege is propegends. Vhere the

elm end follow-through is plso to achieve P lerrninv end

listening effect. tne len2upge is in the node of edudption.

There seems to neve been P nix of both in the case of Joyce

Hopkins et Soule.

The choice of :ick Crossnen to be principal et Jo:6;n

Acres in Brunswick wss pninnted by the desire to find the

figure of P oerson who wrs native, gave off rn aura of

bility end comnon sense. and wes conpetent end connitted.to

chenge. In prectice tne lengupge of his person sugg.ested

more s stability orientption then chrnge orientption.. It is

possible thet the role he wrs pleced in; the expectptions

about his role (mpny of then conflicting) tnot Pen() et him

from mony vides; end hie own strong predispositions to do

the right toings for his careercombined end conspired to

bend the lengupge of his person away from education end
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towards proprgands. The syrtem used him to shield itrelf

from thrert of external rttack rnd, perhrps, from too much

internrl chance.
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Chapter rirht

Patterns of OrranIzation

How roles pre formally organized, how in feet power

is authoritatively distributed, is a vital part of structure

and interacts intimately with leadership, strategy, and

belief-styles.

Two sets of criteria seem compelling in pny organization-

al pattern. The first set is derree of recirrocitv vprrus

derree of linear command, the latter understood either PS

comi...g from tha top down or from the bottom up. Reciprocity

is understood here to consist of interactional authority

. relationships; that is, a pattern of orgsnization In wnish

seporate wills, thour_h related, must encounter one another

es relatively autonomous and legitimately autonomous equals.

The second set is derree of trannarency versus derree

of mystification. Transparency means a structure whore roles

and their interrelationships pre clearly perceived end pp-

prOpriated by the consciousness of the persons enactinj the

structure. Roles and their interrelationships (i.e., who

performs what, when, where, how, and why) ore es they appear

to be; they appear to be ps they pre; and they are acknowledred

to be such by members of the structure. Any existing struc-

ture, no matter how successful in this direction, attains only

P relative degree of transparency; it requires constant human

action (meaning choice for transparency) to move in that
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Idirection or to sustain high levels of trensperency. There

13 S counter-tendency towards mystificetion, in which things

ere nede to appear what they pre not, and pre not whet they

appear to be.

Reciprocity means reletionrhipe in which the person in

hie or her role is both noting: upon others ond beina acted

on in return. There is nn implicntion of separate and rela-

tively eutonomous wille nmong persons in roles of relatively

equal etatus. Collegial peer reletionships ere emphesized

nd decisions pre reached throush leteral collegiel inter-

Potion. Between levels of eenernlity (stay from work teams

to echool-wide, or bureau-wide, responsibility;from this

again to rystem-wide responsibility) there is also P spirit

end process of interection end aseumption of mutually inter

dependent but autonomous will, in the reeching end melting

of decieione.

In the linear commend style, on the other hend,'there

13 little if pny leterel collegiality in reoching and milking

decision5 et enylevel; ond between levele there predominates

the chein of commend, either fron the top down, es seems'

usually to be the case, or (sometimes theoreticelly end then

to p degree in practice) from the bottom on up.

Reciprocity end linenr commend ere counter tendencies.

The generel reletionship between these two sets of

reciprocity/linear Commend end of trensporency/mystification

may be set forth es follow,. Reciprocity tends to find

support from treneppreney, end Vice verse; and linear command

178
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tends to be more compatible, or go hand in hand, with mystifi-

cation.

I differentiate eight nodels of ore-nnization.

1. Tvrannicel, or arbitrerr -- This occurs when the linen-

comnand style hes reached its ultimate degree end likewise

mystification has become totel, or nearly so. We usually

associate this with rigid, dictatorial, despotic rule from

the top down. However, it mny also manifest itself as mob

rule from the botton. In either case, differentiation is

obliterated, structure is made the plaything of sinless

forces, policy seer- the function of whinsicel moods end

power considerations sinply, rnd t!..e people ere each one

spiritually isolated fron every other.

2. Anarchic -- Here there ir a sharp rebellion against

linear commen- and mystification, and it therefore often

appears as the posence of there two characteristics rether

than es P definite tendency towards the realization of struc-

tural reciprocity end transparency. Yet the anarchic mode

has always (especielly in its theoretical formulations)

enchasized the self-responribility of each towards every,

other one; and it hos emphasized the greater importance of

persons over that of roles, relying on spontaneity to PCCOM-

plish necessary tasks and to arrive at timely decisions.

This latter implies a high degree of conscious effort at

transperency in hump. reletions. Action is at a premium.

This moco requires very special conditions and it re-

quirea people who ere willing to expend the time in "inter-
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personal politics" necessary to make this "transcendence of
forms" uork well.

3. Cemocratic -- This mode, in the egolitrrian form that has

usually been associated with its nemc, is a combination of

linear commend end of a tendency towards transparency. The

will is located at "the bottom" end expresses itself

as command to those in the authoritative offices "at the top"

entrusted with fulfilling the intention of thet commend.

There is full publicity and
clear identification of what ere

the powers end duties of those who ere to carry out the

people's will. The democratic is vulnerable to mystifiertion--

the tendency is for those at the top to form elites and to

rule over the people in the nnme of the people.

4. Constitutional, or Interactive -- As in the nnrrchic,

this mode breaks decisively with the theory end practice of
linear commend. But, by contrast to the anarchic, It clearly

identifies end differentiates roles, end it clearly eemer

cates levels of generality with respect to decision making.

Collegiality within and between levels is strongly sought for.

There is elso en emphasis on transprreney.

But both reciprocity and transparency pre sought within

the limits imposed by differentiation of roles pnd the demar

cations fn levels of generality. This makes the problem of

communication more difficult, since there is less directness,

less spontaneity (more doing things "occording to Hoyle)

than in the anarchic mode. There is p bplance struck in the

constitutional mode between spontaneity end rigidity which

c*,
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affects and linits the degree to which reciprocity and trans-

pprency con be attpined.

5. Chprismptic -- Hero an intuitive relationship exists be-

tween lender end follower. There is little lpteral collegipl-

ity--though there is p sense in which the lepder in p comrpde-

ly wry interects with intimetes who shpre a pedestel with him.

There is however e degree of reciprocity between the leader

end the follower, whereby both rre constrained by whet they

(intuitively) share in comnon; e.v., a passionete conmitnent

to comnon goals, even though the gopls rennin fpirly reneral.

On the other hand, the chrrirnntic relptionship puts

much less emphpsis on trsnspprency. It prefers to feel its

wpy rather than look more closely pt relptionships and roles.

It is highly vulnerpble to mystificptIon on the prrt both

of lender pna follower. There is much offervescenco and loss

pober exchange of detp and analyses. The will of the follower

is too repdily constrpinod by tno seening "goodness of the

cause",symbolided in the lender; and the loader iz too reedily

misled by the loyplty and rdulption of the rollover.

The cherismptic mode is better pt giving birtn or rebirth

to orgenization then to sustaining it, or to.implementing

gopls.

6. Manaccrial -- The relptionships in this mode ere a diminu-

tion of coastitutionnl roletionships and seem to exist in a

cross tendency between constitutionel end bureaucratic or

monarchical forms (see immodiptely below). There is give and

take pmong equals pt vprious levels of generality in tho
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orgenization. There is elro a clepr emphssis on efficient

operations, rnd this usually means lineur type decision pinking.

This often takes the form of p dynemic person in pn authori-

tative role who "tpkos chprge" and gets on with the tpsk st

hand. In this sense personel aunlitica pro emphasized as

strongly es roles; but the trend is townrds "doing it,"

taking "command." Hence interaction 12 cleprly subordinpted

to fulfillment of task; and mystification is winked at in

the interest of deploying tho menipulative prts required "to

get there from here" as expeditiously nnd swiftly PS possible.

One is not too nice pbout the legelitice or other people's

feelIngs (or rights). "Nice guys finish lost."

7. Burenucratic*-- Here the omphrsis shifts sway from the

nenegeripl mode and townrdn hierarchic role definition in

which the linear chain of commond concept is strongly erticu-

lated. Roles pre more 1mportent than persons. Processes pre

rationelized and made es predictable es possiblo. Problems

are supposed to be hnndled in pn objective =liner in accord-'

once with set prOcodures. Relationships rre formalized and

there is a sherp delinontion end codificrtion of.powers,'

duties end toskp for ench ponition in the hiernrchy.

° Writin;:s on buresucracy arc legion. Fspecially helpful
to me have been Michel Crozier's The Surenuerntic Phe-
no-.en-:n (Chicpro, 19610; Franz Schumann's lccoliiry

t;.-rnIzation in Communist Chino (2nd Eation,
Berket-C77-rcou); Kax Weber's vnrious writings on bu-
reaucracy; and Philip Solznick's Leadership in Adminis-
tration (Evanston, Ill., and White Pleina, N. Y., 1951).
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The concopt of reciprocity is strongly resisted; it

smacks too much of devintion from tho esteblishod norms; of

porsonalizing and subjectivity; of jumping fnmilior, predict-

able, chonnels; ond of inefficient time-consuming dialog and

encountor among autonomous forces.

Is burns/ rncy equally resistant to transpsrency? I

came into this study belioving that it was, though in a gen-

ernl woy since I had not formulated the concept of transparen-

cy. I am now of the view that bureaucracy may be quite con-

aistent with the principle of transparency, but that it has

hitherto had a strong tendency towards mystification. If tasks

sro clearly formulsted; if the roles that are created to ac-

complish those tnsks ore cloorly domarcatod; if no special

priviloge or uneoual stntus or disproportionate emolument,

or continuous accoss to prior information inheres in a role;

and if this identification of tasks, and demsrcation of roles,

and correlative specification of competence is obvious to

everyono, and accepted nnd acknowledged by overyone; thon

one mey ssy that tho direction of tho organization, and of

tho structuro as a %thole, is towards trnnsperencY. Unde'r

these circumstnnces bureaucrac.,) might be soen to fulfill

itsolf and to become truly an effective instrument for the

attainment of rational and humnn goals. The procoss ia not

as exciting, or as invigorating or as generotivo of tho human

virtue of action as, for example, constitutional or even

managerial modos, to say nothing of the democratic or anarchic

modes. But it ie e style that enablos administrative work

20 3
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to be dono that reouires competence and aptitudes of various

kinds--work which citizens, leymen, "rank and file" members

of human structures (be they professors or machinists or

artists) often find boring, or an unconscionable timo-consuming

interference in the (to them) far more creative end substantive

work they wont to do. It is a style which enables administra-

tive work to bo done by specialists without those specialists

becoming an alienating force in the structure oppressing

laymen, citizen or so-called "rank end file" member of the

structure.

But bureaucratic transparency requires a high degree of

consciousness to meet e7en tho criteria listed above, and

those are probably not all. It is o high ideal. The human

species may yot graduate to that level. In certain times and

places it moy be a style that is attainable by a structure of

small scale, and these will show tho way. Bureaucratic trans-

parency also requires a relative absence of dunlitios-in-con-

flict (actual or potential) described in tho first chapter of

Part Two. Socially inspired contradictions, especially class

3nd sex role contradictions, create administrative situations

Ln which tho seemingI: objective code or procedure or chain of

tommand often becomes a fecede behind which unresolved and per-

Mps unrosolvable conflict takes place (unrosolvable, thot is,

brough objectio rational bureaucratic norms ond processes).

hdeed the seeming objectivity of the process is an additional

einforcing factor in the conflict itself and in the often

esulting oppression of the weaker, the poorer, and

204
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the passive in the interest of the stronger, the richer and

the aggrernio force. Taus hypocrisy aboun..le. But the

hypocrisy is covered over, or layered over, by the myth of

"unpolitical administration." The myth is a mystification that

imprisons and impoverishes the consciousness of administrators

and rank and file members of the structuro alike. Mystifica-

tion co overlsys the bureaucracy that, If unchecked, it may

well apprOach the arbitrary, tyrannicol pattern described

first above.

8. MonarchicnI -- This is the apotheosisof the linear chain

of commend style of organisation. In the earlier stages of s

developl:q., structure the pattern may well be chprismptic.

There is the adored leader end his or her many loyal executors

and administrators of his or her commands. rooner or later,

however, administration becomes regularised and a bureau-

cratic fern of orennizstion grows up "underneath" the monerch-

ical role and person.

A reverse movement may pleo occur. That is, a bureau-

cratic type of organization may evolve out of Any of the crgan-

izational modes described In this chapter end then in turn It

may establish et the tip of the hierarchical pyramid a monarch-

ical office or ruling stratum.

Tnere seems to bt an intinete relationship betucen the

bux4eucrstic mode as hitherto practiced and the monarchical

mode of organization. The chain of command seems to require

"an ultimate source" if only in the guise of super buck-

stopper t the top; conversely the chief(s) seen to require

235
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chain of commend leading from top to bottom in order to

effe,Zuate hia or her or their purposes.

There is a singular leek of emphrsis on either reciproci-

ty or on trensparency in the monerchic (burerucratic) or bu-

reeucretic (monarchic) node of orgenizetion. Of all the le-

gitimate forms of orgenization it would eaen the one most

vulnerable to orbitrery and tyrennicel rule.

In prpctice we find these vtriour modes of orgenization

combined Ps Direrdy indicated jupt pbove in the description

of the monerchic node. In addition to the mixture of the

bureauerptic end the nonprchic, the constitutional And the

burepucrntic often pre nixed, ps pre the enerchie end the

burepueretle, /02 are the constitutional and the denocrptic,

or the constitutionel end the monprchic. Some mixtures ere

more steble then others, sone fit together better than othera-"

ell seen to be moving in one direction or mother, even if in

ziszag way, now more to one side, now more to the other.

It !s not Plwflys easy to neprure what ppttern is really

being followed by r given stru:ture or aub-atructure et

certain time.

In the following I try to estimate tho predoninent

organizational patterns end directione of the programs

under review in this study.

Preenort

The Pettit Board broke through an entrenched bureaucratic',

paid-monarchical, and highly routinized pattern of adminis-

2 0 On
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trativo operation. In thie they did more than "a clearing

ef the deck," -ore then n replecement of four top ad%Inistra-

tore (Superintendent, Elenentery Supervisor end two princi-

pels) by four others. They broke with the received, estab-

linhed oettern of orgenization itself. For e tino in the

spring of 1970 end on into the sumner, end oven to n degree

persisting on into the new acadenic yeer.when the new teen

took over, the Pettit Boerd took on the role of administrators

themselves. In this they operated in a Tairly free-flowing

cherismetic manner. Thie wee to e degree, firmly but effec-

tively, resisted by the new team, especially Cartmill end

Keith (the now superintendent and elenentnry supervisor re-

spectively).

Thum gredunlly e new pattern, somewhat nixed in cherector

emerged. The cherienetic mode was replicated in the middle

school and high echool until the removel of their respective

"Pettit Bonrd principels" In tho spring of 1972, by the anti-

Pettit Bonrd . ,Ich hed just rucceeded to power. Thereafter

a quesi-burenucretic, oupsi-manegerial node evolved in the

middle school and n more or less bureaucretic ptyle returned

to the high school.

The superintendency on the other hond, under the leader-

ship of Bob Cnrtnill, after successfully resisting the more

char1eneti4 incursions of the Pettit Board, developed

quasi-constitutional, ouasi-menegerisl relationship both

with them end within the system overall. With the accession

or Bud ?illmore to leadership of the School Board in 1972 the

2(17
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style and mode of operations became more manegeriel, both for

the Boerd and for the superintendency. This tended to become

predominant general pattern in the systemwith, however,

charismatic overtones now and then emoneting from the Board;

with burorucratic patterns re-emerging in the high school to

a degree in the middle school, end to a milder degree in the

superintendency itself; and with a constitutionel pettorn

strongly in force in the elementary system.,

This last vas primarily the accomplishment of Marcia

Keith, but with timely assistance from Bob Cartmill, whose

style of superintendency under successive Boards, poles

sport from one another, provided e kind of cushion for tho

developnent of new petterne in the elementary system. Within

and between the throo schools of thc elementary system, and in

the reletionshipe among teachers end principals throuchout,

there is a markedprocoss of collegiality (reciprocity) end

morked degree of open decisions openly arrived at (trans-

perency). Ironically, the elimination of tho office of

Elementary Supervisor by the Board in the spring of 1973,

thourth intended as a slap at Marcie Keith (and perhaps A

invitation for ho,!r to leeve the syztem) hrd tho effect of

further increasing role reciprocity (es opposed to role hier-

erchy) in the elementary systam. Keith decided to stay on as

principel of the largest of the throe schools, a role she had

een filling hitherto along with that of Elementrry Supervisor.

enceforth the three elementery principels were, from tho

cant of view of role differentiation, on n eoual per with

ne nother. Keith, however, continued to play a leading role

2
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in this officiel group.

There ere evidences in the elementary system of bureau-

cratic prectices and of charisma, the latter emeneting both

from Murcia Keith end from Joyce Hopkins, th6 Soule School

principal. However, these ore mixed into a climete and

pattern of orgenization which hes begun to settle in a con-

stitutionol direction. The noxt chapter will depl more spe-

cifically with their style of leadership and thst of Bob

Cartmill.

Collins Brook School

Dick ond Sheron Votson in the beginning reenod to be

followin,3 a hesicolly anarchic pattern in the conduct of rela-

tions et the school. This seemed to work in the eerly stages

both becpuse of the high enthusiasm end because, it being a

'school of only eight youngsters the first year and twelve to

fifteen the second, there wos correspondingly less emphasis

on role differentiption ond on specifying edminiStretive

tanks.

'Sven so, there occurred on incident et the stert on the

second jeer when on oggressivo couple coning es visitors in-

stalled themselves in thc school-connunity. Over a period

of weeks they took ndventnge of the anarchic pattern of orgon-

ization to a point where if Dick and Sharon had not mode

atand, the running of the school would have been arrogeted

into this couple's helpful and willing hands. They took such

a stend and the couple left. The Watsons/ leadership and

209
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their charismatic intervention tipped the scales. So already

et this eerly Etoge, the anarchic pattern was mixed with a

strong element of charism).

The incident ries a straw in the wind. The events of the

third year, alrerdy related in prsvious chapters, forced

Dick's hand. Initially the charismatic element ceme sharply
to the fore. Dick acted, too slowly for cone, but when ho did

it wes eherp and oven--roletive to those circumstances--heroic.

But the pattern of leadt!rship and odMinistretion thereafter

could not be the 4fMtl. A choice wes encountered--either to

go now with P fully cherismetic pattern or to echiove greeter

objective articulation end definition of roles.

There ensued en interesting period in which Dick Watson

end Joyce Friedland, en edministretivo assistant whom he had

hired, tried to work out criteria end apecificationr for ell
the roles in the school--administretors,

teachers, non-teach-

ing rteff members, visitors, end eo forth--including to a

degree expectations for little, middle, end older kids.

This was a rationalizing procuss, in which there was much

energy end excitemsnt between Dick end Joyce who .seemed never
to be able to stop talking end consequently often "closed the

door" to their smell office. This ',roused considerable re-

sentment throughout the school, among teachers, studenta end

staff.

In the meantime, during this period, Sharon Watson hold

ierself aloof from this rationalizing
process end in her own

ray resisted it to' degree. She affirmed her role ra being
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more then a specific role. She sow herself es a focilitater,

or intervenor, or trouble shooter or listener, or responder

to the perticuler problems or successes of all the kids,

ond even in the school-community es a whole. In this she

wos portly reflecting the errlier anarchic principle. But

since sho also accepted much of the new specifications and

criterio worked out by Dick end Joyce, she end the school

seemed to be moving on toward: o quasi-constitutional pattern

of operation, mixed In with tho newer bureaucratic elements

and a still certain degree of charismatic leadership on the

pert both of Dick end of Sharon.

Since 1972, roles have become more formalized; but

power continues to be shored; school meetings'and staff

meetings continue to be collegial experiences; end conscious-

fleas is high and seems to be coming more clarified. This

suggests a pattern that is pertly bureaucratic in o non-

monarchical mode end pertly constitutional, with the latter

somewhat the stronger of the two.

There is projected for 1976 a merger of Herb Snitzer's

free school et Le...is Woddhoms in New York ond Collins Brook

School. Equipment, some personnel, and some students will

.move to Collins Brook. Tne plan is for Herb to lead in the

upper school, Sharon to leed in the lower school, end for

Dick to ect as coordinotor end overall pdministrator.

This confirms my estimate that the school, with e sub-

stantial degree of reciprocity end transparency, will continue

to develop a quasi-constitutional and quasi-bureaucratic

-
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pattern of orgonization, the letter In r distinctly non-

monerchical mode.

DOward Sound

A charismatic pattern was established eorly on in the

program especially with the accession to lendership of roris

Vladimiroff. Her leadership PS director of the program has

undergone changes over the years but it remains consistently

in charismatic mode. In addition there hes evolved a pattern

of edministration thnt ie to a large degree bureaucratic,

though with some limited elements that suggest constitutional

relationships.

A atoffing pattern hes been worked out which emphasizes

the employment of persons in staff end quesi-steff roles--

especielly in the dorms--who are graduotes of tho progrom, or

ere advenced students in the program. There hos been e serious

attempt made to identify roles end specify their tosks end to

try to ms4e these as eleor in operation as possible. Mystifi-

cations hove tended to creep in, pertly because persons in and

out of the roles don't 7ike thcm, or aren't used 'to them: or

take edvantage of them; end partly because the Director, in a

charismatic npnner, intervenes et different points in the

system of roles thet has been worked out. In recent years, a

deputy to the directo:, has been added to the program. The

first one chosen--a populer and leeding graduate of thoward

Boundfound the role frustrating end unpredictable in the

face uf ths cherismstic leader. The second ono has won more
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space for his role. It remoins in a chain of command situa-

tion, howAvPr, but with some intimations of give nnU take end

of a measure of reciprocity. This pattern of orgenizstion

(charirmatic--bureoucrotic) seems to fit the nature of the

progrem es it has evolved--given its actual commitment in

practice to nchievement-oriented upwerd mobility end to croet-

ing en islond of safety and curiosity buildinv for kids unusod

to oither. A stronger commitment in practice to consciousness

raising concerning now values and a structurally improved

society would probably require a more doliberstely constitu-

tional pattern of organization.

Brunswick

Tho pattorn of organization in the Brunswick rchool

system hns over the yeers remainod bssically unchanged in a

quasi-buroaucrotic, ouasi-monerchical pattern. The chain cf

command hes always been, and romoins, strongly in force, no

matter whother the occupant of the superintondency is mild

or forcoful, monipulative or domineerinr, smooth or feisty.

In tho "good old days" of superintendency, before

teachers end ochool boards got thomselves orgonized, the

superintondent, it wos commonly remerkod, ran things pretty

much out of his bock pocket, with minimal iuput from teachers,

parents, board members, or even taxpayers. The situotion

has shangod and these lattor forces hove becomo much more

orgsnized and involved. Yet tho basic structuring of power

end command emonsting from the superir.,;ondent's office
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superintendent's position hos become much more hazardous;

tenure in office tends to be short and stormy; and life in

the office 13 a constant struggle for survival. New talents

of manipulation and the many mochisvallian erts seem to be

needed more end nore--both to get things done end to preserve

the prevailing
monarchical/bureaucratic structure of power.

Norio Tonon, a forceful, confident and conservative

administrator, lost the support of key moderates and liberals

in 1968/9, both on'the issues of discipline in the schools

and hia insistence on expending an existing elementary school

instead of building a wholly new--end differentono. There

was also much dissatisfoction with his abrasive and sometimes

peremptory administrative stylo. He was rcpleced by Erwin

Gallagher in 1970. Gallagher didn't change the pattern of

administration but ho did push hard for reforms, end especially

for the now elenentory school at Jordan Acres. His pot inno-

vations such es differentiated staffing and team teaching and

sequential learning were worked into the now schema. Barbara

Kurz, whom ha appointed Element/32-y Supervisor, end Ronald

Snyder, whom he made his Assistant Superintendent, both wore

stronvly committed to the reforms--ond added their own ideas

and philosophy to them, especially a belief in individualized

instruction and better (more relaxed) staff relations. But

they were locked into the prevailing ohain of command con-

cepts and practice.

Gallagher ran (predictably) into severe trouble with a
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now board, some mombers of whom rosented his "habit of com-

mond" and his essertion of the completo outonomy of his rolo.

Ho was almost literally houndod from office. Ron Snyder then

received tho nod but quit aftor A few months, primnrily be-

cause ho folt he would not be nble to defend the autonomy and

prorogntivon of the superintendoney. Nevertheless in his

brief tonure, and oarlier when he hod been acting superinten-

dont, ho continued the besic monarchical/bureaucratic pattern

of operations--though he did so, generally, in a far moro

relaxed monnor than his predecessors. Similarly, Borbors

Kurz, as Elemontory Suporvisor, fit herself into tho commsnd-

oriented rolo.

Loter, when Paul Brunelle took over tho suporintendency,

the ostablirhod pnttern WAS stabilizod. Relations with the

board were smoothed over. Personnlity clashes, that had

marred relotions betwoen Gallagher and somo mombers of the

Boord, were post end gone. Brunolle and the Board generally

saw eyo to eye on policy mattors. The locus of pressure now

ohifted to relations botweon tho superintendent end the staff

"downwards" throuch tho principals and the teachers. Intho

spring of 197/4, the principols ot Longfellow elemontary and et

Jordon Acres were removed, somewhot summarily.

The following scadomic peer (Docembor/Jonunry, 1974/5)

the toachers, through thoir local ossociation, voted no con-

fidence in Brunelle by a voto of 75-0 with one abstention.

The Board, however, stood by Brunelle and reoppointod him

for two yoars.
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The pressures ere severe, but through it all the essen-

tial structural features of the system remain unchanged. As

pointed out in previous chapters, the effect of a bureau1ratic,

chain-of-command rystem on the internal relntions of adminis-

trators end teacharR, teechers end teachers, tenchcrs end stu-

dents hes been oppressive. It hos boon perticulrrly oppres-

sive on the progrnm at Jordan Acres whore the principles of

openness and collegiality were port of the intention of the

school. Insofar Rs there wns and remains n will to trenslate

this intention into daily practice it is in o atnte of con-

tradiction with the prevailing pattern of administration.

In Freeport the entrenched bureaucratic pattern of ad-

ninistretion was ameshed in the spring of 1970. In the re-

:onstruction that followed new patterns, more consistent

oith educational growth, took root. This has not happened

Um Brunswick.

9 I
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CFI/Inter Nino

Styles of Lender:thin

The following rnalysis rs in previous chapters is P

atrongly structurrl one. Throughout this study, rnd decisive

ly here, I regard es a fundrmental of behavior thrt humon

beings, in pursuit of their activities, enact structures.

They do E0 on e deily brsis, creeting roles, ordering roles

in certain wrys, expressing end defining reletionships, and

evolving menninge more or less consciously felt and.communi

opted. People do this, chonging over time, trying to survive

and grow.

In this process, leedership is P critical foctor. It is

en especirlly criticrl fnctor when eomo human beings react to

estoblished petterns rnd try to interveno consciously in the

flow of humen structuring in order to bend it this way or thet

wry or to mike it proceod more effectively. Whet they do

interects with the other forces in tho environment, or field

of forces, that ell together constitute the ongoing structure.

The four programs I studied yielded e considereble vrri

ety of leadership styles. But r certain dynamic pettern

seems present along the following lines.

Change leaderehip hes its roots in tho dialectic of re

bellion. The roots of rebellion lie in the felt contredic

tiona, or dualitiesin-conflict, in p given field of forces.

-
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These contredictions become overt PS new technologies

and new perceptions of the human condition assert themselves.

In the fpce of contradictions, established institutions find

themselves on trial and must dcol with contrpdictions in one

fashion or another. Insofar os the attempt is made to defer

or ignore or repress or defy contrpdictions, tho worm of

rebellion grows end gathers force. Rebellion, es stated

in Chapter Two, usually begins in defiance, mpy evolve into

emulation, and/or mey move onward to the affirmation in prac-

tice of P new value.

The overall pattern of lefadership mey be described es

two movements, or ercs of motion, as in the imago of en arc

of light moving on the night sky from ono point on the hori-

zon to another. I coll them Movement I ond Movement II.

Movement I begins in a rebellion-orionted, charismatic

interruption of established institutions end ways. It tends

to end in a return to "normalcy," 8 re-establishment of organi-

zational behsvior and of ways of relating that are "bureau-

cratic" and "ethos-bound" (cf. discussion in Chnpterp Four end

Eight).

I call the first pnrt of this Movement IA and the second

part IB. I argue that IA tends of itself to inviie IB, both

because in the process of explosion there arises counter-

forces strongly imbued with anti- feelings and counter-

rebellion, end because the charismatic leadership may not

itself have developud fully onough towards the affirmation

in practice of new veluee. It may remain stuck in defiance
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or discover til*.t emulative progress is enough.

Movement I ls primarily and heavily distributive in its

behavior. IA is strongly engeged in action in aggressive,

lion-like, weys in order tO correct.whet pre seen to be great

imbelances end injustices. There la p presumption that this

will "cleer the pir," or remove the obstacles that stand in

the wai of allowing growth to take place. 13 tends on the

other hand, not to be aggressive, but supple, or fox-like.

It is guided primarily by considerations of survival end botb

adopts end engenders, throughout the structure, P tendency

towards p meintenance orientation. It trades on the belief

that growth can only occur to the degree thpt these mpinte-

nonce concerns pre net and suitably corresponding ways of

behavior are enacted. By persisting ln this, 15 may invite

a new IA type of reaction.

We see that both IA (the elevation of "ends above all"--

"the ethics of intontion") and 13 (the elevation of "means

above all"--"the ethics of consecuences") tend to tilt struc-

tural forces towards an embroilment with distributive con-

cerns at the expense of growth concerns.

Movement II expresses s stronger, more intimate, uniting

of distributive and growth factors. Towards one end of its

arc, growth tends to over-shadow distributive concerns (I call

this IIA); and towards the other end distributive concerns

are weightier than concern for growth, and I call this IIB.

ZIA, towards one end, la closer to charisma; end towards

the other, shades off into IIB, which is managerial in char-
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eater and concerned for a kind of efficient, incremental

style of change. IIB at one end shades off into NA: and

at the other aide becomes more like IB, the routinized, or

bureaucratic, node of leadership already noted.

IIA is strongly oriented towards reciprocity in roles and

relationships, end moves towards situations of transparency

(where people become more suare of, more acknowledging of, the

etrncture of relptionrhipe enveloping them). It can be de-

scribed PS S constitutional style. NA risks more than IIB

does, but not so much as IA. IIA, of ell the four types here

distinguished, is the most self-examined in the WY in which

it holds on to the belief-style to which it is committed.

IA is militantly committed and the two others, both IIB and

IB, tend towards an ethos-type approach, or one of maintenance-

orientation. Eowever, IIB (the menegerial mode) has a kind of

flexibility in action derived from the fact that the commitment

to the belief-style seems to mean less personally, there is a

less stronaly felt need to bring it directly into the lives of

people who don't heve it now, end there seems e greater em-

phasis om 'finding ways to make improvements through timely,

incremental types of potion.

IIA leadership is, of pll types most challenging to

put into practice. It is moat vulnerable to the action of

polarized forces. For exemple, it reouires of the leader a

greater degree of consciousness, itself e thing herd to come

by. It most requires lively, vital combinetion in the

qualities of tho lion end the fox. In the end and in the
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face of these difficulties there seems to be e ready sliding

over of a IIA style Into s 113 style of 'eedership--or, con-

ceivably, back into a charismatic style.

Overall, therefore, one night posit e theory of cheris-

/natio intervention; followed by reciprocity, mutual exchpnge

and feedback, and the discovery of "the politics of education-

/a grouth" (a creative union of distributive end growth con-

cerns); followed by p gradupl over-shadowing of growth by

distributive considerptions end the politics of incrementel

chenge; followed by bureeucrptic "normplcy" and/or by in-

crePsing rigidity end erbitrpriness; followed eventually by

a renewed ohs:II:natio interruption.

To repest the pbove, using the symbols, one would thus

have Movement IA, followed by IIA, followed by IIB, followed

by IB. In other words Movement II finds Itself inserted into

the overall notion of Movement I. Instead or two Eeperste arcs

on the night sky, there is one, but it is segmented and elon-

gated to accommodate essentiallyfour separable notions. The

insertion of Movement II extends the durption (or length) of

the pro-7it sepprptes by P greater distpnce of time pnd

spece the two polpr opposites of choriEns and routinized

burepuoracy, even though wrentually rnd in the long run tho

tendency is for things to move in those cycles.

Because Movement II exists we mpy say thpt though routin-

ized bureeucracy invites the charismatic intervention, the

latter (charisma) may be superceded, not by bureaucracy im-

mediately, but by collegipl end even trensperent styles of
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leadership. The euestion remeins open uhether,in turn, this

nore constitutionel style could avoid slipping into managerial .

e nd thence back into bureaucratic styles. In other words,

Whether it might happen instead thot the constitutionel mode

would evolve into e constructively pnerchic or a non-routin-

ized, transparent, bureaucretic style, or into en edmixture

of both. In the letter case, it would approximate a democratic

e tyle of organization and leedership (cf. the discussion in

the previous chapter). This would be Movement III and could

be called p continuous transformotionel style. It might

e tave off Indefinitely any ultimate return to the manegerial

node and thence to routinized bureaucracy, followed eventu- .

Illy by rigidificetion, end erbitrnry rule.

However, Movement III is costly conjecture. Vhat the

dpte does sugcest is Movement I and Movement II, and the

Insertion of the second into :he overall erc of the firSt.

Freeport, most shnrpl- of the four programa studied, ex-

libits the dynemics of the cverall theory. The Pettit Boord

Le e charismatic intervention per excellence. refionce was

rnd remeined strong; emuittion ups o substantial factor; the

love towards the effirmpiion in prpctice of n new velue was

181 but remained in a peneralized state. Defiance and mili- .

:ency deepened; the cornunity wes polorized; energies went

lieproportionetely lntc distributive channels; consciouonesa

!eveloped slowly end wevenly; language became stylized into

modes of propaganda; and though the way wee oleared for change

;co teke plaoe, it woo also strewn with wreokage of battle;
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and there came forth newly erupted forces of militant-reactive

opposition.

Yet, es steted in the previous chapter, a wholly new
-

altuption hed been erected. The old bureaucratic/monarchic

administrntive pattern had.been decisively eliminated. There

was room now for new styles end forms, if the new leedership

would or could take odvontage of the opportunity. Freeport

was fortunate that new leaders ceme who would and who could.

The new Superintendent Cartmill and new Elementary Super-

visor Keith, and others, Bought dialog and reciprocity (even

a degree of transparency) with some forces; and they sought

a simultaneously stabilizing policy of containment of sone

other forces, seesawing between rtyles 1IA and IIB (though

style IA, the charirmptic, ups followed by the new principal

at the middle school for two ye'ers until he wos removed).

After two years, and the coming into power on the Board

of moderate and militant oppositionists, there seemed to be,

or about to take place, P rollbsck. Most of the new team

brought in by thd Pettit Board was removed. Even Keith's

position,as Elementery Supervisor, the following year was

eliminoted from under her. However, so explained in the

previous chapter, new forces on the Boerd committed to open

education combined with the moderate leadership of the chair-

man, Bud Fillmore, to make a compromise with tho conservatives

possible, whereby Keith stayed on es principal of the largest

elementary school.

Under the impact of these lergely conservative and mod-
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erste forces, end because of hia own predilection for achieve-

ment-centered education end only e tolerance for open-centered .

educetion the Superintendent increasingly shifted towards

style I. playing en effective manegerial role. In some

respects he shifted even beyond that, towerds a bureoucratic

style (TB). Inevitably, this in turn, together with tho re-

duction of her own role, eroded Keith's IIA style, causing her

to slip from ita cherismatic overtones et one end, towards its

more manegeriel overtones et the other. Reciprocity remains

important in her style; trensporency somewhet less so. To some

degree, ahe seems to be moving-towards e menageriel mode, style

IIB, in practice. In hor consciousnesa end as much of her

practice es possible she remains loyel to stylo IIA. The de-

;roe to which Keith can act upon it doponds to e lerge degree

Pn the Board.

Two figures on the Board ere critical: the chairman,

ierton Fillmore, achievement-centered, o ioderte, end charle-

:talc in en emulptive mode with on element of defiance in hia

reckground; end the other top vote-getter Jean O'Brien, open-

entered, also a moderate and charismatic, closer both to de-

lance and to new values than la Fillmore.

The two communicate feirly well with each other. They

lso successfully interpret to their own supporters the posi-

ions of the other. They form a possible base and basis for

ustaining end extending a forwerd motion in Freeport. They

pad push off ferther in the future, that is, a completion

Movement I, the return to routinization. In pursuit of

2 2 4.
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this thoy would need to deploy a shrewd mix of the elements

of charisma, reciprocity, and managerial capability thet is

available to then (neither is stylized hcevily into any

single oneof these modes). -Thei would need to pursue a

strategy not dissimilar from that followed by Marcie Keith

in her first two years es Elementary Supervisor. This would

mean boosting end encouraging innovators among the teachers

end concerned parents on the one hand, and on the other main-

taining an etnospherc of caring and reaponsibility through-

out the school system. Especially is strategy of thIs kind

needed at the middle school and the high school. If sub-

stentiel progress does not occur et these levels within tho

next five years, the fundamental changes end gains that have

occurred at the elementary level will tend to wither away.

The overall theory is loss sharply visible in the other

three projects studied. Yet either the pattern is thore, or

it provides a wey of gauging the flow of change. Collins

Brook School began in a charismatic moment of rebellion in

which defiance, emulation, and relatively unclarified pro-

phetic elements (new values) mingled unevenly. The prophetic

elements grew end became relatively clarified throurh practice.

Patterns of rebellion recurred and were worked out, or elini-

noted at some cost. Reciprocity ond transparency grew as con-

sciousness increased; enti's tended to be worked with and

transcended, rather than rejected. Manegeriel end bureau-

cratic motifs increased during and after the critical third

year. An originally IA charismatic style hes evolved towards
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mix.of IIA and IIB leaning towards the former, though with

continuing flow of charismatic elements. New values have

token root in the institutional fabric of the school. Whether

eventually the school will settle into a routine in the free-

centered mode is not at this point likely, but always remains

possibility. It will not in so for as consciousness.con-

tinues to grow and as education as an interactional process

among and between adults end children (already practiced to

some considerable degree) begins to prevail over the earlier

child-centered self-image and rhetoric of tho school.

In Brunswick rebellion caMe from two sourcesthose char-

It:rustically intervening against authoritarian administrative

behavior and mnintenance-oriented education on the one hand;

and those chariematically intervening on behalf of the voice-

less end largely tradition-minded "middle Americans," both

Franco-Americans and Old Yankees. These two rebellions tended

tocancel each other out. Or they were deployed ogoinst one

mother by intervening leadership from the "establishment

:lasses" who were highly emuletive of the achievement-centered,

3pper middle class, suburbanesque dream.

Fending off the attacks from the "middle American" leaders,

pr co-opting their leaders, the establishment liberals borrowed

ome of the rhetorio end some of the values of the anti-authori-

arians. These values related to less maintenonce-oriented

lassroonm overall; and to more flexible classrooms (code word

or both open and achlevement-centered education though with

npheala on the latter) at a new elementary achool, Jordan
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Acres, Their charismatic impetus was low, because it was

highly emulettve rnd because of a low tolerance for retellon

(being Establishment-oriented with a closs position to defend).

Their a,ceptance of rnti-auihoritarian values extended to the

classrcom but did not extend to administrative operations.

Here command and bureaucratic structuring remainod largely

intact. Conseouontly, though reciprocity and transparency

wore highly touted and apparently meant to bo effectuated in

tho classrooms, and to a degree were given more space to

emerge and grow, yet a strong contradiction came into play

between what was expected of the teacher (reciprocity) and

what was expected of the administrator (managerial efficiency

at best, bureaucratic routine end routinization more usually).

The principal at Jordon Acres, a leader of manogerial

talonts (ISB) and of IIA potential, found himself squeezed by

tho contradiction, and left (or was removed). The Elementary

Supervisor, Berbera Kurz, A leader with impressive potential,

is also caught or caught up in this squeeze, wanting reci-

procity (IIA), but enacting more often managerial, and in-

creasingly, bureaucratic roles and meanings (IB).

The Brunswick school system remains in a "half-way" con-

dition, with feelings and eruptive mutterings of discontent

surfacing from time to time, in tho classrooms, among the

teochers in their Association, among tho parents and among

the townspeople at largo.

Upward Bound at Bowdoin in its first few years began in

a rebellious mood of charismatic intervention in which elements
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of defiance, emulation, and new values were all mixed in sub-

stantial proportions. But the movement towards new values re- .

wins unfulfilled, except in individual classes and parts of

the program from time to time. Emulative values preponderate

in students, staff end leadership. Reciprocity at lower levels

goes hand in hand with strong protectively charismatic leader-

ship from the top. This leadership in turn has often collided

with the principle and practice of reciprocity at lower levels

in the organizational hierarchy. Motifs of rebellion remain

vital, and this continues to be strongly felt and communicated

by the leader. Yet she remains 'emulative of "masculine" images

of charismatic leadership. This impedes a moving forward to a

new value, both concerning sexual roles, and concerning the na-

ture of reciprocity itself (that it moves towards a transcend-

ing of old dichotomies and a transcending thus also of old emu-

lative desires to replaco or imitate what is being rebelled

against: a new reciprocity can take place when resentment and

adMiration of "the perceived master" can be, has been, sur-

mounted). This struggle in her is mirrored in the students

and in the program by the ambivalence towards "middle olass"

values, the rebellion against them, the desire for them. Con-

sequently the program is ambivalont. The ambivalence mani-

feats itself in a rich potpourri of offerings and belief-.

styles of education.

Yet this does not mean the program is "unsuccessful"--

in terms of undoing blocka toself-confidence, in terms of

siding "disadvantaged people" to get on in the world; in terms
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of exposing professors and other adults to new teaching ex

periences, in these terns it is and continues to bo very suc

cessful. And it is on exciting experience. In those terns,

end given the contredictioni thpt would need to be surnounted

or somehow lived with, the prngram mpy have exactly the kind

of steture end the kind of leadership required to gain these

results. Yet chpnge is lImited.

As B result of doing the study, I discovered to nyself

a notion of my preferred style of lepdership, Just ps also /

discovered the differentiated beliefstyle of educption

Chspter Three) os something I considered to be best.

When first tsking stock I felt my instincts were cleprly

with Style IIA, the reciprocal or constitutionpl mode, with

considerable emphasis on trensparency, end lepning slichtly

towards the cherismotic side. Yet this style needs special

circumstances end conditions: en ebsence of trpumatic polar

ization is vital and en ebsenco of en entrenched, routinized

structure is vitel if this style is to find space' to emerge

end grow.

Therefore, chprismatic and menegeriol styles ere elso

criticplly inportant under certpin conditions. And though

my biases uere strongly not in fpvor of the bureaucratic node,

I hove olso come to see thnt, given e mepsuro of trensporency

in the roles end relptionships thot Pre established, e more

formelly bureeucrptic style cen be very useful.

What seems for me to emerge bssicolly from this is a

need to search in theory end in practice for e better style
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of leadership for change: a style that accepts the hardness

(or inertia) of the meterial as a given and hos n large pas-

sion for effectuating new values end new patterns of relation-.

ships. It would be a style which is basically charismatic.

But it would leen in its rebellion more towards new values

then towards emulation. It would strive for consciousness

in all its several aspects erticulated in Chapter Five. It

would evolve a strategy that is structurally oriented and

capable, in crisee, of self-distance (as discussed in Chapter

Seven). Since therefore it would be highly feedback oriented,

and even managerial in character, it could compensate for the

deficiencies of charismatic leadership ner so (tendencies

toward over-romanticism and chauvinism and so forth).

This style nicht be called "struatural leadership." It

is e "high standard/se is-the differentiated belief7stylo

of educational growth, prticulated in Chapter Three. Yet it

does not seem impracticable; I have registered "intimations

of it" in my research. Most importantly, it offers a theo-

retical guide, both for resoarch.in leadership, snd for the

practice of leedership, that can help the human species im-.

prove on its quest for a better modus vivendi of "getting

there from here."
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CONCLUSIONS

I divide the conclusions drawn from thia study into

apeoifio findings and goneral thesos.

Spocific Findincs;

Confirmation of the Four Original Hypothosos

The study began with four hypotheses concorning the

bow of change. They undorwent a degroe of dovelopment and

modification in the early stagos of the research. How that

took place is detailed in Part I of this monograph. Criti-

cal to this procoss was a gradual sorting out of the rela-

tionship between educational activity and political activi-

ty. Each of theso activities reveals a dialoctic rolation-

ship between distributivo concerns and growth concerns.

The demarcation as well as tho interrelationship betwoon

distributiveness and growth is annlyzod in tho last chapter

of Part I. Thoro it is arguod that distributive action

allocates existing values (matoriol nnd non-material); ia

indirect or colculativo; doals with classos of things; and

is a "for tho sake of" (doing this in ordor for that to

happon). Growth action by contrast ia genorative of more

values than existed before; is direct and apontaneous; is

personal whother in individual or group terms; and desirea

itaelf (finds in itself its own raison dIStro).

The proposition is presented that when a distributive

concern (or "taloa," end) overrides concern for growth,
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that this ir political activity; when the reverse is true,

and growth overrides distributive considerations, there

educationol activity prevails..

Educaticnal activity combines in varying configurationa

both distributive and growth concerns, though for auch ac

tivity to continue to be meaningfully educational, growth

needs to be central to the intention and consciousness of

the people involved.

Given the distinction between politicol and education

al activity, the four hypotheses are as follows;

1. There is a olass of actions that tends towards a

distributive result and a class of actions that

tends towards a growth result. In addition there

ia a class of ections in which tho two elements are

closely intorwovan, often to such a degree that it

is difficult to gauge in which direction the action,

or actions, aro moving, whethcr towards a distribu

tive or a growth result.

Leadership In education, copecially in change

programs, is subject to powerful, often severe,

distributive prossurcs. Such pro:sures come both

from outside and from within tho program. The ten

dency ond tho torptation is to ao engage those

pressures in a distributive modo (fight fire with

fire) that growth concerns and actions for growth

may bo overborne or swallowed up.

Typical maniaostations are:
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(1) a vigorous charismatio typo of leadership

that attempts to swoop everything bafore it in a

general lion-like assault on tho systom, end/or In

heroic drive to load a progran through tho fire

of Internal and external confliot. The Pettit

Board's actions in Freoport tondcd to bo in tho

charismatic modo; as did thoso of Dick Uatson in

the third year of Collins Brook School, though to

lesser dogree; nnd, also to a lossor degroo, those

of Doris Vladimiroff at Bowdoints Upward Bound.

(2) A pracmatic, often manipulative, typo of

lendorship that attompts to sidostep tho pressures,

or contain then, or work with them in ordor to

smooth their roughor edges. Brunswick oducational

administrators havo tondod to employ this typo of

loadership; as hen Robert Cartmill as Frooportls

suporintondent.

Both typos of leadership, by fighting firo

with fire', court 1:,) low' of a growth dynamic.

The dilemma is that Via) pressuros aro real. It is

not possible for loodorship, howover "idealistic,"

to wish those proasuros away, or to insist that they

Olouldn't exist. Sinco they do oxist tho nocossary

rosponse is somo form of distributive notion. The

quostion bocomos, not "will or should we engage in

distributive action or not?" but ."can it be inter-

woven with actions for growth in such *sway that the

possibility of growth is suatained, and even expand-
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od upon?"

Perspoctives on this quostion, but not dofinitivo an-

swers to them, aro providod by tho three remninIng hypothe-

ses and the goneral thoses below.

2. Tho socond hypothosis hold that action contains a feed-

back factor. Foedbeck makes striving for change a non-

linoar process in which thoro is a dialectical oxchange

smong ond within the consciousnoss of persons-in-action.

This exchange occurs between what o porson aims for and
.

what ho or she loarns, or monitors (that is, discovers

and experionces), in tho strass and pull of doing

it. Botween the poraon-in-action scoking to real-

ize his or her goals end tho conditiono under which

ho or sho is sooking to roalize thom thoro occurs

"now matter." This "now motto:" is gencroted in the

course of action itself. It moy appear from one

snglo (to tho actor) as now.Or modified goals. Or

it moy appear as the nood for now and botter moans

and to such a dogroe that thooriginal goals slip

back from their original centrality, or soon to be

in nood of substantial rovision. Or thirdly, it moy

appear to him or her as now, unanticipstod, conditions.

Or finally, it may appoar simultoncously as a chango in

goale, moans, and conditions. He or she must take this

"new matter" into accountwhether they "want tou or

not. Ignoring it, or trying to efface it, itself

takes time and energy and this acts subtly upon the
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course of aotion, altoring it from what it might

otherwiso have boen. On the othor hand, embracing

it and meroly voering with it, without integrating

it, resulto in a fortuitous change of dirootion and

an abandonmont of the original gonIo.

In action there is thus potential for expansion

of aims beyond what was originally conceivedas

there is potential for tho contraction of those aima.

contrary to original expoctations. Now things--

aims, intontions--aro tried in tho fire of

action. One learns ... by doing. Ono learns

through the procoss of doing what cannot in all

likolihood ba learnod In any othor way. This holds

true for personal grm:th as wall as for engagement

with a distributive procass loading to the material

implomontation of a program.

New matter may come in the form of a suddon

awaroness of the work rolntionn among poople in the

prograM, or a apacial inslrht into their group dy

namics. Or it may oome in the form of a clearer

parcaption of ono's originnl alma as thosp aimn be-

come actualizod, as thoy shape thomsolves into lin-

forms (ono noes thoir limitations and thoir further

possibilitios). Or it may coma in tho form of un-

expectod respon3as from unoxpocted parsons in the

program (positive or negative) that generate now

possibilities or new obstaoles. Or it may coma in
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the form of discovering new sources of atrength or

new evidence of woaknoss in ono's style and charac-

ter etructuro. Yqu as actor for change find yourself

doing and snying things in action thot overtake you

with surpriso--you didn't know you had that in you.

Or it may come in tho form of a group of peoplo

in a given situation "taking off" and being carried

along beyond that aituation to new ground. Or the

converse of this can happen and consequently thore

may be a "motion backwards" towards confusion and

apathy. Or it may take the form of a cleare-: per-

coption of power and authority relations proviously

hidden from viow, or unknown, or underdovelopod, but

which are revealed in.the process of action. Or it

may come in the form of peoplo ciscovering their

real expectationsthese "come out" in the course

of engnging in tho actualities of a program and may

not bo tho ones people told thomselvos they had at

the start. Or, a roloted phenomenon, it may take

'the form of a progressive unfolding of contradictions

In a situation that were only implicit, or even com-

pletely unsoon and unfolt, at tho initiation of a

course of action.

Action is a roality teat. It sorts out the im-

portant from the unimportant for the people engaged

in tho action. Action thus is always serlau3. It

is rooted in real desire. To engage upon en action
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-
costs m person aomething. It may be some money. Or

it may be a piece of yourself, or of aomeone closo

to you. What it moy cost often looms lorgor than

what it does eventually actually cost--but that is

not known in advance. Persons engage in action bo-

cause thoro is stuff in them that drives them to it.

The motivational ground is more or less open to the

actors end/or the observers. But it is also more or

loss opaque. A movoment towards chnngo occurs when

persona commit themnelves to noting within end upon

a aituation knowing that it is going to cost end

knowing also thet it is something they must do.

Action ia sn experience. It is not tho oppli-

oation of op aim obrtroctly or ideally held in the

mind to a ant of conditions--os in rationalistic

models of the change process. Feedback thus is a

word that Booms successfully to convoy tho dimonnion

in action thst causes it to be a tronsoctionnl ond

modifying experience, ond not a set of motiona se-

quentially charted and opplied. Action is differont

from having o plan ond putting thnt into operation

by a aerieo of implomunting activities. Action is

a oontinuoua planning and feedback end re-planning

es you go.

Nor ia action, on the othor hand, a mindlons

flow of ovente end situations that is aomotimoa bap-

tized by the phrase "muddling through." Action is
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not "prregmatic" in that sonse, though soma anti-

rationiitistic modols thot claim to dorivo thoir

philosophic volidity from Edmund Burke or William

James or ovon G. F. Hegel spook as if tho "mon of

action" is non-intollectual and is guided only by

horso sense or common sense or by his own horoic im-

pulses.

Faodback of new matter is rcol and reflection

on this now motter is also reol--however intuitively

or unsciantificolly the procoss of reflection by the

porson in action tones to be conductod at this stage

of human developmont--or howovor much attondad it is

by psychic blocking in the actor in oreor to moko an

"irrational," ambiguous procees soom rationol and

safe.

Tho porson in action is not unlike a trensformer

or modiator. Ho or sho mediates botwoen intention

ond conditions; they work with ond upon the new mat-

tor that ia generotod out of tho historical exchnnre

botwoon tho two. Thoy thoreafter pursuo a course

which is subtly, or morkodly, difforent from whot

it hod beon boforo. Tho "now" courso indicotes the

degroo to which, and tho monner in which, the matter

%Jos obsorbod ond modloted. Tho rosult may be

greater exponsion of tho possibilitios thot aro po-

tentiol in tho situation. Or tho result may be a

more stable balanco. Or tho result may be a contrae-
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tion of possibilitias.

The orgumont of this hypothaais is not that it

will be one or the other of thena three mock's. The

argument is a more limitad one, nomaly that imbadded

in tha stuff of action itsalf, becausa of tho feed-

back factor, thera is a dimannion that cannot be

planned for ntrictly spooking and which cannot be

avoidad. There ie howavor impliod in thin hypothe-

sis that a groator consciousnoos of tha notura of

the faedback factor givas the person in action an

opportunity to develop a style of action that avoids

either clobbering a situation or men:ay succumbing

to it. /t is a ntyla that in the face of now matter

rolexen into the experienca of dealing with it much

ea in the yogo way of examining one stretchas into

a new position, one holds it, euntains it, including

the normal pain of the encountor, relaxes into it

end discovers the sourcas for on ovon furthar strotch

to a new position. This is on almost perfact feed-

back modal and may ba applied directly to the dovel-

opmant of consciousnosa concerning the procasaes of

human social action for chango.

/ am satisfied that my rasoarch roveals the

presenco of the feadbnck factor in action. / am not

satisfied that I found data gatharing instrumanto of

aufficient sennitivity to gaugo, meanure and catagor-

lie this factor in sll ite multifarious manifestations.
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For this, one would need to go woll beyond what I

attempted to do. It is, however, a matter of impor-

tance for the feedback.factor in human action to be

recalled from the realms of intuition, romantic nye-

tification, ond "gut heroics," and become s subject

of careful nnd sustained investigation. I thimk I

have established the need for this end the direction

in which the invostigation can go.

3. The third hypothesis concerns the nature of compro-

mise. The reader is invited to turn bock to the

sixth chapter of Part Two entitled "The Duel Face

of Compromise." The argument is mode that compro-

mise in ono set of actions is oo oriented towards

distributive concerns that the goals (and the growth

concerns that these gonls encapsulate) are "forgotten,"

or allowed to lapse, or are deferred "for the time

being:" and tho argument is further made that in

another set of actions compromise, though it is en-

gaged in because of distributivo imperatives, serves

tho ettainmont of goals or even, because of the feed-

back factor, the expansion of goals in practice.

Since goals encapsulate a concern for growth, and

growth is dynamic, the working out of goals in prac-

tice is dialoctIc. Modifications, adaptations,

inventions of prudence, "creative losps," the zig-zags

of practice are thus in thoir form compromises, yet

they serve to propel forward tho program in the givon
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hiatoricol situation (or, more modestly, provent it

from slipping back).

Compromine is essentially a distributive re-

sponse to perceived opportunitios and obstaclos in

e aituetion. Compromise thot ends in abandonmont of

goals moy in large moosure bo thp function of a faulty

response to the feodback factor just es compromiso

that ends in a sustaining or crootive modification

of goala in practico moy bo a function of on intogra-

tive response to feedback.

If the pornon in action ovor a period of timo,

or in a situotion of oonsiderablo stress (a oriels

evont), ovincos o disposition to meet problems in a

diotributive manner and if ho or sho spooks hobitu-

ally from a vocabulory that strosses a need to bo

"progmatic" or "tough mindod" (or"oinglo mindod in

pursuit of tho comnitmont"), it is likoly that one

is seeing loodorship whoao end is obondonment of

gools end a blunting of growth ponnibilitios--how-

ever instrumontally justifiablo such loodership moy

be in a given situation. On tho cther hend, if the

porson in action (olso ovor a poriod of time or in

a crisia situation) ovincea a disposition to moot

problems in a manner that is diotributive from one

angle but rovoals a sons() of roal or diroct rela-

tionship between the need for "an adjustment" and

the proteotion or enhoncement of a growth poaoibility

2 2
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which this odjustmont may sorvo and if the vocobulsry

boors witnoss to the nood to protect or enhnnco tha

growth possibilities of human beings, it is likely

that ono is seeing leadership whoso ond is tho unit-

ing of tho distributivo and growth dimensions of

action "in thst octuol historical situation."

An importont finding for me wos tho shock of

discovering that both the chorismotic (lion-liko)

horo and tho more durable, progmotic or flexiblo foX

(who is so ofton presentod as a polar opposite)

evinco bohovior in action whoso end is the obandon-

ment of goals ond tho dominonco of distributivo

ovor growth concerns. The argumont I make is not

thot those.types of leodorship shouldn't exist.

They do exist, not only, but under particular histor-

ical circumstcncos it is hord to imagine how thoy

could not but appeor 02 inovitablo instrumontalities

called forth by the hardness or treochorousness of

the circumstancos.

However, onco it is woll undorstood how those

seeming opposites resomblo ooch othor in the decisive

respoct of tho obrogation or goals that oncopsulate

a growth possibility, wo will no longer divido the

world of concoptual possibilitieo of loodorship be-

twoon them. We will look at action, ond at leadar-

ship in action, thot evincos the attempt at Integra-

tive compromiseof a kind that interacts, at what-

2
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ever levels of consciousness, with the feedback

factor. We will thon also discover, I surmiso, that

behavior which previously we hod mistakenly identi-

fied as charismotl,', or pragmatic, doesnit really be-

long in those cAtegories.

We neeA to widen the scope of analysis and de-

velop mcr 1. precise categories to reflect back con-

ceptaily tho rich variety of behaviors of people in

c;tioa and of styles of human leadership. Chapters

8 and 9 of Part Two attempt this. I make a further

summary comment in goneral,findings bolow.

4. The fourth hypothesi3 posited a basic, systemic, am-

biguity in tha position occupied by the leader of the

change program. To a degree this ambiguity touchos

all members of the program who ore deeply involved, .

but tha pressures that create the ambiguity tend to

be heaviest on the role of leader. That role, on

the one hand, requires o steady sensitivity to dis-

tributi've needs of the program vis-h-vis its social

environment (including the sheer survival of tho

program); and vis-b-vis the internal relations of

the program itself (including the leader's own power

relations with other members of the program). On

the othor hand, that role requires a steady sensitivi-

ty to the growth imperatives contained in the change-

imbued goals of the program and in the assumptions of

the activity (especially true of education) that is

2 A 4
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being carriod on.

Thoro is not nocessarily an incompatibility bo-

twoon theso two kinds of prossuros but the rolation-

ship tonds to be ono of tonsion, ofton sovere ten-

sion. It stoms from a contrndiction inhoront in the

situation producod by tho attempt to introduce a

chenge in tho structuro of forcos in the social en-

vironment (soo immodiatoly below for a summary dis-

suasion of tho structural naturo of chango). Once

a projoct in launchod thoro is an almost immodiato

nood to protect and even oxpend spaco (political,

psychic, and often material space) for tho program

from hostile end/or confusod forcos impinging on

the program from without ond from the intornel di-

vorgencies, disputos, differonces of viowpoint, and

ego hostilitios that build up end throaten to col-

lapse the program from within. Thoso pressuros re-

quire a distributivo rosponse from the leader in

ardor to fissure tho continuity end ovon tho survival

of tho program. And, sinco tho leader's own ego and

ostimates of his own survival in tho role are also

at stake, the tendency is roinforced for the loador

to act and relect on his action in a strongly dis-

tributive modo. Thoro is a powerful impotus thero-

faro for tho leader, and the program, to get skowod

into a prooccupation with the distributivo motif with

oommonsurate loss of tho growth motif and a canso-
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quent blunting of tho impetus for sustained transfor-,

- motion.

To the other sido, howovor, thore mny bo, end

often is, prosent in tho situation forces strongly

committed to growth concerns. The goals tend to be

couched in vivid transformationol languogo. The con-

aciousnoss of individuals, including tho loodor, is

touched, if not chargod, with on oxporiontiol sonsa

of the importance of these goals. The ontiro raison

dletre of tho progrom is rooted in tho oxpoctation,,

if not tho assumption, that it oxists in ordor to

bring about a change in accord with the newly found

human aspirations contoinod, embodiod, in tho goals.

Since growth imporativos ore also prosont in the

structure of forces onvoloping a change program and

its leador(s), and sinco the lotter thomselves, how-

evor shallowly or deoply, soo themsolvos as sharing

these imporotives--thoroforo tho growth motif also

acts as a strong and compolling force upon the loader.

Indeod it may happon that tho pressures omanating from

the concorn for growth may bo so compelling, so one-

sidedly growth oriented and corrospondingly lacking

in a corrolativo distributivo consciousnoss, that

the leader is botrayod into notion that ignoros the

hardor distributivo realities and so diminishes the

real space that the program occupies.

These are countsr forces, or contradictory
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poles, inherent in the structure of the situat: n.

They aro often acted out 83 a difficult and oftcn

painful struggle, within the psycho and conscious-
.

ness of the leader. Much therofore does depend on

the degree to which the loader can increase his or

her consciousness of the nature of these contradic-

tory forces; of the fact that they are structurally

inherent in the situation; of the fact thot both aro

critically needed; and of the need therefore to find

ways effectively to mediate tAstween the two tenden-

cies (which are also needs)--not in tho sense of

playing off one against the other, for that repeats

the distributive mistake, but rather in the sense

of roloting them so that each supports the other In

real situations. Once ago:n one recognizes the need

for a wider and a more sensitively sophisticated

analysis of action-behavior and of leadership styles

than ia contained in the mainstream of social sci-

ence research.

2 I
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Generol Theses

Social chsnre ie structural in nature.

Structure es a concept used in this study is e dynamic

embodiment of three factors thst Gre often kept separate in

social analysis. They are: pattern of orr7nnizatlon; process

of interchanze among people in their various roles; and the

often conflicting purposes or meaninrs people hove about

their roles and about tho activity those roles are supposed

to accomplish (be it educational activity, or family activi-

ty, or economically productive activity, or political activi-

ty, or religious activity).

Structure la a concept that unites objective "facts" ind

subjective "values;" it unites the outer world of conditions

and the inner world of conscioushoss; it unitos the flow of

life end the channels in which the flow occurs. Structure

is dialectics in action. Structure is the expression of

wholes in being and of the internal relations of those

wholes.

Presumably, the human species Is a whole, ond as a

whole constitutes a structure (especially es the human spa-,

cies might bo viewo1, f.T.om RaVe by a non-earthling, sentient

being). Yet for the human specie,. .ae a whole none of the

three factorm or patt,...rn, pre4e.3e. vm purposes ia very

clearly orthauls,I.ed tr Integrated at Wiie stage in human

history.

Short cd the humar apeafes as a wnole, there la an im-

mense range huaan (841b) etructurasm ccording to kind
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(family, schlra, economy, polity and so forth) and according

to level and breadth of territorial generality (local, re-

gional, national, multi-national). Each structure is rela-

tivelythat is, more or lessdifferentiated within itself;

each ono is relatively autonomous vis-h-vis other structures

above.it or below it or side by side with it; and each struc-

ture is relatively and reciprocally implicated in the workings

of these other structures.

Tnis study hos dealt with structures that embody educa-

tional activity at the local level.

Change happens when all three factors of pattern, proc-

ess, and purpose are modified. Such integral modification

constitutes a transformation in the structure. Sometl.ses

a gentle shift in a protean and experimental structure can

produce an integral modification. Sometimes a strong reform

in a steadily functioning structure can produce a similar

result. On the other hand, in a well established and fairly

congealed structure, there may be needod a revolutionary set

of actions to inaugurate such a transformation.

Change for that reason does not lie in the intensity of

tho upheaval nor in the slow subtlety of adroit incremental

adjustments. Either or neither of these might work in a

given situation. Change lies, instead, in the degree to

which, whether by means or the lion's roar or the smooth

elocution of the fox (or both), a modification occurs that

materially affectsall together and integrally- the three

factors of pattern, process, and purposes.

2 1
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Change aa It sots upon a structure, carries with it the

strong implication that it will affect not only values if

that's where it starts, but also roles; not only roles, but

also established power configurations. Or, in another situa-

tion, change affects not only established power relations,

if that's where it starts, but also values; and not only val-

ues but also roles; and so on. Thus change has s high poten-

tial for reverberatory consequences throughout s structure.

It may appear threatening to many different points within

that structure. Change tends therefore to encounter much re-

sistance, sone of it boisterous, much more of it of the silent

type. A choracteristic reflex action on the part of an on-

going atructure ia to absorb change, to tame it, to domesti-

cate it, and turn it into more appearance than substance.

This may indeed be a social "law"--the law of the contain-

ment of change.

Instead of asking, "why is it that the more things

change the more they stay the same?" one might more appropri-

ately ask, "how is It that change actually does from time to

time take place?" Posing the question this way would load

us to concentrate much more attcntion on change as a problem

of structural modification. Wo would also focus more care-

fully on such aspects in the change process as consciousness

end etrategy--consciousness because we would need to see the

interrelotionship-in-life of values, roles and pattern of

authority; and.strategy because we would need to develop a

style of action, end a aet of actions for given situations.
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that genu1ne:1y dealt with the concreto interrelationship-in-

lifo of values, roles end pattern of authority.

Social chonge hitherto hos too much been tho preservo

of the domagoguo and/or of the expert plannor. Whon we have

onco come to a deep consciousness that change is tho modifi-

cation of living structures we will realize that both tho

romontic demorogue and the rational planner belong to a time

that is hopofully passing eway--a time of inadoquate, oven

folzo, consciousness; a timo of stratogic nsivetd.

2. Chanro occurs as the con1n7 into beine, structurally. of a

new voluo.

Change means that a new way is boing found,in practice,

of undorstanding tho purpose of the activity; a now way is

boing found of rolating people in their roles and thus also

changing the roles; and a new wny is being found of pattorn-

lng tho exorciso and flow of authority. Chnngos which do not

reach these levels of modification are not changes but recy-

cling or recapitulation of tho existing structure.

Tho central mechanism which triggers the process of

changa 13 tho dialectic of rebollion. Rebellion has three

eloments within it varying in initial strongth via-h-vis one

anothor in the consciousness of tho robol. They aro: first,

dofionco ogainst tho authoritativo symbols of tho provailing

structure; aocond, on onulation of sono or all of tho fea-

tures of that which is being robened against; and third,

a prophetic insight into a now value. Tho last namod seoks

to tranacend the dichotomy of rebol versus the establiahed
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structure in the direction of S new structure. It is a will

to go beyond defiance ond emulation towards the discovery-in-

life of new patterns, processes ond purpooes tronscending the

old but yet also (because it ia o transcendence end not a

dichotomous rejection) incorporating elements of past config-

urationa and meanings.

Thus, true change ia a complete movement through suo-

cessive stages of defionce, emulation and the articulation

in life of a new value. Change AS defiance, simply, is

pseudo-change. Defiance os such expends itself in effer-

vescence, in protests ond negative posturing, in the letting

out of anger through destructive acts, including self-

destructive acts. Yet defiance is o necessary ingredient,

sine oua non, for-succosJful change.

On the othor hand, it is possible to think of change

also as a general movement from defiance to emulation and

stopping there. In this case those in rebellion, or a

representative portion of them, win a better place in the

prevailing structure. By this infueion there may also be

a heightening in the vigor and ovorali performance of tte

structure. Competence levels MF7 rice ond there may be a

greater flexibility In the way rolee arc differentiated se

that peopls relate more immediately ond effectively. 'easier

relations may even be loosened up for a time ond authority

less immersed in the axternols of standard operating pro-

cedures. The entire streeture may experience for a tir, a

shaklftg up out eT ite older lethargy and/or ingrained
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defense of establiahed privIlege and power. Thorn may be a

spirit of solf-exnmination flowing through tho structuro

that is a welcono chongo fron its customary preoccupation

with self-maintonance (cf. Chapter h Part II for a discus-

sion of the difforent ways of holding on to a belief-ztyle).

Yot in spite of these shifts in mood, in rolo relation-

ship, and in the identity of who gets rewarded, the change

is not profound, end it may not last. Established forcos of

powor and privilege remain imbedded in tho structure. Old

definitions of how authority is exercised remain unaffocted.

The consciousness of peoplo about the nature and purpose of

the activity embodiod in the structure is not basically mod-

ified.

If dofisnco, simply, iz pseudo-chango, then deficnce

plus omulation leads no further than half-way chango. Or

we might call it chnngo in a minor koy to distinguish it

from true chnngo. From ono anglo it seems like some change

hoz token placo; from another it soons like no change at all.

3. Leadership in Situations of Chanro Tonds to Follow a Path

which mov be Charted in Two Interconnocted i!avemonts. Toe

first movement begins in a cha:Isnatic intorvention end

ends in a routinization of the original charisma. As such

this is a rostatemont of the familiar Weberion thosis. How-

Max Wober, Eszavs in Sociolomv, translated, odited, with an
introduction oy R. H. Certh and C. Wright Mille, Oxford Uni-
versity Props, 1958.

646r, that thosis, as such, forecloaes othor possibilities--
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PATO for the--to Weber--erchnically interesting traditional

type of leadership which ho also idontifiod. The Weborian

thesis ia rooted in the assumption thnt (modern) leadership

is, "nothing but" an immorsion in either lion-liko or fox-

like behavior end activity (either an "all or nothing" type

of action or supple and indirect action). This has tho

effect of reducing leaderehip to a distributive movement

meroly, uhdorstood in two modes, one being total commitmont

to the kingdom of onds nnd tho eventual and consequont

justification of moans by the ends; and the other one being

a aimilarly "total commitment" (or "total abandonmont") to

the kingdom of means in which queations of onds are swallowed

up in the preoccupation with means.

This overly distributivo bias in tho undorstanding of

leadership doprecistoa the impingement of growth concerns

on leaderahip.--It tonds to be blind to the facts, which

often show an organic mating of distributive and growth con-

cerns in the came action or serios of aotions--both by lead-

ers end followers.

I aought to take these latter facts into account in a

more complote theory while at the eamo timo preaerving tho

Weberien perception that poople and ovents do revoal in given

situations the intorvontion of tho chariamotic horo followed

by a subsequent routinization of that charisma. I therefore

poaitod a aecond movomont in which growth concerns aeom to

be suhatantial.. The motion begins with a strong emphasis

on rooiprocity, or mutual intoraction and foodbaok. Here
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growth concerns are in a state of dynamic balance with dis-

tributive con,Araints. To one side (i.e., loaning touards

tho boginning of the motion) the balance is more in favor

of growth. Tnere is a degree of consciousnoss--and of action

issuing forth from that consciousnoss--concerning the inter-

action of growth and distributive imperatives in real situa-

tions. The rosolution of tho contradiction between the two

sets of imperatives is in favor of growth. To the other

aide (i.e., looning towards the ending of the motion),

though thore is some consciousnoss of intoraction, the

resolution of the contradiction tends to be in favor of

dlstributivo considerations. / denominate those two phases

of tho movement, respectively, tho constitutional and tho

managerial.

I posit a link botwcon these two overall movements by

fitting the second in botwoon the two terms of tho first

movement. So that we chart the progression (or morphology)

of change es follows:

/A--Charismotic intervention.

/IA--Ehorgence of growth-oriontod leadership which inte-

grates growth and distributivo concerns in a "nice

balance; such leadership needs to bo partly charis-

matic to ono sido end partly munagorial to the other;

in a word, tho constitutional leador.

IIB--Emorgenco of managerial leadership which trios to

balance growth and distributive forces as if they

wore "equal;° to one side sum loadorship seoms
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growth-oriented but to tho other sideand increasing-

ly ovor timo--it becomos moro and more buroaucratio.

IB--The omorgence of loedership with a routinizing, con-

trol-conscious style, often celled pejoratively, the

bureaucratic.

The second movemont (IIA and IIB), therefore, if it takes

hold, can expand tho interval between the charismatic interven-.

tion (IA) and tho onsot of routinization (IB). It can deepen

and extend the growth-oxperionco during that interval.

A further implication of this overall scheme is that

once the routinization phase is reached, and once it ossifies

into a stagnant condition, es it tonds to do, or dogonorates

into arbitrary administration, thore comes into being s sit-

uation that is once again rife for a charismatic interven-

tion--in which case tho cycle in one form or another will

be repostod.

There ere observable factors that seom strongly to

affect whether or not the second movomont will take hold

or not.

The first is tho dogrce of structural ossification and

stagnotion that hes takon place in the routinization phase.

If intense, the rebollion against it is also likoly to bo

intense. The oxplosion, whon it comes, is likely to be

deeply charismatic and tho counter-opposition is also likely

to be deoply reactive. The forcos in the aocial field aro

likely to be polorizod and antagonistic. Distributive con-

cerns become paramount. The soil is relatively barren for
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the successful intervention and application of growth leader-

ship. Tne consciousness of the charismatic leadership is

overly conditioned by "true believership." It is caught up

in defiance end (covert) enulation. It is insufficiently

oriented towards rebellion ns the transformation ofstructurea

and the progressive embodiment of new values.

So that a second, dialectically related factor, in addi-

tion to the dogree of structural stagnation, is tho degree

to which ono or the other of three elements in rebellion

become paramount in tne behavior and consciousness of the

actors for change. If the pain of oppression, dialectically

evoked (caused) by tho arbitrariness and stagnation of the

social field, cuts very deeply into the consciousness of the

opprossod without there being a correlative integrative end

absorptive capacity in the rebel, the resulting rebellion

reaches only as far as defiance, and tends to preclude a

motion towards tho generation of a new value that transcends

tho situation of domination-and-reaction-to-domination in

the direction of a new structure.

The defiance may become merely destructive, of self

end of aociety, end come to an ond, exhausted of its energy,

purged ond empty. But--finding a lowering of resistance and

continuing long enough, defiance is deflected and re-chan-

neled. It becomes domesticated and reaches no farther than

emulation. The socret longing to be like the oppressor, or

like what was admired in tho oppressor (be it mastery, or

wielding of authority, or control of the system), or to

'9i
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have what the oppressor is envied for hoving (power, material

goods, upper-class manners, status)--this secret longing,

which was masked or overborne in the earlier phases of &fi-

ance, now "comes out," and if it is allowed scope thore re-

sults the gradual assimilation of the opprcssed (or ot any

rate a certain number of the oppressed) into the prevailing

system.

Whot has just been describod is a first possibility in

the dialectics of rebellion, one in which the olement of do-

fianco is paramount. A second possibility occurs whon the

social field is oppressive, cuts sharply and horshly into

the consciousness of tho rabel, but tho rebel is or becomes

possessed of absorptive capacity to integrato tho pain. He

or she grows through tho experienco, and grows towards a

perception of the structural nature of the relations of

domination. Though defiant, the robel discovers tho impulse

to a now value and envisions the potential for the transcen-

dence of existing relations of domination in the diroction

of new structures. This is a promising field for tho intor-

vention of a charismatic leadership, which though vital

enough, abrupt enough, and harsh onough if need bo, to breach

the bristling but brittle walk of tho entrenchod system,

novertheless may also load on to tha omergence of a moro

constitutional leadership in which tho ground is laid for

new beginnings (new structuros). This may occur either by

a tempering of the charisma, and its high levels of defiance,

or 137 a transfer of leadership from poraona with a cheria-
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mntically orionted charactor structure to persons with a

constitutionnlly oriontod character structure.

A third possibility in the dialectics of robellion

occurs when tho actors for chango in en oppressivo social

fiold do not foel its oppressivoness with compelling or

ovorriding forco. The existing systom may bo relatively

successful in "delivoring the goods." Therefore, whet might

otherwise be exporienced as intense doprivation may now be

soon (and treated) only as relative maladjustment to an

othorwise seemingly reasonable matoriel order. This has

boon n basic argument in the writings of Herbert Marcuse.

Herbert marcuse, One Dimonsionel Van: Studies in tho Ideolocv
of Advnnced IndusT.FITIThocict:r (Boston: Leacon Fress,
and Essay on Liooratfon (Boston: Beacon Press, 1969).

The data in my study, ospecially from Brunswick, tond to

support the argument. Rebellion is not deeply felt. Defi-

ance in the agonts for change is low, thouch it ia not in-

substantial. Emulation, theroforo, tends to be tho para-

mount elemont in rebellion from tho beginning. Bettor assim-

ilation, bottor adjustmont to the oxisting system, bocomes

a basic objective.

A fourth possibility ocsurs when tho social field is

not oppressive but it nevertheloss reveals doficiencios and,

in any case, moy be percoivad as not as good as it might bo.

Defiance, therefore, is again fairly low keyod. Neithor is

there impetus towards a new value--one that replacos existing

relations by others. The paramount impetus is emulation,
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the desire to excel in tho same direction in which things

are already going. One might call this tho emulation of

excellence. It is tho desire to expand, to improve, and

expand againdeveloping a motion that goes from what is

already perceived es good enough to something even botter.

So far two factors have been identified as boaring on

whether or not the second movoment (IIA and IDS) will take

hold or not in the morphology of change. They are tho de-

gree of ossification in the social field, end tho degree to

which one or other of throe elements gains paramountcy in

the dialectics of rebellion.

A third factor was touchod upon above in the discussion

of tho socond of four possibilities that inhere in tho dia-

lectics of rebellion. It concerns tho degree to which

charismatic leadership can succood in shifting from a charis-

matic to a constitutional modeeither by its oun self-

transformation or by transferring power to others with a

constitutional character-structure. Of central importance

horo is the degree to which the feedback factor (cf. dis-

cussion of the second hypothesis above) is blonded in,.or

incorporated, or becomes an'integral part of tho leadership

etyle. Unless such blbnding in or integration occurs, the

charisma will remain at most ono or two dimensional. The

wish for a more tempered and flexible style of leadership may

be present in the charismatic leader; the vision of a struc-

ture that embodies now relations may bo strong in his or her

political imagination; but the ability to aot on this may be
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lacking because there is insufficient sensitivity to, or

insufficient consciousnoss of, or insufficient oxperienco

in, dealing with the feedback factor. The tendency is to

rely on what hos worked, to loan too heavily on foniliar

distributive pattorns, and to foreclose on the possibilities

of Frowth through practice. An awareness or foodback, and a

um to nave with it, would opon up these possibilities.

However, it is necessary to register the caveat that the

ronctive forces (or, that is, reactionaries) in the social

fiold--thrown up by tho defiance of the charismatic inter-

vention--may continue to be so intractable that a feedback-

oriehtod posture which includes a high degree of "listentng"

to others, may prove abortive, and in any event very risky.

/n that event ono probably must continuo in the chorismstic

mode, but at tho profound risk or never reaching a constitu-

tional, growtn inspiring, mode of leadership. Tnat lo, ono

invites tho routinization of chnrisna.

To offset those sombLr observations, ono should look

agoln at tho feedback factor. In nclition to a heightened

quality of listening, it also engenders n clearer perception,

to tho agont for chnnge, of the roal rolations in tho social

field. Foedbock-in-proctice yields truo social knowledge of

Trion !a, confused people, tomporisers, and onenies--including

knowlodge of those typos, or quolities, in onoself. More

truo, that is, than any other kind of knowledge. Thus the

feedback factor can load on to a strategy that offectively

isolates (morales end identifies friends, confused people,
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and tenporizora. Tho stratogy will bo one in which some

contradictions will be seen as needing strong distributive

Option end othors no needing modiation, consciousnoss rais-

ing and patient efforts to transcend old dichotomies. Such

strategy is a fourth important factor in tho transition

from charisma to constitutionality, from en abrupt inter-

vention into an oppressive otructuro to the gonoration end

embodiment of now values.

. Leadorshlo for educational chnnmo is both moro and loss_po-

Mice]. than leadership for chanre in the overnmental sphere.

/t is less political in this sonoo: tho immeflate aim

of the activity, being educational, is to gonorate growth

in whatever mode it is boliovad that it can best bo attainod.

(This atudy has differentiated aix such modos; cf. Ch. 3,

Part Two.) In addition, the rolo or educational londor,

whether teacher or actministrator or board member, inevitably'

confronts tho occupant with the challengo of growing versus

not growing. It is harder for educatior loaders not to be

effected by tho prevailing emphasis on growth, than it is

for politicians and government administrators for whom dis-

tributive concerns ere tho or:lor of day. This nay partly

explain why defenses against growth, among school loadors

who find themsolvos immersed inextricably in distributive

imperatives, are often so elaborate, so oubtlo, so incor-

rigible. The daily challenge, often pareonal oonfrontation

with the domande of growth, borno in the face of a steady

habit of administrative finesao whion seeks to handle all

2 2.
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e"' things distributively, may produce a toworing need to build

just sulh dofonses.

Tho politics of governmental octivity, on tho othor

hand, is morel caught up in frankly distributive concerns.

Such activity touchos growth in tho indiroct sense of 3113-

taining and at times intervening in the conditions that in

turn holp or hindor other areas of human economic ond cul-

tural activity to accomplish thoir objectives. At a loss

immediately visible levol, governmental activity does touch

on growth moro directly. Public life--no natter how nnzh

that lifo may bo attenuated or distortod in given regimes--

exhibits concern for common interests and purposes that go

boyond the adding up (or subtracting) of tho sum of particu-

lar or private interests that aro present in a commonwealth.

Thus public life is understood os octivity--for tho citizen

as well as for the offica holdor--in which the question of

the fulfillment of human meaning ia directly involved.

For example, tho oxorciso of action-for-choice, or, os it

may be called, tho self-actuolization of hunan freedom, can

occur in and through public life.

Hitherto In thn history of tho human species, this

dimension of public lifu hes not had a very compelling

presence; it hos boon overborno by tho rcalitios end shccows

of forcos and countorforces needing distributive, ofton

narrowly distributive, solutions. Tnere lacked the time

or will or opportunity for tho expansion of hunon freedom

in the form of self-actualization. The future may hold
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this in store for the human opecioo. When this occurs the

separation botwoon the world of government and citizon activ-

ity on the one hand and tho world of oducation on tho othor

will be lose severe. Evon so, the kind of passion, and the

kind of growth, oxhilsitod in and through human action in

things of the public, will remain closor to the distributive

model per se than to tho growth modal nor so. The possibili-

ties for the common-growth, the growth of a colloctivity as

colloctivity, will with difficulty approach tho possibilities

inherent in personal growth.. Tho two aro rolatod but also

quite distinct.

Nor, by way of aftorthought, ie it on orgumont that

the excoptional man who gains public office, lot us soy in a

well-ordared public, may achiovo tho posoibilitios of growth

that olude the public, undorstood as tho colloction of "avor-

ago mon." Lot the offico of the oxceptional man be givon

whetsoover extraordinary powers, so that ho is liko n monarch

among men, novertheloss tho impavativas inheront in his rolo

ao protoctor, mediator, judge, lawgivor, guido and hangman,

of and for the people, condemn him to tho activity of din-

tributive politics and leavo him littlo room for the growth

that conoists in self-actualization, the cultivation of hia

body end his soul.

Having mado tho argumant that oducationol loodorship

is loss politicol, it ie ogually nocossory to arguo thot in

another sense it la more political than leadorship in the

governmental sphere. It is more political in the sense that

2 ;3 4
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growth, in ond out of tho classroom, in and out of adminis-

trntivo officos, in and out of school co-Llittoo sessions, can

only tnko ploco if thoro is n fairly high dogroe of "natural"

and/or consciousnoss-induced sonsitivity to the distributive

dimension in all human activity. This means a sensitivity

to the intimate way in which distributive questions, processes,

and demands do nocosscrily impinge on growth possibilities--

and vice vorna. This high dogreo of sensitivity ia itself a

political porcoption.

Tho effectivo educctionnl loader, thorefore, has to de-

velop a political comitivity concerning what does and does

not work distributively in tho process of halping poople

grow. A loader encounters every day tho richr.oss, diversity,

comolexity, contrarietyand contrarinessof people who,

whoLoVor olse they may be doing end hw.ever they may undor-

stand whst they aro doing, cre trying to grow. Distributive

choices by loadors can holp or hinder this.

In addition, part of growing, for pooplo in the schools--

espociolly kids--is "growing up" about authority; that is,

finding a way that holps thom intograto their sonso of thon-

solves in relation to distributivo rules, judgmonts, and

commands. Thoroforo, oducational leadership every day modols

a cortain typo of intogration of authority patterns--for

botter or for worso.

Thus, in both an external sonso (rolos and relationships)

and in an internal sonso (conveyed meanings of authority)

educational leadership is profoundly political.

2G5
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ILE_Frowth of childrer school deponds on tho growth of

the adults lavolv6d in thl aducatIonal process--nnd vice

verea.

The study encountered considorable mystf.fication-on

this point. Vlore seomed a wfOosprood tondency (commcn to

very different progroms) to think of educutich, st loaat

to talk about oducation, as if it meant sole%y tha growtn of

the child. Aims were couchod in t'lat lErtguago, and it

aelemed as if tho adults pow thomselves as puopio who wore

"spozed" to talk ana think oa if only the child mottured.

The few domurrals come from "dyed-in-tho-wool" traditional-

ists, who assorted the claim of tho parents as being basic;

from womon teachers who were absorbing themos from women's

liberation argumonts ond woro therefore beginning to ask

whother tho classroom ond tho achool should not be thought

of as B substantivo experience for them over and obovo thoir

stereotypod rolo as nerving the noods of tho kids; ond from

those fow who were taking a differentiated appronch to odu-

cation and saw tho practical implications of this approach

for oll adults in thoir varioua roles in the oducationnl

procoss.

But those demurrals aslde, the provoiling emphasis of

the oducators (whothor thoy wero achievoment-oriontod or

boliovors in the opcn concopt or in the froo concept of odu-

cation) was on "what can/muat wo do for tho childron." Con-

sequently tho quoatlon of tho needs of teachors and adminis-

trators, board members, parents (their need to grow, too)
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r.% was not thnuAt of, or was added in as an afterthought.

Short courses, in-service training programs, and semi-

nara for anults in oducation aro encouragod and often strong-

ly pushod. But usually tho referonco is to enabling "the

troinoe" to do for tho child bettor. Thera is such a hoavy

doso of "benevolence" and "philanthropy" in this posturo

thot ono is almost inclinod to accuso tho school system of

"bad faith." Becouso, inevitably and in real-life terns,

education is an interactivo process, in which ell of the

participants necossarily have a personal stake. This is

truo not only in ogo-terms (though ogo-triggered behavior

is uhat frequently "comas out" bocause of tho thwarting of

the whole person) but in terms of growth and self-actualiza-

tion of the adult person in tho job. Wnen the growth poten-

tiolities-in-thc-job of tho adults In education aro zot

brought out consciously, are not fuily and freely acknowl-

edgod, aro not felt, carod for and stimulated in direct

ways, but aro at the most only subsumed under tho rhotoric

of "doing the very host wo can for each and every cnild,"

of "getting tho maximum roturn of every dollar for the

benofit of the kids"--in the face of these foiluros and

undor the gun of these nnd similar sentimentolitios, educa-

tion hacomos a mystifying process. In such a process,

childron aro sorvicod by trainod people. Or they aro smoth-

ered by teachers who are giving unstintingly largo amounts

of unexamined surrogate "mother" lova. Or both. But chil-

dron do not encounter the growth-oxpanding experionce of

2 "iN
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Interacting with adult!' who aro trying to grow in thoir

role:: and aa porsons.

A more usoful and accurato focus for adult improvement

programs in education would bo programn in which primnry

attention ie given to raising consciousnoss about the struc-

tures and processos of interactions that occur (or may occur)

in systems and sub-system of educational activity; programs

thot aim to enhanco consciousnocs that tho growth of tho

child is understood to occur in a context of growth for all

who are involved. One can state this even more radically:

that the aim of education is tho growth of overyono involved,

not the child first of all, or tho toachor first of all, or

the adMinistrator or tho parent--but of everyono involved.

This, though it scoms on tho foco of it less realistic, is

probably moro in keeping with tho facts.

Where children don't or can't grow, neither con tho

adults who are involved. And vico versa. Whero teachers

end other involved adulte aro growing, so nro tho children.

And vice versa. If theso are .tho facts, and we make the

appropriate inferencos, wo may be on the verge of a new way

of looking et oducation.

In the programs studied tho practice was often better

(lose mystifying) than tho rhetoric. Evon so, and ovon in

the better programs, the mystification tendod to slow down

the process of growth.

5. School administration is overwholmingly important to the

euJcoss and failuro of schools.
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This is not os such an argumont for crash programs to

bring a "new word" to administratorsfor the vory good rea-

son that school administrators aro, to a greater or loss de-

groe it is true, but nevertholess to some considerable degree

are severely conditioned by the social onvironnent within

which they havo to exist. The pressures aro multiferious

and heavy, coming from within (Ind without tho school system.

Tho aocial aystem is either so belkanizod and in a state of

polarization and conflict, or it is so dominatod by status

euo ideology, that school administrations are relativoly

holploss in preserving, much lona creating, space for growth

in tho schools. Tho tendoncy, therefore, is olmost Irresis-

tible to treat problems in a moroly distributive manner; to

sink into the handling, and enjoyment, of power (simply be-

causo it's thcro and provides somo ego satisfaction in the

face of incipient and somotimos soemingly constant exaspera-

tion), and to dovolop on ethos of "administrative finesse."

On tho other hand, tho general thc3sis cited above is

however an argument for a otrategy of chango Which aims at

a decisivo breach in the continuity of a school administra-

tion. An across th e. board change in personnol, though

usually nocessary for success, 13 not any more important

than on offort to doal c hard blow at tho prevailing admin-

istrative ethos. Removing adminIstrators, and oliminating

the old ethos, must usually go hand in hand.

If such strategy is. followed up with a dotermined

effort to bring in and dovolop an administrative approach

c3!
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nchored in ii growth-oriented distributive politics and

with appointments of peoplo who es a now team reflect this

approach--then the opportunity for a real chnngo in the

sehOols is substantially enhanced.

School administrators aro not tho only key, but thoy

are a crucially important key to oubstantive ,:nange. Heroio

efforts by individual toachers, or by clusters of teachora,

or oven by whole segments of a echool systom, to introduce

chango-for-growth--such heroic efforts, if unaccompanied

by thorough change in administrators end administrative

ethos, are foredoomed. There may be six months, a year,

two years of newnoss ond seeming progross, but the rollback

ia inevitable. What comes from tho top down, consciously

end unconsciously (and it is the latter, unintondod, pren-

sures that ere strongest and most lethal), remolds the now

into the shape of the old, or into tho shape of something

voree than the old. Instead of a school for growth, it bo-

comes a school for cyniciam end the inbred pathos of human

failure.

Furthor conclusions may be crown from tho data and the

analyses of the data, and may be briofly statod here.

For oxamplo, it is clear that the role of boliofs, or

values, in movomonts for change is important, but it also

seems clear that they are not so central as humanists think,

nor ao peripheral as rigid Marxists imply. On tho other

hand, values which have ht.d a chsnce to grow in practice

and to nome degree havo become embodied in the structure of
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relotionships, values in this sense hove compolling "material"

forco. For onothor example, ono con probobly aim highor in

o vonture that is "outside tho systom" thon in o progrom ore-

otod within an oxisting and ostoblishod institution. Never-

tholoss, differences in tho procoss of effectuating, or em-

bodying, change are not as great os might havo boon expectod.

One does not oscape "politics" by moving outside the system,

nor tho problems of compromiso, nor the noed for strotegY,

nor the nood to foe;er consciousness as distinct from only

applying it, nor the many end at timos vividly expressod

contradictions that divido people from eoch other and from

thomsolves. The dialectics of robollion ore as opplicablo

to vonturos outsido as to thoso inside tho system. Perhaps

o moro crootivo dovelopmont of that diclectic is possible in

the former than in the latter, but that is hard to judge or

to meosuro. It hos much to do with the hoight of tho oim,

tho gonorol social environment, ond tho consciousnoss--and

capacity for oxpansion of consciousnocs--of tho participants.

And, a lost oxample, it was tho problom of authority ond

of anti-outhority, and tho rolatod passion for froodom, which

seemod most to srousO tho will to rebel in the minds and

hoorts of people in all four programs studiod. Who controls,

how is control exercisod, what doos control moan, how ought

powor to bo concentroted or shared and under whot guidolinos,

who is doing what to whom, thoso and many similar quostions

soomod to be exporiencod and porcoiyod as absolutely criti-

cal to tho possibilities for growth. It also proved to bo
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the touchiest and thornient problem for tho lendors of pro-

grams onco the programs woro launched. It was a point of con-

flict betwoon leaders and partic1p=t7. in all of the programa

studied. But often as not tho conflict wont undorground,

became subterranean, aomothing moro Solt than talked obout.

Other probloms would como to tho fore end would crowd this

one out--problems such os oducetional porformsnco; profossion-

al atatus; working conditions in the limited sense of achiev-

ing fair and officillst timo ond apnea orrongemants; opportun-

ities for advancoment; careor counselling; assuring brood

participation (on the' ordor of "let's got ovorybody involved");

achoduling; salary adjustments; oqual shoring of the work load;

end so on and so forth. Ono may as readily any, novertholoss,

thst the coming to tho foro of those concerns was a roflox

action on the port of lendor-as-administrator (looking to do-

fleet attention from power roalities (his or her powor), as

to soy that the participants were really more concernod with

these other mottors. Their opporently gronter concorn may

well havo boon o function of n realistic assessmont on their

port of the ranlitios of tho powor relations that were build-

ing up, matched by an unwillingnoss to oncounter it. That

this tonded to happon much loss in Collins Brook School and

Freoport Elomentary and much moro in Brunswick and in Upward

Bound is onothor way of saying that tho first two programs

were more thoroughgoing in thoir will to dooign aituntiona

in which human beings can and must act-for-growth through

free aocial--that ia, structuralintoraction and exchange.
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Appendix A

A questionnaire entitled "Your Concept of Change" was

given to 110 people who had earlier been interviewed. Tne

questionnaire is reproduced in this appendix.

I and my assistants in the project tried first to score

the returns on the basis of many categories implicitly or

explicity contained in the thirteen sets of opposing view-

points comprising the questionnairesuch as "favors .

change," "believes in strong leadership," "is oriented

towards the inner person," "connidors structural alteration

the critical component," "is in a stato of self-perceived

conflict with tho practice of the program," and so forth.

Wo wore planning on that basis to derive a number of pro-

files, apply those to the respondents in each project, and

see whether the profiles confirmed or disconfirmed conclu-

sions arrived at, concerning these projects, that were

based on the data gained through
interviewin2, observation,

reading documents, etc. To a degree we did that, but in-

stead of scoring questionnaires all together end across the

board, and thus in some fashion quantitatively, wo read each

individual questionnaire separately and as a whole and tried

to relate it to the person-in-action
as we know abolz: him or

her from the other data. This seemed more appropriate and

more effective in terms of yield, because of the complexity

and multifarious nuances in the questionnaire, and because

the respondents tended to urite substantial commentaries of
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LUESTIGNNAIPE FOP PARTICIPA07S,

PUSNEPS, SWERVISCRY PEISONNEL,

AND OBSERVERS OP

EZUCATIONAL CHANGE PROGRAMS

Researc4 "The Process of

Effecting Change: How Alms Work Cut in

Practice In Four Cmange Programs' in Education

la Mid-Coast NAine.2

I'd like y:tur name

if thatla ok with you.

John Rensenbrimk
Project Director
Bowdoln College
Brunswick, Maine
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QUESTIONVAIRE: YOUR CONCEPT OE CHANOn

To the students, tee-'ors. parents. school administrators,

achool board mep-bers and other:: who hove onrticipated by

means of interviews in this research project:

I am asking you to f-llow up on the interview we have

had by filling out this questionnaire and returning it to ma

in the self-oddreased and atanped envelope by May 1. 1973.

The questionnaire has grown out of the more then 120

interviews I have had during the past year. You will there-

fore readily recognize many of the things we've talked about.

I believe you will find this to be different from

ony questionnaire you've taken. I also believe that because

it has the input of such a large nunber end variety of

people that ;o. will find it to be a challenging And reward-

ing experience.

A preliminary version of this questionnaire was

given earlier to fourteen people. They liked it and gave

me valuable critician and feedback. I then revised it and

drew on additional knowledge accumulating from the ongoing

interviews.

A word of appreciation.

I doubt if / could find words to describa the deep

sense of satisfxotion end appreciation / feel for the depth

and vitakity of your contribution to this resoarch project.

I have the feeling that it Pbelongaw as.much to yoU as to

ma. If and when a book oozes out on tole, it will bo Gail

**tad to youl

27 '
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Introduction

(Plesse answo. tnis first--efter you've had a chance

to scan the questionnaire.)

Under items 3 ond 4 in each of the parte of the

questionnaire below, the program I'm raferring to is:

(see Note directly below)

Jordan Acres

Bowdoin Upward Bound

Collins Brock School

Soule School

Other (please specify

Note: For many of you tho choice of which progran to specify

is fairly clear--you are now, or were, a teacher or a stu-

dent or an acministrator or a parent, or a Board member

concerned about, or an interested observer or cn advisor

of, one of the four programs listed.

But for others of you, a different identification nay

be more appropriate. It may be a pragran we've talked about

in the interview. For example, it may be the micdle school;

or a proAram at the high school; or tne Longfellow Spelling

Program; or the Freeport Reading Program; or the elementary

system in Freeport or Ert.nswick; or the scnool sys. % ss a

whole in Freeport or Brunswick; or one's own self-contained

clossrcr,r4 otc. -In that case check "Other" and specify.

There nay be some cases in wnich you could specify

one of the first four, ru,../or anotaer entity as well. In

that oas.. specify both, or either one, as you prefer.
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t X. A Swift Vorsue a Gradual Aosrosch

A. First Voice

"If one is going to 1titeco aomething new, it is

tho better pert of wisdom to do it ewiftly. Now I don't

mean in hasty fashion, blit once decided on a course of

ction you should try to m A towards the target as directly

and effeotively se possible. If you don't, then your pro-

gram will be whittled down; your energy wIll be sapped; the

program will be subjected to one compromiee after another,

one little eroeion ,:ter another. You'll wind up with some-

thing that hae new name perhaps, but not much else."

B. Second Voice

"It is important to do things gradually, to avoid

impatience, to bond with the wind where necessary, to be pre..

pared to be flexible, and to work steadily with people and

eitustione so that you carry aa many people along with yoU

for 48 long ae possible. And if you don't get everything

you set out to accomplishwell, you have to realize that

change le long process."

1. I feel that ny own viowa are

a. Very close to the first voice.

b. Moderately close to tho first voice.

o. Very close to the second voice.

Moderately close to the second voice.

Different from both voic,s because I feoi i:orn
between them.

f* Different from both volcoa because I prefer
tho following alternative voio01
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2. I fool that in my attuel practice I am closer to

a. The first voice.

b. The second voice.

c. My alternative voice.

d. None of these, and I mean by that:

3. I perceive thst the overall views of -he program of

change which I identified in the Introduction are

closer to

a. 1st voice.

b. 2nd voice.

o. My a1tert.4te voice.

d. None of these, and I mean by that:

4. I parceive.that the overall practice of the program

of change identified in the introduction is closer to

a. lat voice.

2 3 0
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b. 2nd voice.

0. My alternative voice.

0. Hone of these and I meen by that:

Part /1. Strong Versus Moderate Planning

A. First Voice

"To put changes into effect, you need good plans

end strategies. This doesn't moan that you are going to

cross every t and dot every i beforehand, but it doos mean

that you must develop plans in soma detail, know where you

ere going, and know approximately what you will do in the

face of pressures, or unexpected contingencies.

"All this talk against planning things in advance

sometimes seems to me to bo tho complaining of roauatics or

the lszy or bothpeople who seem to have a block ncainst

getting into the 'messy details' of a work situoti,n. Con

corn for doing your job wall moons that you do understand

thet the details ere crucial; that you do understand that

the vary complexity of details means that they should be

Ident.ried 672 31.31 as possible beforehand; and that you

de rt:ogr.ize .ae n7;zd for a strong commitment to follow the

potter-it worked out. Of oouree you cannot do without

c rlity. Bat that's a lot different then

Iplinti_g St by earGo
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B. Second Voice

"T:.ere is probably no wsy in wn1ch you can antici-

pate all the contingencios and nuancos of putting something

into practice. In that sen.so planning, working out socuen-

tinny rational stops in advanco, and trying to calculate

tho desirnolo course of ovonts that a program should follow--

ell of this becomes self-defeating. You ere bound to gat

come-uppancos time and ogni r. from tho lunoxpocted,--and then

your timing and sense of mcmontum and your own creativo

attitude is thrown off center. It is good, however, to do

some pro-planning; identify clearly your Uirection end pri-

orities; do somo general designing of tho program; build

in as much as possible s telf-monitoring system that you can

follow; evon mako rough sketches of detailed applicatior,

maybe more than one if you have time, in order to :rive you

senso of what to expect in practice. Fut beyond that,

be wary of gotting into all this planning. Learn slso to

rely on your own seasonod ability to work in now situatice."

[-Thore follows in tho actual quostionnaire the some quos-

tiono es for Fart I above; similar:1y, for Parts III to XIII

below.j

Part III. On Tr .dltional Fracticos:"Don't Tanlzer Lirhtiv" Versus

"Ba Roa,if to TLrow Tnom Out."

A. First Volco

"Change, whatever it 13, cannot, must not, fly in

the faoa of the lessons of the past. Tr.is cosn't moan a
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slavish attitude towards whet went on before but it does mean

decent respect for what has already been tried.

"I don't want to be pressured into doing something

new just because its new. New-ness end gimmickry are near

brothers these days. I need to work out a clear rationale

n o that the changes that ore brought in do respect pest

traditions here--ln this place where the changes ore being

tried. We who initiate changes must realize fully that

practices deriving from the post--and now to be abandoned--

had their rationalo, too. And maybe they still do -because

the problems those practices wore invented to deal with,

haven't netesaarily gone away.

"True enough, the situation today is different, n24

there is s mix of old and new problems. Still, it seems to

me that the innovations should be good enough to moot the

situation better than what we've been doingnot just as

well as, but better. Otherwise, why change?"

B. Second Voice

"Sure, the past has its uses, and past practices

obviously had their ration.:.e--ond very likely still do to

degree. But thereof.: am owful lot of inertia contained in

past practiceas presently precticedi So that even good

things invented in the pest ore no longer done in a fresh

way, but have become a matter of rote.

*What frustrates me, and seems unfair, le that the

burden of ?roof is always so much and so heavily oo a new

practice. Why shouldn't the burden of proof rest equally
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c, ostabliahed practice? I'd roadily settle for that. It

would give chango a chance.

"I disagroo that a proposed cnohge hos to provo that

it can handle prablens better than an existing practice. If

it can do just as well, then that's a plus; sonothing fresh

hos beon injocted into an inertial situotion.

"Then there's tho natter of a"' 'de and disposition.

To hang on to the old, or norely to modify the old because

it seers good enough--this breads, and is rod by, the psy

chology of fear, of timidity, of narrowness.

"Trio past 30 easily becomos a tyrant. Even heroes

and groatness in the past become tyrannical if they are

aervod up in a nonnor to suggest that we now can't do it

better or be es great.

"So don't sanctify the past--giva tne new a fight

ing chance. Carvo out a big enough spaco out of the olc so

that the new can grow."

Part IV. Snould Behavioral Yodification or Reachinr tne Inner

Person Bo tho Central A1-17

A, First Voice

":t's very hard to undorstand another porson, to

get 'insidol nis or her skull so to speak. And there's a

vary real iloint to Le made about rospecting privacy.

"Tnis by way of saying that it's better to provide

for the intoraction of poople with other pooplo in terms of

their behavior, with what they do and aay in a variety of

2
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situations. Or course it's important to provide for that

variety where it doesn't exist.

"I believe that you help people change by seeking

modifications in behavior. It is unwiso and inefficient--

and this 13 certainly true for schools--to probe for insight

about the supposed underlying 'causes' for given sets of

behavior 'inside' the person. When a person has learned

to do something in 8 new way; when a person learns to talk

and write in a clearer end froshor language; when a person

reacts to peop) and situations more directly because he or

she's 'caught on' to how that can be done--then he or she is

changing, behaves more effectively.

"It 1s vory possible that he or she then also devel-.

ops out of this a better sense of self, and a better self-

sustpining ability to relate to others. This is a good la:.

product of the effort to bring about change; it should be

very much a pert of the concern of the educator; but it

should nn: become the central aim."

B. Second Voice

"Well I must soy this is a tough issue. But it

strikes me that if self-determination of the person is a

mslor priority, then reliance on behavic modification

to 'get there from here' is not very plausiblehowever

temptinii.; end simple it seems. For tho result in kids and

grown-ups alike is more on the order of 'I like me because

I can do so and got' rather than 'I like me; and (-Mire°

fore) I c= do ao and so.'
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"Cnange programs ought to be very concerned with the

inner weatner of tne person, and should develop attitudes

and approaches that can lead to a greater awareness and

sense of self. Cne needn't blunder into these things;

trier() are ways now of helping the person to deal more di-

rectly with the typical fears end psychic blacks that un-

dermine self-,icceptance and self-development.

"Tnis requires some basic changes in the usual way

in wnich nowadays r:Laserooms are orranized, and in which

teachers relate to ,cias and vice versachanges along the

lines of more c2e:.-necs1 more zmphosis on creating trust,

mole enpnasis on relating to the whole person even when

dealing with a particular skill or lesson, ono so on.

Mod1fy14g behavior, es such, does not got you there ery

easily. Indeed one can learn, 'catch on to,' new behaviora

with facility and yet never really experience a loosening

of the grip of those deep-seated fears or those manifold

psychic blocks that will drag you down in the end. Schoola

have got to deal with that in a far more direct way than

heretofore. If they don't, peoplo will not be strong enough

to counter the pressure towards conformity, no matter how

impressive change programs are In every other way.

"This does not preclude concern with behavior as a

necessary complement to concern with the inner person. Both

aro important. But there must be a clear emphasis on the

latter."
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art V. Of the Heart And Of the Mind

A. First Voice

"To put first end foremost tho excitement, and the

heady freodom, of wide-ranging ideas is a protty prosump-

tuous thing to do to kids--unless you have also onabled

them to integrate these abstract 'head trips' emotionally

and culturally as thoy go along.

eTo introduco accurate idoas about Mao,.. -'ine may

eeem sn oxciting and responsible thing to do in a classroom

(lohell not tho truth make you free?' cones to mind in de-

fense of this). But suppose it puts a kie' in a state of

deep conflict with what his parents devoutly believe? This

is not necessarily an argumont not to t11 the truth about.

Mao's China. But it is a caveat dirocte ut those who say

the school is first and foremost a place of ideas and con-

cepts (rational understsndinge and skille) and who often

add 'let's keep tho emotional factors, or the "Irrational"

beliefs and fears of parents, out of it as much ae poseible.r

"Let's wo further with this oxample of'Mao's China.'

What probably happons ia, the kid tunes out IMaols China.'

Itle too much weight to sorry. So he gots lower grades.

And he doesn't go to college. Let's fill it in some more.

His parents ere working close or poor. They are not the

wealthy oducated in whose homes IMaols China,' though still

perceived as a powerful entagonint, is no immodiato threat

for 8 variety of reasons. Many of thoae reasons have to do

with the formation of a highly verbal gloss on the world,

and a r eady-made familiarity with having ideas, appropriate
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for example, which relates how things done
differently in

different societlee may have a common rationale. That tort
of thing. Or help youngsters

move through mathematics In a
variety of ways. Help them to approach and do conceptualiz-
ing in es natural a way ea poasible.

Encourage them in
these end similar ways to strengthen

and expand their minds.
Rave claasrooms that literally buzz with ideas. Expose then
to a variety of things to do and see. Learn freely about
the world.

"Traditional education, for all its atreas on intel-
lectual]. achievement and measurable excellence, has tended to
be myopic on the question of the open quest for knowledge.
too content with eatabliahed curricula, too content with
ideas always generation old, not alert to tha changing
world end the fact that as that world c-anges, our percep-
tions of ourselves and our past changes too.

"On the other hand aome 'newer! concepts seem to
abandon intellectual concern, and down-peddie

tho quest for
accurate ideas in favor of an emotional approach to learn-
ing. This may be stuff for group therapy or.religious se-
tivity, but schools can only degenerate into

intellectual
barbarism under the impact of auch concepts in praotice.

"So that Ism an advooate of the old (but forever
new) notion that school la e place where you learn to think
end develop your mind.*
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Part VI. Primary Concern for Structure end FOCtIA 1;orsus Primary

Concern for Variety of Ocnortunity and "Lettin! Pa."

A. First Voice

"I'm not for traoitional structuring; and / an for

opening things up a lot. But there is c way or doing this

which con leave the child without moorings, and witnout a

sense of direction. Yet this 13 often done in cnsnge pro-

grams in the name of giving the kid choices and helping

him make decisions. Frequently this hey mean not pusning

the child very much at all, allowing him all kinds of 6p...co

and time to 'make up his mind.' Frequently, 83 well. tnis

may mean exposing the child to a great variety of things

to do and become interested in, but without very much guid-

ance so to what is more important in a general eanse--ond

as to what is more important for that child now, both in

terms of his interests now Pnd his long-range needs.

"I believe that a teacner hos a responsibility:

ono, to help a kid move In directions that meet his long-

ronge needs; two, to help him focus now on the more Inpor-

tent ral.her than tho less important, no matter how 'Inter-

esting' the latter may seam to be; and three, once choices

are made, to help him pursue a subject or topic thoroughly.

"Otherwise, we are gambling with the lite-career of

a child, and we become wasteful of the tine, energy, and

money of a lot of people.°

B. Second Voice

'It's amazing how easily we get trapped into mrking
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the same old mistakes. We say we want the self-davelopMent

Of the learner. And then we come in with our own parental

and tescherish biesea to point the learner here or there, or

_Suggest that he might find gold there, 1...and hey come a-

long, I'll take you to the goldl Seel Isn't it excitinglo

"There's plausibility in this of course, end nom()

can handle it--teschers end learners. But the danger ia

profound--that we blunt the very power of self-diecovery

whose beauty end autonomy and atrength we /Jay we put st the

very hoert of our enterprizel Itle safer end better to ex-

pose the learner t-.) a whole kaleidoscope of stimuli: a vari-

ety of idea', variety of methode end techniques (tradition-

al as well ea new-fangled onesl), a variety of situstione--

some to observe, some to experience for him or herself.

"If this exposure ia to be bona fide, the.teecher

has gat to back off from ell aorta of impulses atemming from

th deeply nurtured disposition to intervene in enother per-

sonle life for that personla good.

"With that clearly understood and felt, the teacher

msy thenend only then--lhelp, the learner.in sny number

of waya: to support choices, to refleot aympathetically book

to the learner conflicts that arise in the learner; to ex-

pand %dell additional knowledge pointa of knowledge already

begun in the learner (though here again watch outl) and so

forth.

°The best knowledge available for teacher and atire

dent is this: that growth in learning is s000mplished by
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the learner, not invented and engendered by the teacher.

And if that means going in much more zigzoggier ways thcn

ia thought appropriate by the defenders of Ifocusll well,

that's o. k.1

"Ism not against focus, but I want it to emerge ss

the child grows, and not be something the child has had de-

fined for him by sonebody else."

Part VII. Primary Concern to "Reach Chward" Vorsus Prinarv Con-

cern to Deal with "Now."

A. First Voice

"Theresa no doubt that life is 0 natter of novenent,

and the subjective experience of human beings is very nuch

oriented towardh doing things better than before, or at any

rate moving from one point or loyal of life to another which

is soon (in odvence) 03 something good to strive for.

"School is pert of life (thunderous clichcil but not

less true for that reason) and 13 thus organized, on e con-

tinuum shall we soy?, from lower, simpler, or younzer levels

(take your pick), to higher, more complex, older levels.

And school obviously points beyond itself to further train-

ing or directly to jobs and careers in which also there is

this movement from shores to 6there.s So that kids/people

are in o state of taking steps.

"Unlmes one as toacher or parent or administrator,

or anyone connected to education--unleas ono sees the kid

as involved in.a whole procers of moving fro= kindergarten

onwardA, tad of moving from where one is teaching him to
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where We going next, one really haan't grasped hia or her

needs. When put in this context it may be seen how crucial

it is to help the kid take the next step--to prepare him

for that.

"You don't have to be an anxious, clucking, hover-

ing personage, badgering the kids with veiled, end not so

veiled, threats thst unless he performs Ihe don't make itl

to the next step or grade or whatever. I'm not talking about

such gaucherie. But the teacher and the school is responsi-

ble to assist the child in becoming more fully aware of where

he or she la going and of the challenge of moving onward.

This I firmly believe."

B. Selond Voice

"What la the difference between the felt need to

achieve end anxiety? In real life terms now, not in some

airy fairy theory that can always draw neat distinctions be-
tween thingel Maybe anxiety is a good thing, es some people

hold, because it la a atrong good. But to what end? To take

the next step and to strive eVer onward, comes the answer.

"But isn't that an endless end, not unlike the eter-

nal treadmilloff of which you do fell eventuelly? Even if

the treadmill spirals, what's that? and at whet cost la this'

endless end pursued, the cost in the destruction or the per-.

aon, the cost in the erosion of his or her sense of self as

.a living, self-,4oving being? The feeling of having to move

on, having to do this now in order to get to the next point,

is aft anxious feeling usually. Nople do.perform under
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those circumstancea and in such an atmosphere, but so often

they turn into consumers of life, no tire to pause and savor

it, to feel it if you will, as it goes coursing by.

"So that if education is to help persons grow, trusteed

of helping robota to succeed, then you've got to turn it

around. You have to ask--first of yourself--what are you

putting first? Are you sugar-coating the irrepressible

'achievement syncromel with worda and apparent techniques

of personal growth, but actually in your daily work you

give off all kinds of messages on the order of 'let's do

thia nOW 20 that yOU'll be able to co that later?'

"Now, I can't conceive of that concern being absent

in the teaching/learning process. It should be there. But

if it's the preponderant concern (let's say 1< and upl)

then yOU t:e teaching for achievement and
. ;essarily

(probably not at all) for growth of the person. And if the

achievement/performance syndrome is locked into a kid at an

early age then it is progressively more and more difficult

at any later time to unlock thator to unlock the anti-

achievement syncrome of kids who were turned off at an early

age to any learning at all because of traumas with achieve-

ment-dominated situations.

"So I make a plea, an arcament, for helpIng the

child move with a certain amount of rnythm in the present

experience--helping him or he: to aavor the life of the pres-

ent, having him or her help you do the same. In our teeching

ve should be creating and sustaining an atmoaphere in which

29 4
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the natural

curicaity of human baings'can
flourish--unhur-riedly but with deep

excitemant--and to take the risks thatgo with that,
such as wasting

ti44e, sustaining the anxiouspressures of parents and
auperiora that Johnny isn't, ormight not be,

reading 'up to hie level,'
etc., tc."VIII. New Bottles or Old?

A. Pirat Voice

"After much trying and getting your
come"upponoe inlot of ways, you may at last arrive

at wisdom. The wisdomI mean is the realization
in your bones

that no change cancome in the
sbeence of change in structure.

*Not physicvi plant and design,
now--though thatmay be involved.

Nor do I limit the concept of structureto organization
of classrooms,

administrative patterns andflow charts;
or identification of roles and

responsibilities.I mean to
include also,

beyond that, whet those studyingBritish political
institutions for excmple call the 'unwrit-ten constitution.'
Another term might be 'the mold of prao-Lica.' That is, 'how
things ire done cround here and whodoes them and when.' Thia is

structure too--a
subtle under,current to tha

casual observe:: but, in moot casds,a power-ful tide to
those actually within the

structure, more realeven then the more overt
manifestations of structure re-ferred to earlier. In most oases people within the struc-turo are

unaware ..)f this
powerful tide,

which increases, ofcourse, its power.

'Oftentimes o person in a school or in any
institu-
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tion for that matter can be doing nothing that 13 not in

accord with the overt structure and apparent methods of op

oration and yet be tagged as anti-establishment--because in

many telltale ways it becomes evident that he or she does

not fit the prevailing 'mold of practice.'

'That's reality. One's efforts to change thing3,

if they're going to be effective at ell, will meet the re-

siatance of the 'mold of practice.' Unless you somehow

succeed in changing the mold of practice, the changes you

do accomplisn are ephemeral. ns it's extremely frustrat-

ing. Movement is glacial. You can get hurt quite badly,

and often before you know it.

"So the point of all this is to build new alterna-

tive structures, not to fiddle around with old ones. This

doesn't necessarily mean 'giving up on the system;' it does

mean trying to show the system something better."

B. Second Voice

"Impatience is almost an occupational disease among

people concerned about change. It clouds the perception

that things are moving, more than you think. You may gripe

about the inertia of institutions--but have you clarified

your head, have you purged your gut of the self-pitying

whine and the 'who, me? I'm too weakIr syndrome? Have you

patiently iarshalled your resources and gone ebout the ordi-

nary and ornery business of cnanging inatitutions from within?

"It takes commitmont of time and energy to outlsst

the drones, to mollify or sidestep the inersined, to reassure

2 9 6
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and encourage the fearful, and to sort out your aeeming from
your real enemies. It takes a sober awareness of the reali-
ties of power, especially

of your own; and it takes a willing-
ness to We power in as timely and non-threatoning a manner
'as possible. With this you may even accomplish a minor revo-
lution--but in any case you will hove affeoted in some way
the lives of people over the long haul, and not frittered
your energies away in pure ond noble adventures.

"Structuros change slowly--that is.true. But do
they change eny fest,:

because you write them off? And
don't they stay the samo portly because you ars not there?"

part /X. Primary Emphasis on individuol Change versus Primary
EMohasis on Structural Change

A. First Voice

"The analysis of what structure moans was given above
(4'vIN) by the first voice, and I.agree with that. If any-
thing, I'd emphasize

even more strongly the power which is
exercised In institutions by the prevailing 'mold of prac-
tice.'

"This suggests to me that individuals as individu-
als are basically

helpless in trying to bring obout change.
They may be really able

and strong and resourceful and
patient and even politically insighcful and prudent, but
the sheer weight of the institution is against them. Their
innovations remain insulated from the rest of the system.
Or, they may go beyond that to become cdopted in some fora
by ths system. But uch partial

successes become no more
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than piecemeal changes that readily fit in with the pre-

veiling mold of practice end mnke it look bettor and even

feel better for awhile.

"I believe in the concept of *critical mass.* Be-

fore now ideas can really work in practice, there has to

be developed a substantial structural support for them.

This applies as much to innovational efforts outside the

system as to those within the system.

"For those outside the system it means facing up

to the sometimes unpalatable
truth that change in a desired

direction is not a matter of letting individuals *do their

own thing*--but that structural form snd focus is necessary

(and inevitable in any easel).

"For those within the system it means a conscious

mess and a uill to struggle for and develop significant

sub-structures, and once they are created, to hove the sense
to see that the continued autonomy of such sub-structures

5.!. a primary pre-condition for tho success of the innova-

tional program.

"Of course, it would be even finer to be able to

get enough support to gain the levers of power in the insti-
tution as a whole and start

initiating the changes that

would transform the structure. But that's very hard to do.

And besides you court the danger of Itop-down-iam* And

counter-rebellion.

"In any case--the question of structure is funda-

mental."
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B. Second Voice

"One can put too much emphasis
on structures. In-

stitutions are made up of individuals.
It is their hopes

and fears and energies and enthusiasms
thst make the dif-

ference. They can be touched,
influenced, motivated. Even

few in sn
institution can, by the example of their indi-

vidual actions, read the word to
many others; and thus,

gradually-to be sure, important and
far-reaching changes

take place in the entire
institution, including in every

way its structures.

"Much can be done by perceptive
and timely leader-

ship. such leadership con give scope and support to inno-
vative teachers, without raising barriers or creating invid-
ious distinctions, and thus help along the process of change.

"An emphasis
on structural change tends to polarize

things and people. It easily threatens the always fragile
tability of institutions. It over-dramatizes change;
whereas change should elwaya be made to seem as being in
A line of progressive

continuity with present ptactico.
"So that change programs should emphasize the indi-

vidual, his talents,
responsibilities and opportunities.

Then systems-will
inevitably change, too."

X. Primary Emphasis on Scholarly
Excellence Versus Primary

Ehuhssis on Community
Consciousness.

A. Piret Voice

"Change doesn't happen overnight--we all know that.
But if there ls to be change, say in the schools,

then some-
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how you will helve to encounter
eventually tho proble..1.3 of

inertia, conventionalism, ingrained and provincial attitudes

of the community in which your :school 13 situated. If you

don't face up to this, thon neither will you stay aware of
how much these prevailing cultural ways stifle the life of

the schooland undermine every day your steady efforts to

give the kids in your classroom a sense of alternatives,

intimations of new ways of doing things and of looking at

life; in a word, a breath of frosh air. You will be dragged

down and become every man's and every woman's stereotype of
the dreary teacher.

"Your responsibility as a teacher is to the unfolding

and opening out of the kids in your professional charge. If
this process yields unhappy, troubled, pained moments for

parents, then this is something
you should expect and de-

velop the capability of handling it. And above all you

should try to get your peers, teachers associations, admin-
istratora, and achool committees to develop a similar capa-
bility.

"The boldest, and maybe the best, way le to curry

'the argu,77ent atraight back to the community; to wit, that

education to be anything at all means growth and that growth

is often difficult and painful. Once the community can

(must, if they are serious about education) accept this,

then particular cases where a parent thinks a teacher went
too far or where.a teacher

thinks a parent is mistaken., csn
be handled In a spirit of mutual awarenessw-ineludidg the
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awareness of the legitimacy of the school es a growth agent.

Then s fair decision oan be mado--of where the teacher is

'wrong' or the parent is 'mistaken.'

'Ales we're not at that point! True, but will we

ever gat there so long ss schools run scared of the ioul-

tura of the community?' So let's emphasize the school's

basic responsibility to scholarly excell)noel"

D. Second Voice

'The school exists in a particular social and cul-

tural milieu. Kids from that milieu ) to echool and every

day they meet there people end methods, and concepts, end

ideas which both reflect the familiar milieu and which go

beyond it, towards something less frmiliar, something that

soy seen novel, strange, exciting end possibly thrrntenIng.

'This it seems to me is a normal, healthy situation.

But things con happen to mer thnt; e.g., too much newness, too

quickly. It doesn't help the great majority of kids for

the schools to get too far out in front, too abruptly, of

the cultural assumptions and well-establlehed norms and

belief. of the parents of the kids you ere trying to teach.

Out in front, yes, when occasion demsnds--but'not too far,

or jou will lose in backlesh what you thought you were gain-

ing with your kids by your honesty, boldness and steady con-

viction.

'Another difficulty is insenAitivity--or cell it look

nf cultural rapport. It's commelvatle to ma that a school,

or oven a single classroom, oould move quite far out In =ant

30i
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of the prevailing milieu, if the educators involved really

begin from respect for the ways and beliefs of tza commun-

ity, and can com-.unicate that. This presupposes some real

understanding of these ways and these beliefs, nd e illinz-

ness to understand wty they exist.

"It takes conaiderable strength both to understond

something, and to sustain a will to change it. But it seems

to ma that nothing less is required or the change agent if

he or ahe really is to brine about change. Much has to do

with ono's inner attitudewhether or not there 18 empathy,

humility, and an appreciation of people no tt r.o tney

are; ond much cepends on whether or not this inner c.ttitude

is successfully commtalicated.

"It is surprisingly, and tragically, easy for pro-

fessionals to come orf as arroo.ont Lnsympattetic and know-

it-all to the laymnn. It is eq-ally and tragically easy

for laynen to come off as stubborn, provincial, and irro-

t:onal to tne professional.

"Xany Vlings ore needed to disoolve theta stereo-

types and rodaze tho mistrustsuch as new training pro-

grams enc. new structures that facilitate greater Lnderstand-

ing.

'Wbat is badly needed la a new attitude onang edu-

catorsan attit,de ploces for grc___r emphoslt tan

hitherto on an 1...ndarstandina of, and a rapport with, LL..

oonaciousneas of commLnity."
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Part XI. Teaching the Few (and the Man)' Too) Versus Teaching

Everybody Equally.

A. First Voice

"We are successful with some of our atudecte. Tney

'tend to be the brightest, the most able to leern, too 7"o3t

perceptive, the atrongest--plus some of those with high po-

tential who because of diaadvantages or particular blooka

haven't learned to function effectively, but who with ow-

halp--and it makes ua glowbegin to unlock that potential

nd grcv swiftly. It is these we educate, a amsller 9r larg-

er number from any given classroom as the case may re, but

they constitute s minority.

"We're supposed to say we try to educate everyone,

and that education is for all. We're not really cupposed

to hint out loud what is the real truth of the matter. yet

our practice daily, end overall,.confirms the fact thct the

educational process favor, those who car best make use of

it.

W. don't reach the rest--noc in that way. On aura,

ome get directed into vocational Lreining. . Most get to do

acceptable math. language arts, history, econcnics, and so

forth. But almost none of then grasp the concepts, or ideas

.relating to those concepts. Almost none of them Beam to hav,

or be abll to reach towards, the mind and imagination that

goes beyond a lt-rnIng or certain technicloa which through

repetition one can master nd reproduce.

.30 in our taaohing we do provide for fall,' out .1.n
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different waysfor most we provide the encouragement and

mastery of skills that enables them to Learn a variety of

motions. It's dull work basically.

"For the fow 1.0 con provide something diffe-ant--

and it 13 tmlre:1 a lively and imaginative and skillful

understanding of the world end its processes.

"Lnhappy and frustrated and I'd add foolish is the

teacher who does not, or is unwilling to unuerstand tnis,

who--belleving the myth--tries to do for el: what he or she

cAn only co for aome."

B. Second Voice

"In spite of the rhetorac of equality, schn)lt con-

tinue to favor the few. We divide (end in so many s',..otle

wayst) according to perfor :ens(' and our grading of perform-

ance is inevitable in terms of the acquisition of academic

skilla and understanding. These tend to be self-fulfilling

categoriesone invents these categories and then people

fill them&

"Furthermore, equality of opportunity- ir translsted

into the 'equal chance of everyone among the disadvantaged,

and the many ethnic minorities, to compete for the academic

escalator. If you are Ibrignt, or 'potentially bright snd

lucky' you will vault into the select elite circles.

"1.:nat do our schools do at present/ r. , 2n4 pri-

narily, they socialize child; n into accepting . .uperior

destiny of some.and the inferior destiny of tne remainder.

"S000ndly, schools try to achieve xcellence of
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scholarship. This is roughly
translated into academic per-

formonce. But academic performance in turn !.3 used primar-
ily es a tool to Instill the belief In the 'natural' charac-
ter of superior and

inferior 'destinies.' Some good scholar'.
'ship does rub off end is sccompliehed.

But evon so, schools
only c;atch the surface in exploring with even the 'bright
kids' how nature works, how society works, how individual
communities work, ond how human beings do, or could, inter-
act with technolcgy.

"Thirdly, the schools try to stimulate end support
personal growth. But this runs a poor third in moat cases,
and is usually brought

in laftervards.'

"Xany change programs try to re-order the priorities
and they put a strong new emphasis

on personal groN4h. By
itself thia is not enough. I feel we need to combine this
new emphasis with a serious effort to match up the matter
and style of teaching with the present and future needs of
dynamic, industrial society. This means dealing with and

relating to the actual problems and conflicts in our society
end communities as well as meeting

more operational and rune..
ticnal needs.

"Put in this light, there is need for schools that
ars sble to ask and live with questions,

rather than always
trying to dispose of them 'in savancel in well ordered and
packaged answers; a need for teaching

and giving equsl
atatu.s to a variety of people-skills as well as thing-skills;
c need for making the

academic a more
'practical' experience;
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conversely, a need for making the vocational a more theo-

retical experience; and, finally, a need to help kids and

other people to tgot the hang oft explortng prbL. .s to-

gether where every per3onal input la valued.

"Those are only 30:10 examples of a kind of school-

ing in which phony (socially oontrived) distinctions ore not

as likely to manifest themselves. It is a kind of school-

ing where kids witn aifferent (not aui.erior or inferior)

aptitudes, temperaments, interests nd capabilities can si]

participate and achieve.

"Some will do better, some worse, but more relative

to alf-rent skill3 end 31t1ations, and 1033 absolutely than

at present. And my point is, that achools, inatesd of re-

inforcing and oven creating inequality as at pre3ent, can

be a vitel force against it. This to me is the toucilstcna

of a chongo program."

Part XII. SO:0013 85 Agents of Social Chan:,.e Ver3ua Schools 83

Preparers of Futuxe Citizens.

A. First Voice

"pert-apa it 13 true that in the past schools have

been transmitters of a 30Ciety,3 traditions and of the akilla

in the arta end sciences needed by society.

"I believe however that a new emphasis 13 needed.

School3 need to be more dyna-lic and to interact more with

society. / identify with a let of what the second voice

said above (Fart XI) in connection with equality. 'dhat

that sumesta is a more 'open campus' type of schooling.
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In such schooling there is muoh more of a two-way flow b-
tween school end communitya flow of information; a flow
of shared knowledge

of problems and conflicts; and therefore
also mare understanding,

more ease, and a much greater sense
of mutual problem aolving.

"Another Important part of this is a clearer, frank-
or emphasis by the schools on their role nd responaibility
in directly fostering social change,. This to me moans edu-
cating kids and communities Ln the process of finding an-
swers to problems end

educating thorn in the knowledge of
what can be done about those problems, as this knowledge
emerges out of the process.

"But this must go hand in hand with the 'open campus'
conoept. /Open campus' provides a basis for real.communios-
tion and trust, trust that Comes from a genuine understand-
ing of problems and of the conflicts

that often underlie
them. Without trust, the quest for new solutions, end the
effort to communicate them by the schools, is very diffi-
cult and fraught with danger. It is often seen by the com-
munity ss merely ivory tower posturing and adventuriam
and it often merely

is, because there has beah no vital
input from the community.

"In short, I believe we must go forward to make the
schools e much more

dynamic factor than hitherto in the proo-
sea of social change."

S. Second Voice

"This srgunent thst wantr the school to be en agerlt
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of social change le often beguiling, if not always coa.pel-

ling.

"But the school canl.t do everything. We have politi

cal parties. We have a myriad number of pressure groups.

We have private organizations dedicated to the pursuit of

the publio interest.

"The function of the school, by contrast, is to

teach skills, to foster basic social end hunen val..ws, to

help kids grow personally, and to help them learn how to

think so that when they become
adult citizens tney will be

well prepared to tackle the problems of our society.

"We muddy the waters by asking the schools to take

on additional functions, however noble and useful these

tasks may seem. Education and social change are related,

but they ore very different kinds of activities."

Part XIII. On Leadership: The Lion end/or The Fox Versus an

"Open" Type of Leadership.

A. First Voice

"Change programs need feirly strong

especially in the beginning stages. IC the Icsso c:

is to be broken, It takes a person with a fair .r,ou,it )f

flair end boldness; a person imbued with a keen

NEW goals, however generalized these may be; a person %ino

is able td inspire loyalty to these goals among what Jre

usuary a smell group of followers; and a person pro-
jects j more diffuse but contagious sense of dynamism to a

much wider number. Such person is familiarly known as a

allai.!..amatio figura.
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"Usually, however, such a figure has limited 1130."
fulness. He makes enemies

easily, his tactics tend to be
abrupt, and he doesn't have much

patience for details.*
Another type is also needed--ona who is more peaceable in
his manners, less predictable, more given to the finer arts
of in-fighting and gentle

persussion--more subtle if you
will; also sble to be s broker

when conflicts arise, and
able to function

efficiently on a daily, operational
basis.H. has been called, in contrast to the

charismatic), the
pragmatic type.

"Some leaders ere specially gifted in being able to
develop both a charismatic and a pragmatic style. They can,
if well practiced,

use either one or the other,
depending on

the situation. Or, they may even bo able to
combine elements

of both at the
risme time, ao that the inspiring roar of the

lion blends with the skillful
cunning of the fox to produce

desired result. But of course
that's rare.

"Usually leaders sre not that flexible
or can't

overcome the tendency of the press and of people in genera/
to type them in one direction or another.

Therefore, in
most cases, change

programs need both types of leadership
e nd have to know when

to choose one or the other in ordarto be succesaful."

B. Second Voice

"I am going to make s strong
observation, and clo:bcthat's cherismetio,

of me--but I believe that the charis-
matic typo, the

pragmatic type, and the at,sle that tries
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for a halanco of both, are all manipulative.
This moy uot

be an argument against tholibeing noedod. However. I'll
try to sketch my own

concept.of leadership in change situ-
ations. Then one can judge which is most consistent With

the spirit and substance of change.

"I don't know what name to dive to this type; In-

tegrative? Interpretive? Mediatory? Prudont--in the older

Aristotelian sense? Not quite, but close.

"He or she is a person of steady commitment to goals.
The goals are oxperienced and pursued not as a 'holy' crutch

hut as a place on which to stand and from which to move.

"Furthormoro, he or she is a porson who has a facili-

ty for 'listening with' a variety of persons and groups in
and out of the program, many.of whom often have different

needs, interests, and perspectives, and who are or could
be in a state of conflict.

"Such a loador aims, not at brokerage, but at growth.
Thus, rising out of this faculty of 'listening with,' there
should be present in this type of leader the courage and
the skill to interpret

difforont persons and groups to one

another; and--a vital point if chenpo is to occur--to in-
terpret each one severally and all together to the goals

of the program; ond in turn to facilitate new understand-
ings of the goals as they ere boing put into practice.

"This further requiros conveying a spirit of working
with people instead of having them senso that they are work-
ing for a boss, or a 'great leader.'
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"The leader needm
awareness of

self-in-action, atleest to the
degree that he or sho

knows that thore is agap between whet he thinks he
practices end what he actuallydoes

practice--end that effective
leadership in the programrequires a continuing

struggle to close that gsp."So thet this model of leadership
also requiresopen-nesa, the strength to share, and the
perceptiveness toknow the

difference between
situations whore

open-ness shouldsnd can be
freely sought

and situations
that need more care-ful

nurturing--that need a practice and
testing period thatcan then lead to the

possibility of greater open-neas. Inthis regard,
such leadership

points towards
the gradual re-duotion of specified leadership roles.

*Finally, thie
model--since it occurs in wohange,end therefore, high risk
aituation--hes in it elements

ofthe fox, ond maybe the lion too, to enhance the leader'seffectiveness in aupplying
sufficient protective colorationto the program as a whole.
These lion-like

or fox-like be-haviors are skills acquired by such a leader,
mostly throughexperience. They are to be used by him or her
as instrumentsof defense in specific

circumstances. They do not definethe substance of hia
leadership.

"/ have not tried to identify all the
characteris-tics of this

type of leadership. But I wanted
to bring outthose which most clearly

distinguish it from those
describedand admired by the first

voice above.
If pressed for a =MbNs:* the type I prefer, I might cell it the open style of
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leadership, though I'm not sure if
thetts quite it either.

"Does such leadership
exist? No. It's an 'ideal

typalJust like the others.aro.
But social reality exhib-

its evidence of elements of such a type of leadership.
in

addition, there are individuals here and there who exhibit
many of these

elements, and have the spirit of mbving in this
direction.

"So that, to sum up, I believe I am Justified in
concluding that change programs need this kind of leader-
ship, and that we can, with

soma promise.of
success, begin

to work for its
more frequent and steady appearance in our

schools and in our sooiety."
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Robert Certain (Freeport Superintendent of Schools, 1970 ff.)

Bob Cartmill, Su77Printendent of the Freeport School

system, seems to have a clear view of the political and

therefore educational realit:es in Freeport. For example,

Bob indicates that he would prefer to imitate the "open"

style of leadership described in the questionnaire, but he

knows that his actual practice Is closer to the "Lion/Fox"

style and perhaps.that approach, at least at the time Bob

responded to the questionnaire, is the only kind of approach

which will work in Freeport.

Cartmill also exhibits an understanding of what cOuld

be called the social realities in Freeport. He would rather

concern himself with the present, insuring that a child

learns the kinds of things that will be important to him or

her today, as well as sometime in the future. But the pressures

placed on the system force Cartmill to emphasize "reaching

upward" in his actual practice: teach the children things

that will helP them to reach the next higher grade, get through

high school, find-a job, or get into college. Today will have

to take care of itself.

Cartmill would also stress the school's role as an agent

of social change, but instead he is forced to be concerned

with its role in preparing future citizens.

Bob Cartmill's view toward change is summed up in his

alternative response to the question of whether change should

be swift or gradual. "Wprefer to develop a climate for

change," Bob writes. "Whiz; atmosphere will allow charge to

take place as a continuing and as a natural process rather
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1r1be Cartmill'...P.-_ (con't.)

then going through cyclical changes as in freezing, thawing,
sad refreezing."

ift the final analysis,
Cartmill sees limitations to

education and he expresses his feeling this way: NI have
zeal questions as to whether anyone

can be taught to think.
I suspect that school (insteadj comes closer to harnessing,
oontrolling, and releasing

potential energies.°



Jenn O'Brien (Freeport School Board member, 1973 ff.)

Jean O'Brien distinguishes between what she thinks

are two staaes of change: the ftrst swift, the other gradual.

"Change," J. suggests, "comes with both processes. I

would prefer the first and. .I feel that the first. . .la

what causes change and the second is what must be done after

change has happened." In other words, the initial shift in

direction Is swift, the details of implementing that shift

come gradually. In remard to the Soule School program,

Jean maintains that the gradual approach to implementing

details "was not used enough once chnnee happened.'

Though she is always ready to change traditional

practices, Jean tries to operate on this model: "If the

practices in the past are a matter of rotechange must come.

I agree that 'to hang on to the old' is bnd. . But there is

good in some past practices -nd what is good should be

continued."

Jean believes.that despite the changes which the Soule

School promram represents in relation to other Freeport

schools, ihere still seems to be a concern for structure

rather than for "letting be." "I am not the teacher and the

ones involved are a combination of both voices (structure v.

letting be), but are aiminm more to the second c7e. The

problem," Jean thinks, "is that they have apentyears teaching

( or living ) the first."

A special problem for Soule, le Jean's v_ow, emerges

in the question of community understanding. "I agree," she

states, "that the schoolls basic responsibility is to
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Scholarly
excellence. I also

see the
need to try to re-

ducats the town for better
rapport

''...ttuern
educators and

eartnts.
Unfortunately for the

Soule
Project. not enough

'Meeting of the
minds

between the two
groups

happened."-

souls is
seen as

working for
tructural

changes to replace

the
existing

system, a view
and a

course, Jean
warns, which

might cause its
downfall."
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Phyllis Estes (Member of the "Pettit Board," Freeport, 1968-734

Phyllis Estes's responses to the questionnaire reveal

a deep conflict between her own views and those which she seea

espoused by the Freeport School System.

To begin with, Phyllis advocates a swift approach to

change but perceives that changes occur only gradually in

Freeport. "In some areas change was rapid and implemented

right away, but change is still going on throughout the

whole school system." Secondly, Phyllis favors strong

,planning for change and she sees Freeport as taking the

moderate approach. "With a fluctuating school board, the

best of planning sometimes goes askew, but you can't beRt

thoroarh plAnnInr ahead."

A third point of conflict is-the area of traditional

educational practice. Phyllis agrees with the voice which

calls for always being ready to throw out starnent techniques

in favor of fresh ideas. To the statement that the past so

easily become. tyrant, Phyllis scribbles an enthusiastic

"Amen!" She finds that the tendency in Freeport, howe7er,

is not to tamper lightly.

Fourth, Phyllis thinks that the school system views

"reaching the inner person" as an unimportant educational

aim, an aim she holds to be central to the educational process.

Next, Phyllis maintains that Freeport schools place too

much emphasis on a child's reaching the next higher level

rather than on dealing with the present in a child's life,

thovgh she qualifies her viewpoint by saying ". .we have
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piylli. Estes (con't.)

to look at the different schools." Apparently, the Soule

gllechool, in her opinion, comes closest to helping a child

IMFdeal with his present situation.

Finally, Phyllis wants to see the schools act as agents

for social change, but In Freeport she sees them as

preparers of future citizens," a cle articulated by an

opposing voice.

Phyllis's views and her perceptions of the Freeport

School System are compatible In regard to working for change

within the present structure rather than seeking to change

that structure, and in emphasising chan:zes in individuals

over changes in structure. Structure, for Phyllis, is

sulmed up thin way: "A teacher should be a guide, not n god,

but most children do need and want this guidance. In raising

my own children, I have allowed them to experiment, sometimes

with disastrous results, but I've tried to trust my belief

ttat it's the long range results that are important in the

life of a child."
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27,2ZEI Hobkins (Principal of Soule School. Freeport, 1969 ff.)

Joyce Hopkins finds herself.in what seems to be an

ideal situation. She is able to work out her views and aims

in actual practice and she is in consistent agreement with

the Soule School program in Freeport, the change program with

which she is closely associated.

Joyce aarees 1.(ith the voice which advocates swift chanFe

and moderate plAnning ane she is always ready to throw out

traditional practices ln favor of new ones. Joyce emphasizes

reaching theinnerperson over behavior modification, variety

of opportunity or "lettinc be" over structure, dealInc with

mnownover concerns for "reaching v'ward", working within the

system over building new structures, and Individual over

'structural changes. She support's the concept of schools

serving as social chance agents and believes that Soule is

playing that role. In fact, she perceives Soule School as

emphasizing all the values and viewpoints which she herself

emphasizes in the questionnaire.

When It comes down to understanding the community

consciousness, Joyce Is not able to put her views into practice.

She believes that the school should work to understand the

communityto break down the barriers between the professional

And the laymanbut in practice, neither of the voices quite

sults herend she says "Iim scnred and insecure." Yelybe change

breeds fright And insecurityat least in Freeport!

In leadership Joyce also has difficulty practicing what

she believes. She advocates the "open style" of leadership

0
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*lob one of the voicee denoribes, but, she write?,

4111ot Clever enough to be what I'd like to be."
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niall Keith (Elementary Supervisor, Freeport, 1970-73; Principal

of Morse Street Elementary School, Freeport, 1973 ff.)

Marcia Keith favors a gradual approach to educational

,change with moderate planning. She warns, however, that

one should "compromise only to the point that can be

accepted in conscience." Marcia believes in working for

change within existing structure and she would emphasize

changes in the individual over structural changes.

There are a number of instances where Marcia is not able

to practice her views because or the Freeport situation.

For example, Marcia agrees with the voice that says that

the burden of proof should rest equally on established and

new prnotices, rather than always having to prove that new

techniques are better than existing ones. In practice,

however, Marcia is forced to maintain a renpect for past

traditions, not tampering lightly--if at allwith present

programs. Another example la found in Marcia's view that

everybody should be taelght with equal attention. She has

problems working this aim out in practice. "I'm trying to

work these out together--the difficult part is supplying the

input neceisary for the second voice (teaching everybody

equally) to be enacted," Marcia seen the Soule School as

coming the closest to the ideal of teaching everybody equally,

but still there ere problems. "In many respects, academie

emphasis still slots kids--not nough other options Gre3

available at this point."

The same problem of not being able to work her views out

in practice confronts Mamie again in the question concerning

the school's proper role. Marcia feels tl-At schools should
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;ftreSsok Keith (con't.)

act at agents of social change. In actual practice, however,

IPIhe Is cloSer to the views expressed by the voice which

maintains that schools should serve to prepare future citizens,

agnin because of the realities in Freeport. Earcia perceives

this sane division in the Soule School program itself--tho

program's views are more toward making the school a vehicle

for social change, but its actual practice is to prepare

the students for future citizenship: It is the conflict

between views and practice which-clearly dominates Marcia's

answerm Vo thn questionnaire.
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Doris Vladimiroff (Director of Upward Bound Program, Bowdoin

College, 1967 ff.)

Doris likes to see swift change, especially in Upward

Bound. If one does not move-swiftly, Doris writes, then

"kidslive kids (600,000--not just thn 24,000 annually in

Upward Bound) will never even have the puny experience that

Upward Bdund offers to help 'even things out,' in a very

unfair society."

Doris finds herself in support of strong planning when

it comes to change. She explains that"the nature of Upward

Bound requires this to be so--1.e., long proposals done

annually, rhetoric of 'responsibility to the citizenry'--not

just W handful of parents/school board members, etc. Eany

details are abandoned, of course, in the actual experience.

I feel that strong planning/goals/etc., allow the program

itself to be characterized by nore spontaneity." In actual

practice, Doris adds, "the unexpected is constantly with us."

One comment made by the questionnaire, which bris

underlined, was that if teachers don't move kids In directions

that mcet.their long range needs, or help them focus on the

important rather than the less important, or help a child

pursue a subject thoroughly, then we are rambling with the

life-career of a child, and we become wasteful of the time,

energy, and money of a lot of people. "This," Doris explains,

"perhaps causes Upward Bound, in practice, to be closer to

voice #1 &lets favors structurj though in theory we tend to

be nearer to #2 Clotting hi]."

Doris agrees that teachers should help a child savor
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the life of the present but, she adds, *3 know how shmrt-
range the goals of the 'poor' have had to be--how frustrating
the present is. ." As a result, Doris concurs with the
tatement that the teacher and the school are responsible to
assist the chl3d in becoming more fully aware of where he or
she is going.

In discussing whether one should work for change within
or outside of the eystem,

Doris point out that for her "This
le not an either-or.

.for Upward Bound musttry to

accomplish both--1.e., 'show the system something better'
(though small by comparison)

and whittle away at changes within
the system (which it:fierce and overwhelming and in desperate
need of change)."

Doris disagrees with the notion that structures will

inevitably change if change
programs emphasize the Individual.

gowever, Doris writes, 01 do not feel conscionable.
.

about manipulating/programming
individuals in order to cause

'the change' that I ray feel is desirable"

For Doris, "the old 'tools of schools' (e.g., writing
ell, speaking effectively,

thinking logically, etc..) are
lso 'the tools of possible change'. .indispensable to

eaningful (therefore good) change, e.g., one of the reasons
learn to communicate well is cause change. I would

fuse to sacrifice the
'academic' for the 'doing' of the open

ampus yet / find
pathaticdemeaning and inoeatuous--the

ersly academic." Doris finally asks, "Why can't we attempt
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Doris Vladimiroff (con't.)

to make the skills learned used more quickly, used more

relevantly2 to intertwine the excellence and the

relevance?*
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Per 7Isher (Teacher In the UPward Bound Program, 1977, ff.)

When planning for changes in educationi Peg Fisher

SP-,ellevesin "setting goals as a measure of self-structuring

one's direction. But no goal," she adds, "is inflexible.

The Important question is: °Who sets the goals?'" Upward

Bound, in Peg's opinion, followsa moderately planned approach

in its efforts.

Peg is usually in agreement with Upward Bound's goals

and philosophies as she sees -them. There is some problem,

however, in what seems to be its-"Impersonal" style. For

example, Peg sees the program as emphasizing the modification

or trier participant's behavior rathcr than trying to reach the

inner person, which Peg would rather see accomplished.

Also, Peg believes that Upward Bound places "getting ahead"

too highly in its list of priorities for the students who

take part in the program. She would rather see Upward Bound

sake an effort to help the students to come to grips with

the present.

As to whether educational change programs should deal

with a child's cultural and emotional attachments or simply

emphasize the intellectual aehievement, Peg suggests that

"It Is as elitist to downgrade intellectual achievement as

it is to prefer it. For some kids, it's their only avenue

of success.°

peg's discussion of structure as opposed to a free-

wheeling kind of "do-what-you-want-to-do" approach to education

provides an interesting insight to both her ONM views and how
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ZEE Fisher (oonot.)

she perceives Upward Bound: ". the voices are too

opposite for me, " Peg explains. "Yang times kids need

*all kinds of spacel--but there are times, equally as

critical, when they need a nush. My Upward Bound-Headstsrt

experienCes have led me to believe when 'moorincs' are

completely cut, anxiety follows. Anxiety obstructs

learning. (I believe anxiety is creative for very limited

periods of time--then it is debilitatinc)." As far as

Upward Bound itself is concerned, Peg observes that the

program "has been 'experimental' every year, therefore some-

what schizophrenic (i.e., we try a little of both voices).

This schizophrenia often produces anxiety in both teachers

and students. I fall to whatever side Gore structure or

"letting beD seems to produce the least anxiety in each

student, regardless of what I'm 'supposed' to be doing."



gam= (Teacher at Collins Brook School, 1970-73)

ir one believes Lea

.. Is a paradox. It changes

1111004erate plans are made.

dithin the existing one.

Watson,

swiftly

then Collins Brook School

yet sradually. Strong but

It builds a new structure yat works

The leadership is olosed yet open.

CBS seems to be a pot pourri of all the ideas about and

approaches to change that ever existed.

Lea herself believes ln eradual change. She suggests

efrequent reviewing of goals* and maintains that *compromises

are necessary.* In praotice, however, Lea favors neither vacs.

ePhilosophically, I agree with voice 92 (the gradual approaCh).

pros:A.14411y, Impatience should not be avoided, it can't be,

but looked wt. A small compromise in method might be

indicated." Loa sees" CBS as oloser to neither approach, but

Instead A combination of the two. "The foot that CBS was

started outside the public system and given that it is very

different from the system, suggest that the views of the

program are closer to voice #1 (the swift approach). However,

I feel that it was that kind of feeling which might have

dotten It started, but its perpetuation and its internal

promise and success is due to an attitude, of those involved

daily, which is closer to voice 12 (the gradual approach).

As tar es planning Is concerned, Left sees hereelf and

CBS es following a "mixture" of the strong and moderate approaches.

Sae distinruished between the long and the short term,

Indicating that long run planning is enderate, but short term

plans are strong.

Neither voloe fits L4a in deoiding h.w structured a
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141 Watson (oon't)

child's program should be. "my personality plays a part

in the direction / would or would, not show a child. If a

child was turned on to something I was, chances are we'd go

further. Fart of my job was fimding 'teachers' for kids who

could really turn them on because of their own interest."

Lea favors working within the present structure as

opposed to forming a new system. She sees CBS as following,

onde again, a combined approach. "The overall practice is a

sum of its parts, i.e., teachers. Therefore, the first and

second voices reflect the overall practice of the progrem."

Both individual and structural changes, In Lea's opinion,

are evident nt CBS. "The structure 1.018 different, not

traditional, but within that structure the individual--hls

talents, responsibilities, and opportunities--were strongly

emphasized."

In the question of whether the school should strive for

understanding with the community or simply resign itself to

the "pursuit of scholarly excellence", neither voice appeals

to Lea. "A strong effort should be made to not met nlienated

from the comffarl: But a lot of effort at 'fighting city

hall' or helpi' p,!cple to understand what you are doing can

take energy that might better be spent on the children,

maybe helping them to realize the extent of people's differences."

Finally, because we "canotalways be one or the other", Lea

sees herself and CBS as exnibiting both the open and "Lion/Fox"

styles of leadership which the questionnaire describes.
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rley (Member or Brunswick School Board, 1964-68; chairman,

1968-70)

Ann Alley favors swift change, strongly planned for,

irected more toward the individual than toward structure.110
Oho prefers not to tamper lightly with traditional praotices

and advocates working withn the existing system. She holds

the view that school is & place where one learns to think

and develop one's mind. Ann believes that school should

teach a child to savor the present and she thinks that

Jordan Acres also holds that view. In practice, however,

she believes that both she and Jordan Acres emphasize the

future and the need to get to the next higher erade. This

concern for reachinr.upward, though Ann does not direotly say

It, probably reflects parents' views as a part of the

educational realities in Brunswiok.

R:1-1
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Dza Wenfmr (Teacher in Jordan Acres School, Brunswick, 1972 ff.)

In ovet half of hls responses to the questions, Don
Indicates that he is not able td work his views out in actual
practice. He would rather

see change come about swiftly, but
if forced to make changes only gradually.

Don feels that he
is alwas ready to throw out traditional

practice, but in the
end he must not

tamper lightly with existing techniques.
Don is more for "letting be" and showing a child a variety of
opportunities, but in practice he has to show a concern for
structure In programs.

He would rather help a child appre-
ciate the present,

but Instead finds himself emphasizins the
importance of reaching

sone future goal, such as getting to
the next higher giade. Don wants to:work for a rapport between
the community and the school but his greatest efforts go
toward a child's

scholarly achievement. Don would prefer
the school to act AO Kr] agent for change, but instead he
promotes its role in

preparin.7- the children for future
Citizenship. And finally, Don wants to teach all children
equally, but Inevitably

he has to face the reality of teaching
only the few, with

the slim hope that the others might
learn something, too.

,

3 3



41:!_na brewer (Teacher end teem leader, Jordon Acres School,
Brunswick, 1972 ff.)

There's a lot of agreement between Eery Brewer's

Ideas and practices on the one hand and those which she

believes to be Jordan Acres's on the other. Gradual

Wangs with moderate planning And within the systembut

still being ready to swap traditional practices for new

ones--seems to be an apt description of Mary's appmach to

educational change. She would also emphasize changes in the

Individual over changes in struoture. In addition, Mary

feels that she is close to the Ideal of "teaching equally",

but still, she writes, *I've got a long wny to go."

The greatest difference between Mary nnd her perceptions

of Jordnn Acres is seen in the question on leadership. Mary

believes in the open'siyle and feels that she is ablu to

practice it reasonably well. Jordan Acres, however, is seen

by Mary as oloser to the "Lion/Fox" style, in both view and
practice. "So much more could be achieved," Mary advises,

*by working with someone rather than for .3omeone."

In the final analysis, Mary feels that *a big step Is

for person to recognize that the need Eor change) exists.

Any changes in attitudes or methods originate from within;

they can't be imposed from without."

33o
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pichard Crosman (Principal, Jordan Acres School, Brunswick,

1972-7h)

Dick answered only the first six questions and did not

record any responses on the 'remaining seven. Nonetheless,

one is able to get a clear picture of Dick despite his

having answered only part of the questionnaire. What is most

strIking'is that Dick sees no incongruities between his own

views and practices and his perception of those of the change

program at Jordan Acres. In addition, he sees no differences

between his views and his own actual practice.

If we are to take the questionnaire seriously, Dick is a

man who is able to carry out his views in actual practice and

who must feel secure and comfortable in his job. From the

several answers whichpick does give, one gets the picture of

a moderate man following the middle course: ho endorses

gradual change with moderate planning, exprasses a concern

for structure, and exhibits a willingness to make some room

for the new,
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AI= Gallerher
(Superintendent,

Brmswick School
System,l970"74)

There were no
inconsistencies in

Brunswick Schoolsuperintendent Erwin
Gallagher's

answers to the
questionnaire..

Be felt
that hls

own views end
practices were the same in

every case as the
views and

practices of the
change program

in the
Brunswick

elementary system, Jordan Acres. He also
felt that he was

able to
practice his own

views in each of
the twelve

questions which he
answered. He made no

response

on the
question

dealing with the
role of

the school
as social

change agent
versus its

role es
preparer of future

citizens.
Gallagher is in

favor of
a' gradual

approach to change
with

a stronr
set of

plans.
He prefers

not to change
lightly and

does not
hold the

view that
one should

always be
ready to rake

room for
the new.

And he
prefers to work

for change
within

the
existing

structures if and
when he feels change is

desirable.
Gallagher also favors

change in
individuals

over changes

in
structure, the

school's
commitment to raising

community
consciousness over

itsommitment
to scholarly

excellence, and

an open
style of

leadership over over the
"Lion/Fox" type

articulated in the
questionnaire.

Gallagher's
responses

picture him as a
moderate man kho

may often
have to

"straddle

the fence."
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parhnra Eau (Elementary Supervisor, Brunswick Schools, 1970 tf.)

Barbara's views and practices in regard to educational

change and those oV the Jordan Acres School as she sees them

are alike in her responses to seven of the questions. Barbara

believes that she shares with Jordan Acres a gradual approach

to change, with moderate planning, but being ready to "throw

the rascals out" when necessary. She sees herself and Jordan

Acres as emphasizing the inner person over outer changes in

behavior, the mind over the heart, establishing new structure

over working for changes within existing structure, and the

school's role as preparer of future good citizens over Its role

of social change agent.

'Perhaps more important indications of Barbara's approach

to change in education can be found in her responses to the

remaining questions, where her own views differ from the way

she perceives Jordan Acres. The distinction which she sees

between her views and her actual practice serves to highlight

the differences.

Barbara is concerned morn with "variety of opportunity"

and "letting be" than with "structure and focus." But in

actual practice, i.e. in carrying cut the day to day responsi-

bilities of her job, she must concern herself more with

structure and focus, recognizing the realities of the Jordan

Acres situation. This same analysis holds true in regard to

emphasizing the present in a child's life as opposed to

helping him or her reach a future goal (a.g., the next higher
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317.'tare im (Con't.)

grade), Individual
over structural

changes, community con-sciousness over scholarly excellenee, and teaching the manyequally over teaching only the few, with
the many gettingwhat they can. In each case, the former are what Barbarawould like to be doing,

the latter are what she
actually does.Where Barbera and her perception of Jordan Acres

fundamentally agree, it seems, is with
respect to abstractapproaches to educational ohange in general

(e.g., that itshould be gradual,
moderately planned, and emphasize new .structures rather than working within the present ones).Where Barbara's

own views differ with her
perceptions ofJorden Acres is in actual

work with the ohild (e.g., inemphasizing the 'now' in a child's life, his or her sense ofcommunity, and teaching the many equally).
These are theideals with which Barara

concurs, but which are In her opinion(at least at the time
she responded to the

questionnaire)beyond the
capabilititla tlf the Jordan Acres Seheel.
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APPEND/X

LIST OP pERSONS INTERVIEWED

(The description of their role or relation to the school

system is the one they had during the time span under review

by the research project, 1970-1975. In the.case of name changes

since then, the name appears as used by the person at the tima

of the interview).
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319anyle Ainsworth
Brunswick teacher, Jordan AcresTarry Albert
Upward Bound student

Audrey R. Alexander
Brunswick High School teacher,
formerly member of Brunswick SchoolBoard, and prior to that Principalof Brunswick

Coffin Elementary SchoolLee Arris
Freeport High School student, andBowdoin student

Altirk R. Barnes

Daniel W. Beal

Betsey Battis

Boger Begin

Janice Bennett

William S. Bennett

Al Beaudoin

Corliss A. Blake .

Rachel E. Blake

Diane Black

William H. Blood

Evelyn Bryant

Daisy Bond

Robert Bourgault

Betsey Bowen

Ellen Bowman-Neilly

Mary E. Brewer

Bonnie Bell Bustard

Brownie Carson

Robert Cartmill

Michael Chapko

Brunswick School Board

Upward Bound
student; Bowdoin student

Freeport teacher,
Kindergarten

Upward Bound student

Freeport citizen

Freeport School Board

Principal, Middle
School, FreePort

Freeport citizen/parent

Freeport
citizen/parent/member ofFreeport Education

Development Committee
Brunswick, Special

Education Teacher
Freeport School Board

Brunswick Teachers Aide, JordanAcres

Brunswick, Clerk at Jordan Acres

Maine Teachern
Association negotiator

Brunswick teacher, Jordan Acres

Brunswick teacher,
Longfellow School

Brunswick teacher, Jordan Acres
Upward Bound student

Upward Bound teacher

Superintendent, Freeport Schools

Bowdoin4Paculty/Upward Bound teacher
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Marilyn Chase

Philip Chase, Jr.

Nancy R. Clark

John N. Cole

Elissa Congor

Ernest Cottea

Herbert Cnursen

Kay t*ovell

Z.xvidi Cox

lietzrd Crosman

Reny Demers

Marianne Deschaines

Carol Dolloif

Susan Dolloff

Helen Doyle

Kathy Duffy

Steph Duplessis

Phyllis.Estes

Linda Ewing

Henry L. Favreau

Vera Field

Merton D. (Bud) Fillmore

Gordon Finnemore

Peg Fisher

Ray Fisher

Brunswick speech therapist

Freeport Middle School teacher

Brunswick High School teacher,
President Maine Teachers Association

Bruns:Ack citizen/Editor, Maine Times

Collins Brook School staff

Upward BoWid student

Bowdoin Faculty/Upward Bound teacher

Brunswick teacher, Jordan Acres

t.:Alir.s Brook School pupil

Principal, Brunswick Jordan Acres
Elementary School

Principal, Brunswick Longfellow
Elementary School

Upward Bound student

Brunswick citizen.parent: Collins
Brook School, parent

Collins Brook School, pupil

Brunswick teacher, Jordan Acres

Upward Bound student"

Upward Bound. Assistant to the Director

Freeport School Board member

Upward Bound student

Brunswick School Board member

Brunswick teacher, Longfellow School

Freeport School Board, Chairman

Upward Bound student

Freeport citizen/parent-Upward Bound.teacher

Freeport citizen/parent-Upward Bound
teacher
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_in Flagg

,joymm-Friedman

r:Joice A. Freeman

;Alfred H. Fuchs

Janet R. Galls

?tank Garland

Bus Gervais

Roger Gilbert

Jack Clatter

Bryan Gottlieb

Martha Gottlieb

A. L. (Roy)
.Greason

Peter Grua

Ruth Gruninger

Mary Haggerty

R. Harry
Harrington

Ruth Harris

Paul Hazelton

Priscilla Hinckley

Bridget Healy

James L. Hodge

Jaye** Hopkins

Helen Horowitz

Upward Bound
student

Collins Brook
School,

AdministrativeAssistant/teacher

Brunswick teacher, Jordan Acres
Bowdoin faculty, Upward Bound

teacher,Chairman, Upward Bound
Advisory CommitteeBrunswick

citizen/member of planningcommittees Jordan Acres School
Freeport

School Board member
Upward Bound

student

Collins Brook School, teacher
Upward Bound teacher

Freeport
citizen/parent (CollinsBrook School

and Freeport
Schools)

Freeport
citizen/parent (CollinsBrook School

and Freeport
Schools)

Bowdoin, Dean of the
College, Chairman,Brunswick School Committee

Bowdoin student,
volunteer aide,Brunswick Jordan Acres

Freeport
teacher, Soule

Elementary SchoolBrunswick
teacher, Jordan Acres

Upward Bound teacher

Collins Brook
School, staff

Bowdoin faculty, Chairman, AdvisoryCommittee on Upward Bound
Upward Bound student

Freeport School
Board member

Bowdoin faculty, Upward Bound
teacher,Chairman Upward Bound

Advisory Committee
Principal,

Freeport Soule
ElementarySchool

Brunswick teacher, Jordan Acres
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Charlotte Howard

Paul Hurlburt

Patricia Hutchinson.

Mildred Jones

Rick Karg

Marcia Keith

Jamie Kellem

Barbara D. Kurz

Anne Ladley

John B. Ladley

Sam Ladley

Lisa La Joie

Marilyn La Joie

Donna LaPierre

Ed Lee

Dan Levine

Richard Lord

Dorothy MacKenzie

Cynthia R. McLaughlin

Mary Grace Mellow

Halton Merrill

Alan E. Miller

Marcella Morin

Pat Morrison

322

Upward Bound, Assistant to the
Director

Principal, Brunswick Middle School.

Brunswick teacher, Gordan Acres

Freeport teacher, Kindergarten

Collins Brook School teacher

Freeport Elementary Supervisor

Collins Brook School teacher

Brunswick Elementary Supervisor

Collins Brook School/parent

Collins Drook School/parent

Collins Brook School/pupil

Freeport High School/student

Freeport citizen/parent

Brunswick teacher, Jordan Acres

Upward Bound teacher/Project research
assistant

Bowdoin faculty, Upward Bound teacher.
Chairman, Upward Bound Advisory
Committee

Brunswick citizen

Brunswick teacher, Jordan Acres

Freeport High School teacher

Upward Bound student

Freeport, President of Freeport
Teachers Association, Principal of
the Middle School

Brunswick citizen, parent, Upward
Bound teacher

Upward Bound student

Freeport School Board member
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ley Nichols
Freeport School Board member

323

Clewent A. Nickerson
Brunswick citizen, member of planning
committees for Jordan Acre -choolibuth Noyes
Freeport citizen,

parent, rep. -terfor Portland Press Herald
7 halbert Nunn

Bowdoin faculty, Upward Bound teacher
Y,Jean O'Brien

Freeport School Board member
Jena O'Brien

Freeport teacher, Soule Elementary Schoolr.lerry Oleson
Freeport High School teacher

'-Earl L. Ormsby
Brunswick School Board memberS' Annon Palmer
Upward Bound student

,:onnie Pennington
Collins Brook Sc'rlool teacher

Vida Peskay
Brunswick, teaching consultant-joe Polsner
Yreepo-:t teac.lex, Middle School

Marion F. (Pic) Pettit Freeport School Board, Chairman
Josh Prayer

Collins Brook School student
'Albert E. Redding

Freeport Sc-'. Board member, ActingSuperinte%dent
Carla Rensenbrink

Freeport teacher, Morse StreetElementary
Wink, Greta Liz.,le

Collins Brook School, pupilsRensenbrini

Debbie Ries
Bowdoin -.tudent, Jordan Acres
volunteer aide

Shirley Roper
Upward Bound student

Judy Roulliard
Brunswick teachers' aide, Jordan AcresStephen D. Reid
Upward Bound,

Assistant Directorhon Riley
Brunswick School Board, Chairman

Phiimore ROWS
Brunswick Schoo2 Board, Chairman

!Moslem Schoce.er
Freeport, School Counsellor

Anne Schwenk
Freeport' citizen, parent; CollinsBrook School, parent
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Berman Schwenk Freeport citizen, patent; Collins
Brook School, parent

A2fred Senter Brunswick citizen

Carol Shaw Brunswick teacher, Jordan Acres

Dorothy G. Shea Brunswick teacher, Jordan Acres

Jim Shepperd Collins Brook School, business manager

Lisa Shepperd Collins Brook School, student

Xim Shepperd Freeport teacher, Soule Elementary SchOol

Alison Shipman Brunswick, librarian Jordan Acres

Relen Small Brunswick teacher, Longfellow School

Linda Smith Collins Brook School teacher

Ron Snyder Brunswick, Acting Superintendent

Reed Stanley Upward Bound student

Ernie Stallworth Reporter, Bath-Brunswick Times Record

Nora Thompson Brunswick teacher, Jordan Acres

:oseph Threadgill Upward Bound teacher

Mary Timmerman Brunswick teacher, Jordan Acres

Andy VanSickle Collins Brook School student

Sally Vogel Freeport Elementary Reading Program,
Director

Doris Vladimiroff Upward Bound, Director

Dick Watson Collins Brook School, Director

Lea Watson Collins Brook School, teacher

Sharon Watson Collins Brock School, co-Director

Donal,.; F. Wea, J. Brunswick teacher, Jordan Acres

Bur.1 Collins Brook School, teacher

Mmeon M. Freeport Middle School, librarian

:Susan IL.tcy Collins Brook School, teacher

aMrgaret C. 11:,,)h5use Freeport teachers aide, Soule Elementary
School
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-t alidith A. Whitman

Wills.,

', Cladys S. Wilson

Evtlyn Wyman

,

325

Brunswick teacher, Jordan Acres

Collir.;1 Brno% School. staff member

Principal, Brunswick Union StreetElementary School; member, planningcommittee, Jordan Acres School

Brunswick teacher, Jordan Acres
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